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List of Key Terms

• A coalition is a group of people and organizations pursuing the same aims
in the same policy fight. Because coordination is difficult to measure, my em-
pirical definition includes individuals and organizations who advocate for the
same policy outcomes regardless of overt coordination. A coalition may in-
clude organizations lobbying for the same policy outcome for different reasons
(e.g., “bootleggers and baptists” coalitions).

• Going public describes the choice to pursue an “outside” strategy to influ-
ence policy outcomes. It aims to expand the scope of conflict and involve
more actors than would be involved when lobbying organizations only em-
ploy an “inside” lobbying strategy involving professional policy influencers
and focused primarily on the policymakers.

• Grassroots and astroturf campaigns are both forms of outside lobbying.
Grassroots campaigns aim to mobilize individuals based on some pre-existing
interest or belief. In contrast, astroturf campaigns aim to create a deceptive
appearance of more public support. The people organizing an astroturf cam-
paign are only doing so because they are being paid. Many of the individuals
mobilized are either deceived (e.g., intentionally misled about the policy or its
likely effects) or financially incentivized to participate. In the extreme, astro-
turf campaigns may use the names of fake or non-consenting individuals. In
contrast, a more grassroots campaign may also require funding, but groups
would choose to use resources for such a campaign even without the quid pro
quo. While grassroots campaigns may involve simplification, spin, and even
mild deception, such strategies are not decisive for the campaign’s ability to
mobilize.

• Lobbying influence implies a causal effect between an effort to influence
policy and a policy outcome.

• Lobbying success describes a situation where a group that sought to influ-
ence policy got the outcome they sought, without implying a causal relation-
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ship between their effort and the policy outcome.

• A membership organization is a type of organization formed to serve the
interests of a defined membership. Membership organizations may act in the
name of their members’ narrow material interests or broader visions of the
public interest. Some membership organizations are more directly governed
by their members than others.

• Mobilizing groups/organizations recruit people to take an action (e.g., to
sign a petition or submit a public comment).

• An organization is usually incorporated as a business, government, or non-
profit. Public comments from organizations represent the position of the orga-
nization as an incorporated entity. I only consider a comment to be on behalf
of an organization if the comment text claims to represent the organization.
An employee using letterhead is insufficient. Letters from elected officials
are only considered to represent their governmental organization (their state,
committee, etc.) if they claim to do so and are in a position to do so (e.g., a
governor or committee chair). Otherwise, I consider elected officials to rep-
resent themselves as politicians in a particular political office, not the whole
governmental organization.

• A public interest group is a type of organization that primarily advocates
for some vision of the public good, not the private material interest of its
owners or members. Policy conflicts may involve competing visions of the
public interest and thus multiple public interest group coalitions.

• A public pressure campaign is an effort to influence policy by mobilizing a
segment of the public to pay attention to the policy process and express their
opinions to decisionmakers. It can be an astroturf or grassroots campaign on
behalf of public or private interests. Empirically, I focus on public pressure
campaigns in public comment periods, often called a “mass commenting cam-
paign.” Comments mobilized by such campaigns are often form letters called
“mass comments.” For analytic purposes, I define a mass comment in 2.3.2 as
any comment sharing a substantial amount of text with 99 other comments or
uploaded in a batch of 100 or more by the same organization.

• Responsiveness is observable attention that government officials pay to
public input. This can be either substantive policy influence or discursive in-
fluence (similar to what Balla et al. (2020) calls “procedural responsiveness”).

• Technical information and political information are two types of infor-
mation that may be relevant to policy decisions. This distinction comes from
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Nelson and Yackee (2012) and is developed further in each chapter of this dis-
sertation. Technical information includes scientific or legal facts. It may influ-
ence decisions if policymakers update their beliefs about the consequences of
their policy–for example, by changing an economic cost-benefit analysis or by
revealing an unknown legal precedent or statutory requirement. In contrast,
political information is about the political context in which policy is made.
It may influence decisions if policymakers update their beliefs about which
members of Congress support their proposal, the prevalence of a belief in the
broader public, or the number of people an interest group represents. Most
kinds of political information inform second-order beliefs—beliefs about what
others think (Mildenberger and Tingley, 2017). A threat of an oversight hear-
ing, a national opinion poll, and the media coverage of a protest are all types
of political information that inform policymakers about the prevalence and
intensity of political opinions and, thus, the political consequences of their
policy decisions.
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I cite public records, including policy documents and public comments, using
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Federal Register include an agency acronym, the year the document was published,
and a document number (usually five digits, e.g., “CFPB-2020-14935”). If citing a
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1

Introduction: Why Study Public Participation in

Bureaucratic Policymaking

This dissertation is about public pressure campaigns that target U.S. federal agency

rulemaking, a technocratic policy process in which participation is usually limited

to a few policy insiders. Occasionally, however, public pressure campaigns help

make agency rules some of the most hotly contested policies of our time. I examine

who organizes public pressure campaigns and why, whether these campaigns affect

congressional oversight, and whether they affect policy. Answering these questions

informs our understanding of bureaucratic politics as well as interest group lobby-

ing, organizing, and mobilizing tactics. At a time when the vast majority of policy

is made in bureaucracies, the relationship between citizens and government depends

on bureaucratic policymaking. If ordinary people have a voice in bureaucratic poli-

cymaking, I argue, it is through public pressure campaigns. The capacities required

to influence national-level policy are those of organized groups, not individuals act-

ing alone. Thus, understanding the nature and effects of these campaigns is key to

understanding modern democracy.

With the rise of the administrative state, U.S. federal agencies have become a
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major site of policymaking and political conflict. By some estimates, upward of 90

percent of legally binding U.S. federal policy is now written by agencies (Warren,

2010). Agency rules are revised much more frequently than statutory law (Wag-

ner et al., 2017). In the years or decades between legislative enactments, federal

agencies make legally binding rules that interpret and reinterpret old statutes to

address emerging issues and priorities. Since Kerwin and Furlong (1992) observed

that “rulemaking has become the most common and instrumental form of lawmak-

ing” (p. 114), this observation has only become more true.

To illustrate the importance of bureaucratic policymaking, one could pick from

thousands of examples of how our food, water, medicine, prisons, energy system,

and financial system are governed through agency rulemaking. Congress autho-

rizes billions of dollars in grants, subsidies, and leases for public lands, but who gets

these benefits depends on agency policy. The effects of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street

Reform and Consumer Protection Act were largely unknown until the specific regu-

lations were written, and U.S. policy on banking continues to change as these rules

are revised. In the decades since the last major environmental legislation, agencies

have written thousands of pages of new environmental regulations and thousands

more, changing tack under each new administration. For example, most federal poli-

cies addressing climate change are agency rules “implementing” the 1963 Clean Air

Act that was last amended in 1990.

Agency rules significantly shape lives and fortunes. For example, in 2006, citing

the authority of statutes last amended in the 1950s, the Justice Department’s Bu-

reau of Prisons proposed a rule restricting eligibility for parole. In 2016, the Bureau

withdrew this rule and announced it would require fewer contracts with prison com-

panies, precipitating a 50 percent loss of industry stock value. Six months later, a
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new administration announced these policies would again be reversed, leading to a

130 percent increase in industry stock value. Agency rulemaking clearly matters.

Less clear, however, is how the new centrality of agency rulemaking fits with

democracy. In addition to the bureaucracy’s complex relationships with the pres-

ident, Congress, and the industries they support and regulate, agencies have com-

plex and poorly understood relationships with the public and advocacy groups. Re-

lationships with constituent groups may even provide agency officials with a degree

of autonomy from their political principals in Congress (Carpenter, 2001). These

complex relationships make bureaucratic policymaking difficult to study. Moreover,

different theories of democracy emphasize different—and often conflicting—roles for

bureaucracy.

Bureaucratic organization is a core feature of nearly all ambitious human

projects, including modern democracies. Bureaucracy—and bureaucratic policymak-

ing in particular—helps address two major challenges faced by large democracies.

First, large democracies are susceptible to the fleeting passions of the mass public.

To combat this, many decisions are left to unelected experts who, ideally, exercise

judgment loosely guided by the public. Additionally, some large democracies con-

strain legislative policymaking through supermajoritarian or bicameral legislatures,

a separation of powers, or judicial review. The result is that many policy problems

are (either de jure or de facto) left to the bureaucracy. Second, not everyone can

vote on every policy decision. We thus delegate power to elected representatives

(who then delegate it to unelected deputies in the bureaucracy), solicit input from

those most affected or moved by a public decision, and create temporary mini-

publics.1 Most policy in large democracies is thus made by bureaucrats, supposedly
1As imagined by Dahl (1989), mini-publics are deliberative and representative bodies of in-

dividuals selected at random. Besides juries, however, randomly selected deliberative bodies are
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guided indirectly through elected representatives and directly by limited forms of

public input.

While bureaucracies address both of these challenges—they institutionalize ex-

pert counterweights to mass politics and make larger volumes of policy than any

plebiscite could—they do not resolve them. Both challenges are especially acute

in bureaucratic policymaking. Using bureaucracy to address challenges as diverse

as resisting populism, enabling representative democracy, and encouraging direct

participation in policymaking creates contradictions in the tasks assigned to govern-

ment officials (Wilson, 1989). Bureaucracies are run by experts who are often em-

bedded in professional networks and epistemic communities that value very specific

kinds of expertise (Carpenter, 2001, 2014). At the same time, officials are deputized

by, and are thus accountable to, elected officials. Moreover, bureaucratic policy-

making procedures often aim to create opportunities for direct public input, such

as public comment periods on draft policies. The result is the apogee of the famous

“Bureaucracy Problem” (Wilson, 1967): bureaucracies are expected to optimize mul-

tiple conflicting goals, each goal involving different types of relevant information,

different constituents, and, often, attracting the attention of different scholars. It is

far from clear how bureaucratic decisions are to balance expertise, accountability to

elected officials, and responsiveness to public input in policymaking.

Participatory processes like public comment periods, where government agencies

must solicit public input on draft policies, bring the tensions of bureaucratic policy-

making in a democracy into sharp focus. Comment periods are said to provide po-

litical oversight opportunities (Balla, 1998; McCubbins and Schwartz, 1984), demo-
rare. Instead, citizens more often engage in government decisions when given opportunities to
opt-in, such as hearings, petitions, and public comment periods. These mechanisms of civic en-
gagement generate a different, more contentious flavor of public input than the discourse imagined
by scholars who focus on deliberation.
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cratic legitimacy (Croley, 2003; Rosenbloom, 2003), and new forms of expertise and

technical information (Yackee, 2006; Nelson and Yackee, 2012; Wagner, 2010).

Activists, politicians, and the press often discuss comment periods as if they are

an inherently majoritarian or pluralist institution. After one particularly contro-

versial policy battle, reporters in the New York Times wrote that “[t]he purpose of

the public comment period was to objectively gauge Americans’ sentiment before

changing a policy that could profoundly affect their lives” (Lipton and Davenport,

2015). It is clear that rulemaking profoundly affects lives. The extent to which pub-

lic comment periods gauge public sentiment is much less clear. Of the thousands of

policies that government institutions make each year, direct public input tends to

be limited to only the most contentious policy debates. Even elected officials who

are in positions to oversee bureaucratic policymaking infrequently play any role in

bureaucratic policymaking.

While most federal agency policies receive little public attention, activists occa-

sionally expand the scope of conflict by targeting agency policymaking with letter-

writing campaigns, petitions, protests, and by mobilizing people to attend hear-

ings, all classic examples of “civic engagement” (Verba and Nie, 1987). As I show

in Chapter 2, most comments submitted to regulations.gov are form letters, more

akin to petition signatures than sophisticated lobbying. Indeed, approximately 80

percent of public comments on federal agency rules were mobilized by just 100 ad-

vocacy organizations. Yet civic engagement remains poorly understood in the con-

text of bureaucratic policymaking. While recent scholarship on agency policymak-

ing has shed light on the sophisticated lobbying by businesses and political insiders

(Yackee and Yackee, 2006), we know surprisingly little about the vast majority of

public comments, which are submitted by ordinary people as part of public pressure
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campaigns.

The occasional bursts of civic engagement in bureaucratic policymaking that pub-

lic pressure campaigns generate raise practical and theoretical questions for the

practice of democracy. These practical and theoretical questions hinge on unan-

swered empirical questions: Who is behind these campaigns? Do they affect policy?

If so, by what mechanisms?

Existing research finds that commenters believe their comments matter (Yackee,

2015b) and that the number of public comments varies across agencies and policy

processes (Moore, 2017). In particular, scholars have found that mass comment

campaigns drive significant participation of the lay public in rulemaking at the En-

vironmental Protection Agency (Potter, 2017a; Balla et al., 2018). Cuéllar (2005),

examining public input in three rulemaking processes, finds that members of the

lay public, not professional policy influencers, made up the majority of commenters,

demonstrating “demand among the mass public for a seat at the table in the regu-

latory process.” Yet, the relationship between the scale of public engagement and

policy change remains untested. Indeed, we have much to understand about the

causes and effects of public pressure campaigns before we are in a position to ask

if they are a mechanism for groups to influence policy. Most critically, we must un-

derstand who mobilizes public pressure campaigns and why.

1.1 What We Know About Bureaucratic Policymaking

Departing from the conventional wisdom that government was necessarily politi-

cal, an influential movement in public administration in the early twentieth century

promoted the idea that challenges of governance could be solved rationally (Svara,

1998)—what Stone (2002) calls the “rationality project.” Administration was to
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be a science with objective methods to design and carry out administrative tasks.

The principles of good administration were discoverable, generalizable, and neutral

(Long, 1949; Caiden, 1984).

In the mid-twentieth century, a wave of scholarship pushed back, arguing that

“the lifeblood of administration is power” and that bureaucratic decision-making is

saturated with “forces on whose support, acquiescence, or temporary impotence the

power to act depends” (Long, 1949, pg. 1). Rather than merely subordinate cogs

in a governmental hierarchy, bureaucrats’ decisions are functions of a multitude of

relationships with the other political institutions in which they are embedded. “Ad-

ministrative organizations, however much they may appear to be the creations of

art, are institutions produced in history and woven in the web of social relation-

ships that give them life” (Long, 1949, pg. 6). Bureaucracies are inescapably part

of the politics of their time. The work of bringing politics back into the study of

bureaucracy is an active program (Yackee, 2019).

Long suggested that Congress, individual members of Congress, committees,

courts, other agencies, presidential advisors, and the president all affect agency pol-

icymaking, but the effect of these more official demands “varies with the political

strength of the group demand embodied in it” (Long, 1949, pg. 7). That is, the

effect of official demands is conditional on the power of the coalition supporting

them. In the language of principal-agent theory, the effect of principals on agencies

is mediated by their level of political support. Likewise, we might say that the

effect of interest groups that attempt to influence bureaucratic policymaking is

mediated by their access to formal levers of power.

Leading models of influence in bureaucratic policymaking focus on two key

political forces: sophisticated interest group lobbying and political constraints from
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Congress and courts. As bureaucrats learn about policy problems and balance

interest-group demands, public comment processes allow lobbying organizations to

provide useful technical information and inform decision-makers of their preferences

on draft policies. Agencies may then update policy positions within constraints

imposed by their political principals.

The remainder of this subsection offers a brief review of the special institutional

context of bureaucratic policymaking, then scholarship on interest group lobbying

and principal-agent dynamics, and finally the limited scholarship on public pres-

sure campaigns and the bureaucracy, most of which comes from administrative law

scholars.

1.1.1 Accountability to the President, Congress, and the Courts

Presidents, Congress, and courts all affect agency policymaking (Moe, 1985). Yet,

agencies vary in their independence from presidential and congressional agendas

(Carpenter, 2001; Selin, 2015). As a result, agencies vary in their responsiveness to

Congress (Clinton, Lewis and Selin, 2014; Farhang and Yaver, 2015), the courts

(Lauderale and Clark, 2012; Carrigan and Mills, 2019), the president (Carrigan,

Kasdin and Xie, 2021), and public opinion (Dunleavy, 1991).

Principal-agent models, where political actors use various rewards and sanctions

to affect agency behavior, offer one way to think about accountability. Stemming

from the image of a hierarchy of governmental authority, models of principal-agent

dynamics focus on how institutional design and incentives can increase political

control over administrative institutions. Specifically, these models focus on how

Congress and the president delegate authority and then attempt to constrain bu-

reaucrats’ exercise of those authorities. For example, models of delegation suggest
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that rational principals will delegate to agents with similar goals, repeated interac-

tions, and when they are able to overcome commitment and information problems

(Bendor, Glazer and Hammond, 2001). Mechanisms of congressional control over

the bureaucracy include congressional oversight and administrative procedures that

require agencies to be transparent and give interest groups opportunities to raise

concerns (McCubbins, Noll and Weingast, 1987).

While early principal-agent scholarship focused on either Congress or the

president (Wildavsky, 1964; Niskanen, 1975), newer models of bureaucratic policy-

making recognize that agency actions are simultaneously constrained by multiple

other branches of government (Moe, 1985; Potter, 2017b). Models of political over-

sight also now appreciate the role of interest groups in shaping interactions among

branches (McCubbins and Schwartz, 1984; McCubbins, Noll and Weingast, 1987).

I take up the role of interest groups in congressional oversight of bureaucratic

policymaking in Section 3.2.5.

Agency rulemaking is where the rubber hits the road for both legislation and

presidential agendas [Huber2002; Devins and Lewis (2008); Yackee and Yackee

(2009b); Kerwin and Furlong (2018)]. While Congress intentionally designs agencies

with varying levels of presidential control (Lewis and Selin, 2014; Selin, 2015), pres-

idential agendas are one of the main drivers of bureaucratic policymaking (Clinton,

Lewis and Selin, 2014). Indeed, bureaucratic policymaking varies even more from

president to president than the use of direct mechanisms of control would suggest

(Yackee and Yackee, 2009b). As I show in Section 2.4, different presidents inspire

different politics in bureaucratic policymaking.

Presidents—working through the White House Office of Information and Regu-

latory Affairs (OIRA)—review agency policies and often direct agencies to modify
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proposed policies (Haeder and Yackee, 2018). While scholarly attention to OIRA

has focused on cost-benefit analysis, Shapiro (2005) finds that the president’s politi-

cal priorities tend to trump cost-benefit analysis. OIRA review of agency policies is

thus another way that political forces, including interest groups, affect agency rules

(Haeder and Yackee, 2015). To the extent that public pressure campaigns draw the

attention of the White House to agency rulemaking, they may affect OIRA review

as well. While I do not explicitly address the role of OIRA in rulemaking in this

dissertation, my argument that pressure campaigns expand the scope of conflict in-

cludes the involvement of additional actors, including the president and OIRA.

After the president’s policy agenda, partisan control of Congress is one of the

most important political constraints (Yackee and Yackee, 2009a), especially when

Congress is making policy (West and Raso, 2013) or when agencies fear that a hos-

tile Congress will override their policy decisions (Potter, 2017b). Under a divided

government, Congress tends to empower agencies that are more independent from

the president (Epstein and O’Halloran, 1999). We may think of agency policymak-

ing as consistently affected by presidential agendas, with Congress providing shocks

and constraints.

The priorities and attention of Congress and the president affect the volume of

rules produced by each agency (Potter and Shipan, 2019). For example, agencies

adjust the number of rules they produce in response to partisan control. Divided

government leads to agencies issuing fewer rules and fewer substantively signifi-

cant rules than they do during periods of unified government (Yackee and Yackee,

2009a). One reason we see fewer rules under divided government is that agencies

strategically time their policy processes to avoid hostile majorities in Congress and

the Court (Potter, 2017a).
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While Congress is often modeled as a unitary actor, either enabling or constrain-

ing presidential agendas, individual members of Congress also engage the bureau-

cracy independently (Lowande, 2017). For example, legislators engage in bureau-

cratic policymaking when they are unable to advance their priorities through leg-

islation due to partisan pressures and chamber control (Ritchie, 2017). Congres-

sional attention to the bureaucracy is also driven by the constituents they repre-

sent (Lowande, Ritchie and Lauterbach, 2018; Snyder et al., 2020), their campaign

donors (Powell, Judge-Lord and Grimmer, 2020), and the capacity of their office—

for example, oversight committee positions and staff resources (Judge-Lord, Grim-

mer and Powell, 2018). When they do engage in bureaucratic policymaking, legis-

lators often use the highly institutionalized nature of agency rulemaking to their

advantage by raising process concerns about agency policies they dislike (Lowande

and Potter, 2021). I build on this literature in Section 3.2.5 and show that public

pressure campaigns are another reason why members of Congress engage in bureau-

cratic policymaking. Moreover, I show that the lobbying coalitions that members of

Congress support are more likely to achieve their desired policy outcomes.

Courts arbitrate between congressional and presidential control by reviewing

bureaucratic policy for congressional intent and adding additional procedural

requirements to policymaking (Bueno de Mesquita, Stephenson and Stephenson,

2007). Because statutes often give interest groups standing to take agency policies

to court, judicial review is also a lever for interest group influence. Unlike law-

suits challenging the constitutionality of a statute passed by Congress, lawsuits

challenging agency policies often accuse the agency of failing to meet procedural

requirements.

While judges may often uphold or strike down agency policies based on their ide-
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ological position (Cohen and Spitzer, 1996; Segal and Spaeth, 2002; Bailey and

Maltzman, 2008), the process by which agencies make policy also affects judicial

review (Judge-Lord, 2016). Judges may evaluate an agency’s accountability to po-

litical principals, the expertise agency officials employed, or by who participated

in the policy process. For example, in a landmark case on judicial review, Chevron

U.S.A., Inc. v. NRDC (2001, 467 U.S. at 865), the Supreme Court held that the

EPA deserved deference because “the regulatory scheme is technical and complex,

the agency considered the matter in a detailed and reasoned fashion, and the deci-

sion involves reconciling conflicting policies.” This suggests that both the agency’s

use of expertise and the process by which the decision was made affect judicial re-

view. In another landmark case, U.S. v. Mead Corp. (2001, 533 U.S. at 218), the

Supreme Court held that courts should review agency policy for “the fairness and

deliberation that should underlie a pronouncement of such force.” Reviewing courts

often cite levels of public participation as evidence of a fair and legitimate process.

Court opinions frequently note whether a policy resulted from notice-and-comment

rulemaking and, occasionally, how representative commenters were. For example,

in another landmark case on judicial review, Vermont Yankee v. NRDC (1978, 435

U.S. at 519), Justice Rehnquist noted that “[m]ore than 40 individuals and organi-

zations representing a wide variety of interests submitted written comments.”

The features that shape bureaucratic policymaking—attention from political

principals, the weight of expertise, and levels of public participation—may shape

judicial review as well. In addition to accountability and expertise, the level and

type of public participation are important criteria for legitimacy from pluralist and

direct democracy perspectives (Woods, 2013). In these perspectives, the type of

groups or the number of individuals participating in bureaucratic policy may af-
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fect the perceived legitimacy of policies. Justices may respond to cues that reflect

the relative support of the public or of those affected by the policy (Clark, 2009).

While there is little evidence that judges are persuaded by (or even know) the share

of public comments supporting a rule, there is evidence that bureaucratic policies

with more public participation are more likely to be upheld (Judge-Lord, 2016). If

levels of public attention and participation affect judicial review, we would expect

them to also affect the politics of bureaucratic policymaking in the shadow of judi-

cial review.

This subsection has focused on accountability to political principals. The next

subsection reviews the importance of expertise, and, of course, my project squarely

addresses who participated.

1.1.2 The Institutional Context of Bureaucratic Policymaking

Two features set bureaucratic policymaking apart from how policy is made in

Congress, the White House, and courts: it is highly structured and often places

much greater weight on specialized expertise. The importance of structure and

expertise are key features of bureaucracy in general, especially large public bu-

reaucracies like the U.S. federal government. But structure and expertise take

on special significance in the context of policymaking. The next two subsections

address the special importance of structure and expertise in bureaucratic policy-

making. In policymaking, the tasks prescribed by bureaucratic structure are the

tasks of lawmaking, including processes for soliciting and responding to public

input. The value placed on expertise makes bureaucratic policymaking notably

technocratic.
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1.1.2.1 Structured Policymaking

The theories about the drivers of public participation and the mechanisms by which

it may affect policy that I advance and test in the following chapters may apply

to many contexts where public pressure is aimed at decision-makers. My empirical

terrain, however, is policymaking by U.S. federal agencies, specifically the process

of “notice-and-comment” rulemaking prescribed in the Administrative Procedure

Act (APA). These policies (federal agency rules) and their potential to change are

the contexts for the political dynamics that I explore in Chapter 2 and the depen-

dent variable for Chapters 3 and 4. The APA governs the process by which federal

agencies develop and issue legally binding policies. It requires agencies to publish

proposed (draft) and final policies (rules) in the Federal Register and provide op-

portunities for the public to comment on draft rules.

The legal requirements of Section 553 of the APA impose a great deal of struc-

ture on the politics of rulemaking, making it well-suited for quantitative study

(Carpenter et al., 2020). Agencies must publish draft rules and solicit public com-

ments, which are entered into the public record (unless they contain proprietary

information). Both draft and final rules generally include a preamble detailing the

agency’s authority and reasoning in addition to specific modifications to the U.S.

Code. Indeed draft rules are often fully formed policy documents (West, 2005; Yac-

kee, 2012). This allows researchers to assess changes between draft and final rules

(as I do in Chapters 3 and 4).

After the end of the comment period, the agency usually publishes a Final Rule,

which carries the force of law, similar to legislative statutes. The process of pub-

lishing a draft rule includes responding to any substantive comments received on

the rule. There is no legal requirement for agencies to change final rules in response
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to comments, and rules are often unchanged from their draft (Kerwin and Furlong,

2011). As Yackee (2019) puts it, “current law provides the public the right to par-

ticipate in—but not the right to influence—rulemaking” (p. 40). However, accusa-

tions that an agency failed to address relevant comments are frequently the ground

for lawsuits challenging rules as arbitrary—that is, lacking legal authority because

they failed to adhere to technocratic rationality prescribed by the APA and subse-

quent court decisions interpreting it.

At the same time, APA requirements have created an extremely legalistic and

technocratic form of discourse, leading agency policymaking to be dominated by

lawyers and scholarship on rulemaking to be dominated by legal scholars.

1.1.2.2 Expertise as a Basis of Authority

With hundreds of specialized agencies staffed by career specialists, the U.S. federal

bureaucracy has expertise that the legislative branch (in its current form) can only

approach by borrowing career agency officials to help write legislation (Mills and

Selin, 2016). Congress often delegates authority to agencies because of their partic-

ular expertise (Weingast, 1984; Bawn, 1995; Epstein and O’Halloran, 1994; Huber

and Shipan, 2002; Carpenter and Krause, 2012). Agency officials, in turn, often

base their decisions on even more specialized expert advisory committees (Lavertu

and Weimer, N.d.).

A reputation for expertise can increase agencies’ autonomy and power and thus

the legitimacy of their policies (Carpenter, 2001). Agencies almost always appeal

to scientific authority to give policies legitimacy. Indeed, reviewing courts often re-

quire that policies are justified based on expertise rather than politics. Courts are

more likely to defer to policy decisions made by agency officials with more expertise
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(Epstein and O’Halloran, 1994).

In part because of its normative power, technical jargon may be employed

strategically to avoid oversight and reduce public participation (Potter et al., 2019).

Agencies vary significantly in the levels of formal expertise they employ (Clinton

and Lewis, 2008). Agencies that employ lower levels of formal expertise have higher

levels of public participation in their policymaking processes, possibly because these

policies are more accessible (Moore, 2017).

1.1.3 Interest Groups Lobbying

Because certain kinds of expertise are so highly valued—legally, politically, and

culturally—in bureaucratic policymaking, interest groups that are able to provide

sophisticated comments on draft policies enjoy a privileged status. Lobbying the

bureaucracy often means hiring scientists and lawyers. Well-resourced lobbying ef-

forts, especially businesses, have a particular advantage (Yackee and Yackee, 2006).

While there is a vast scholarship on industries and other interest groups “capturing”

government institutions, scholars of bureaucratic policymaking have shifted to the

more flexible concept of interest group influence (Yackee, 2013), recognizing that

“capture” is often applied unevenly (Yackee, 2021).

Although business interests participate at a higher rate and are more influential

than public interest groups (Yackee and Yackee, 2006), agencies do not always ac-

commodate business groups (Walters, 2019b). When the threat of electoral account-

ability is greater, agencies may be more likely to serve the interests of the public,

even if they impose costs on industry (Miller, Witko and Woods, 2018).

Interest groups play a key role in an agency’s ability to make policy. Agencies

secure independent political power and thus autonomy by forming symbiotic rela-
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tionships with constituent groups (Carpenter, 2001, 2014). Interest group pressure

can give agency officials political support and cover from political opposition and

thus affect bureaucratic policymaking. Interest group campaigns can sway the me-

dia (Carpenter, 2002) and public opinion (Hrebenar and Scott, 2015). Groups also

shape political oversight from the White House and (Haeder and Yackee, 2015) and

funding from Congress (Berry and Wilcox, 2018). Networks of interest groups and

agencies not only resist influence from the president and Congress but reform the

systems of formal and informal authority governing agency policymaking (Rhodes,

1996).

Because each agency is embedded in unique issue networks and advocacy coali-

tions (Sabatier, 1988), the politics of bureaucratic policymaking takes different

forms at each. For example, agencies vary significantly in the scope and scale of

stakeholder involvement in their policy processes (Yackee and Yackee, 2006; Moore,

2017). Indeed, as I show in chapter 2, some agencies face vastly disproportionate

levels of public pressure. Agencies cultures and issue networks also lead to distinct

ideological biases (Richardson, Clinton and Lewis, 2017). In Chapter 4, I show that

agencies have different levels of receptivity to groups raising distributive justice con-

cerns.

1.1.4 Public Pressure in Bureaucratic Policymaking

Despite our increasingly robust understanding of interest group lobbying and pres-

sure in bureaucratic policymaking, scholars have yet to articulate a role for “out-

side” lobbying strategies like public pressure campaigns. Existing theories neither

explain nor account for the contentious politics that occasionally inspire millions

of people to respond to calls for public input on draft agency policies. Like other
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forms of mass political participation, such as protests and letter-writing campaigns,

mass public comments on draft agency rules provide no new technical information.

Nor do they wield any formal authority to reward or sanction bureaucrats, as com-

ments from members of Congress might. The number on each side, be it ten or ten

million, has no legal import for an agency’s response. Because they lack both tech-

nical information and formal authority, political scientists largely dismiss public

pressure campaigns as epiphenomenal to interest group bargaining and principal-

agent constraints. As a result, normative and prescriptive debates over the role of

mass public engagement in bureaucratic policymaking have little empirical evidence

to draw upon.

Political science scholarship on public pressure campaigns targeting the bureau-

cracy is extremely limited. Early scholarship on the topic suggested that form

letters differ from other comments (Schlosberg, Zavestoski and Shulman, 2007)

and suggested that mass comments may be related to longer rulemaking processes

(Shapiro, 2008). A recent wave of scholarship has shown that agencies that use high

levels of expertise receive fewer comments (Moore, 2017) and that form comments

are less likely to be cited by agencies and are less associated with policy change

than sophisticated comments (Balla et al., 2020). Additionally, several studies de-

scribe mass comment campaigns at the Environmental Protection Agency (Potter,

2017a; Balla et al., 2018). Small adjacent literatures in information technology

and public administration journals document fraud in the public comment process

(Rinfret et al., 2021) and inadequate training to deal with fraud (Rinfret and Cook,

2019). I discuss each of these studies more extensively as they relate to each of the

following empirical chapters, most extensively in Section 2.2.2.1.
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1.1.5 Administrative Law Scholarship

In contrast to political scientists, legal scholars have long debated what to make

of mass commenting in rulemaking. In 2018, the Administrative Conference of the

United States (ACUS) identified public pressure campaigns (“mass commenting”)”

as a top issue in administrative law. In their report to ACUS, Sant’Ambrogio and

Staszewski (2018) conclude,

The ‘mass comments’ occasionally submitted in great volume in
highly salient rulemakings are one of the more vexing challenges facing
agencies in recent years. Mass comments are typically the result of
orchestrated campaigns by advocacy groups to persuade members or
other like-minded individuals to express support for or opposition to an
agency’s proposed rule. (p. 21)

Most administrative law scholars focus on reforms to help agencies collect more

useful information (Farina et al., 2011; Farina, Newhart and Heidt, 2014; Rauch,

2016). The ACUS report “explores agency strategies to enhance public engagement

prior to and during informal rulemaking. It seeks to ensure that agencies invest re-

sources in a way that maximizes the probability that rulewriters obtain high-quality

public information” (p. 171). Among other things, this committee is debating how

best to gather “quality public information” (p. 4), how “to get new people/groups

into the real or virtual room” (Farina, 2018, p. 1), and whether broad engagement

is even desirable on all rules (White, 2018).

Administrative law scholars have explored these questions theoretically for

decades, but only a few offer empirical analysis. Mendelson (2011) finds that

agencies often discard non-technical comments but argues that they should be

given more weight. Others worry that mass commenting distracts agencies from
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good policy and the broader public interest (Coglianese, 2006). Farina et al. (2012,

p. 112) claim that “[Mass] comments typically are neither factually informative nor

reliable indicators of citizens’ informed value preferences.” Some even call them

“spam” (Balla et al., 2018; Noveck, 2004). In this prevailing view, “high-quality”

and “relevant” mean novel technical information, not opinions. Herz (2016, p. 208)

concludes “The goal of e-rulemaking is to more fully capture such credible, specific,

and relevant information, not to solicit the views of random, self-nominating

members of the public.” Similarly, Epstein, Heidt and Farina (2014, p. 4) dismiss

mass comments as “effectively, votes rather than informational or analytical

contributions. Rulemaking agencies are legally required to make policy decisions

based on fact-based, reasoned analysis rather than majority sentiment; hence, even

hundreds of thousands of such comments have little value in the rulemaking pro-

cess.” Notably, the ACUS draft recommendations on “Mass and Fake Comments in

Agency Rulemaking” suggests that “effective comments” give “reasons rather than

just reactions” (ACUS, 2018, p. 33). If true, most public reactions to proposed

rules, such as those expressed in the mass comments generated by public pressure

campaigns, would not affect rulemaking.

Early optimism among legal scholars that the internet would “change everything”

(Johnson, 1998) and that “cyberdemocracy” would enable more deliberative rule-

making has faded. While commenting and mobilizing others to comment has be-

come easier, Coglianese (2006) concludes that little else has changed. The predic-

tion that the internet would primarily facilitate more engagement among the like-

minded (Sunstein, 2001) has largely been correct. In this sense, the “quality” of

discourse has not improved.

Even scholars who suggest reforms aimed at “regulatory democracy” aim to in-
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crease the “sophistication” of ordinary peoples’ comments (e.g., Cuéllar, 2005; John-

son, 2013). For example, Noveck (2004) is critical of “notice and spam,” arguing

instead for “participative practices—methods for ‘doing democracy’ that build the

skills and capacity necessary for citizens, experts, and organizations to speak and

to be heard. Rulemaking, after all, is a communicative process involving a dialogue

between regulators and those affected by regulation” (Noveck, 2005, pg. 3). These

reformers see mass expressions of opinion as worse than unhelpful. They argue that

we need better, more sophisticated citizens to engage in informed discourse that

tells policymakers things they do not already know.

This scholarship has improved the theory and practice of policy learning in bu-

reaucratic policymaking. But a focus on sophisticated deliberation and technical

information overlooks the potential role of political information—information about

the political context in which policymakers make decisions.2 Whereas administra-

tive law scholars have focused on “how technology can connect the expertise of the

many to the power of the few” (Noveck, 2009, p. 14), I ask whether it may also con-

nect the power of the many to the decisions of the few.

1.2 Outline of the Dissertation

How, if at all, should scholars incorporate mass engagement into models of bureau-

cratic policymaking?

I take up a part of this question in each of the following chapters. In Chapters

2-4, I develop and test theories about the roles of individuals, organizations, coali-

tions, and social movements in bureaucratic policymaking. Chapter 5 concludes
2But see insights from Golden (1998), Nelson and Yackee (2012), Rauch (2016), and Potter

(2017a) on political information, Cuéllar (2005) on participation and voice, and Reich (1966) and
Seifter (2016) on representation, which I review in 2.2.
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with remarks about the implications for my analysis for ongoing debates over poten-

tial reforms to the policy process.

Each chapter draws on different literatures to better understand bureaucratic pol-

icymaking. Chapter 2 integrates literatures on interest-group mobilization and bu-

reaucratic politics to understand why public pressure campaigns target agencies in

the first place. Chapter 3 focuses squarely on the classic bureaucratic politics ques-

tion of interest group influence in policymaking but expanded to account for public

pressure campaigns. Chapter 4 brings in the literature on social movement pressure

to show that pressure campaigns are more than a lobbying tactic; they are also an

institutionalized form of contentious politics over the distribution of governmental

power.

Chapter 2, “Why Do Agencies (Sometimes) Get So Much Mail?” addresses who

participates in public pressure campaigns and why. Are public pressure campaigns,

like other lobbying tactics, primarily used by well-resourced groups to create an “as-

troturf” impression of public support? Or are they better understood as conflict

expansion tactics used by less-resourced “grassroots” groups? I find that mass com-

ment campaigns are almost always a conflict expansion tactic. Furthermore, I find

no evidence of negativity bias in public comments. While most comments opposed

proposed rules during the Trump administration, most comments supported pro-

posed rules during the Obama administration. This is because public comments

tend to support Democratic policies and oppose Republican policies, reflecting the

asymmetry in mobilizing groups.

Chapter 3, “Do Public Pressure Campaigns Influence Policy?” leverages a mix

of hand-coding and computational text analysis methods to assess whether pub-

lic pressure campaigns increase lobbying success. To measure lobbying success, I
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develop computational methods to identify lobbying coalitions and estimate their

effect on each rule posted for comment on regulations.gov. I then validate these

methods against a random sample of rules, hand-coded for whether each lobbying

coalition got the policy outcome they sought. Finally, I assess potential mecha-

nisms by which mass public engagement may affect policy. I focus on congressional

oversight as a mediator in policy influence, i.e., the extent to which public pressure

campaigns affect policy indirectly through their effects on legislators’ oversight be-

haviors. I find that public pressure campaigns are correlated with congressional at-

tention but have little relationship with policy outcomes.

Chapter 4, “The Environmental Justice Movement and Bureaucratic Policymak-

ing,” examines the discursive effects of environmental justice claims both qualita-

tively and quantitatively. I write about the role of Native activists and environ-

mental groups in shaping federal environmental regulations. I find that agencies

are more likely to add language addressing environmental justice in their final rules

when public comments raise environmental justice concerns.

Chapter 5 concludes with implications for theories of bureaucratic policymaking

and future research. I then review dominant ways of thinking about public com-

ment periods and proposed reforms to participatory processes in light of the em-

pirical evidence in the previous chapters. I start with a sketch of the various posi-

tions staked out by administrative law scholars, each rooted in different theories of

democracy. I then review several specific challenges and proposed reforms to the

policy process.
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2

Public Pressure: Why Do Agencies (sometimes) Get

So Much Mail?

Abstract

I examine who participates in public pressure campaigns and why. Scholars of bu-
reaucratic policymaking have focused on the sophisticated lobbying efforts of pow-
erful interest groups. Yet agencies occasionally receive thousands, even millions, of
comments from ordinary people. How, if at all, should scholars incorporate mass
participation into models of bureaucratic policymaking? Are public pressure cam-
paigns, like other lobbying tactics, primarily used by well-resourced groups to cre-
ate an impression of public support? Or are they better understood as conflict ex-
pansion tactics used by less-resourced groups? To answer these questions, I collect
and analyze millions of public comments on draft agency rules. Using text analysis
methods underlying plagiarism detection, I match individual public comments to
pressure-group campaigns. Contrary to other forms of lobbying, I find that mass
comment campaigns are almost always a conflict expansion tactic rather than well-
resourced groups creating an impression of public support. Most public comments
are mobilized by public interest organizations, not by narrow private interests or as-
troturf campaigns. However, the resources and capacities required to launch a cam-
paign cause a few larger policy advocacy organizations to dominate. Over 80 per-
cent of public comments were mobilized by just 100 organizations, most of which
lobby in the same public interest coalitions. As a result, the public attention that
pressure campaigns generate is concentrated on a small portion of policies on which
these organizations focus. I also find no evidence of negativity bias in public com-
ments. Instead, most commenters supported draft policies during the Obama ad-
ministration but opposed those of the Trump administration, reflecting the partisan
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biases of mobilizing groups.

2.1 Introduction

Participatory processes like public comment periods on draft policies are said to

provide democratic legitimacy (Croley, 2003; Rosenbloom, 2003), political oversight

opportunities (Balla, 1998; McCubbins and Schwartz, 1984), and valuable new in-

formation for policymakers (Yackee, 2006; Nelson and Yackee, 2012). The extent

to which participatory processes make more democratic, accountable, or informed

policy depends on who participates and why.

In civics classrooms and Norman Rockwell paintings, raising concerns to the

government is an individual affair. Scholars, too, often focus on studying and im-

proving the ability of individuals to participate in policymaking (Cuéllar, 2005;

Zavestoski, Shulman and Schlosberg, 2006; Shane, 2009). But in practice, the ca-

pacities required to lobby effectively on matters of national policy are those of orga-

nized groups, not individual citizens (Hacker et al., 2021).

Bureaucratic policymaking, in particular, is the ideal context for powerful or-

ganized interests to dominate. Policies made by specialized agencies are likely to

have concentrated benefits or costs that lead interest groups, especially businesses,

to dominate (Lowi, 1969, 1972; Wilson, 1989). Agency policymakers are often ex-

perts who are embedded in the professional and epistemic networks of the indus-

tries they support and regulate (Gormley, 1986; Carpenter, Esterling and Lazer,

1998; Epstein, Heidt and Farina, 2014). Organizations with superior resources of-

ten flood policymakers with technical information valued both in the specific legal

context of bureaucratic policymaking and technocratic rationality more broadly

(Wagner, 2010). Because agencies are generally framed as “implementers” rather
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than “makers” of policy, even the most value-laden policy documents are often

framed as derivative of legislative statutes, even when these statutes are decades

old. The assumption that Congress makes political decisions, not agencies, persists

even as agencies write and rewrite policies that cite the same old statutes, advanc-

ing and reversing major policy programs under each subsequent president. All of

these features—concentrated costs and benefits, the importance of expertise, and

the anti-politics of the technocratic frame—privilege legal and technical experts and

thus the organizations with the resources to deploy them.

And yet, activists frequently target agency policymaking with letter-writing

campaigns, petitions, protests—all classic examples of “civic engagement” (Verba

and Nie, 1987). While recent scholarship on bureaucratic policymaking has shed

light on sophisticated lobbying, especially by businesses, we know surprisingly little

about the vast majority of public comments, which come from the lay public. The

few studies to address the massive level of participation from the lay public (i.e.,

not professional policy influencers) tend to compare it (often unfavorably) to the

participation of more sophisticated actors (Balla et al., 2020) or suggest ways to

improve the “quality” of citizen input. Raising the quality of citizen comments

means making them more like the technical comments of lawyers and professional

policy influencers (Cuéllar, 2005; Farina et al., 2011, 2012; Epstein, Heidt and

Farina, 2014; Farina, 2018; Mendelson, 2011).

I argue that contrasting the quality of input from citizens and lobbying organiza-

tions is misguided. Indeed, “it can be difficult to distinguish an individual’s inde-

pendent contribution from an interest-group-generated form letter” (Seifter, 2016,

p. 1313). Rather, to study public participation, we must attribute public engage-

ment to the broader lobbying effort it supports. I show that most public comments
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in U.S. federal agency rulemaking are part of organized campaigns, more akin to pe-

tition signatures than “deliberative” participation or sophisticated lobbying. More-

over, nearly all comments are mobilized to support more sophisticated lobbying

efforts. Comments from the lay public are neither “deliberative” nor “spam.” Peo-

ple participate because they are mobilized into broader lobbying efforts. Because

nearly all mobilizing organizations are repeatedly lobbying, these public pressure

campaigns are often broader than the policy they target. Often they aim to raise

attention and build power for future policy fights.

Without an accurate and systematic understanding of public participation—

group-mediated participation—in bureaucratic policymaking, it is impossible

to answer normative questions about how participatory processes like public

comment periods may enhance or undermine various democratic ideals. Surely,

those who tend to engage are far from representative of the broader public (Verba

and Nie, 1987). That said, even a fairly elite segment of the public is likely more

representative than the handful of political insiders who usually participate in

bureaucratic policymaking. If the usual participants have “an upper-class accent”

(Schattschneider, 1942), does adding thousands of more voices dilute this bias?

The answer depends on how people are mobilized. If the “usual suspects” mobilize

public participation to create a misleading impression of broad public support

for their policy positions, they may merely legitimize the demands of the same

group of powerful interest groups that would dominate without broader public

participation. If, however, public pressure campaigns are used by groups that are

typically excluded or disadvantaged in the policy process, then public comment

processes may democratize bureaucratic policymaking.

While practitioners and administrative law scholars have long pondered what to
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make of letter-writing campaigns targeting the bureaucracy, political scientists have

had surprisingly little to say about this kind of civic participation and the role of

public pressure in bureaucratic policymaking. Scholars trained in law tend to focus

on the normative and legal import of public participation and pay less attention

to how groups gain and wield power (notable exceptions include Coglianese, 2001;

Wagner, 2010; Wagner, Barnes and Peters, 2011; Seifter, 2016). Nearly all empiri-

cal studies of bureaucratic policymaking in political science journals exclude form

letters from their analysis. While Coglianese (2001) and Shapiro (2008) suggested

that mass comments may have important effects, including on the time it takes to

make policy, studies addressing more than a few example cases have only appeared

recently. The most comprehensive study to date (Moore, 2017) finds less partici-

pation when agencies rely more heavily on expertise. Examining policies made by

the Environmental Protection Agency, Potter (2017a) finds that advocacy groups

mobilize more often than industry groups, and Balla et al. (2020) find that form let-

ters are cited less often and are less associated with policy change than comments

written by lawyers and other professional policy influencers.

While this growing body of scholarship has improved our understanding of bu-

reaucratic policymaking, public participation is still largely under-tilled empirical

terrain on which to extend and evaluate theories about civic participation and pres-

sure politics. Much of our knowledge about civic participation beyond voting comes

from surveys and qualitative studies of particular groups. In contrast, models of

bureaucratic policymaking focus on the participation of sophisticated lobbying

groups. These models neither explain nor account for public pressure campaigns.

Thus, civic engagement in general and organized public pressure in particular re-

main poorly understood in the context of bureaucratic policymaking.
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Political scientists’ neglect of public pressure campaigns that target the bureau-

cracy is surprising given that some of the most contentious recent public controver-

sies involve bureaucratic policymaking.1 Pressure campaigns are important because

most people are only aware of bureaucratic policymaking when it is the target of

a public pressure campaign. Indeed, because most agency policies receive so little

attention, pressure campaigns often increase the level of public attention by several

orders of magnitude. And as I show below, pressure campaigns have become more

frequent. The ease of online mobilizing and commenting has, like other forms of

participation (Boulianne, 2018), greatly increased the number of policies on which

thousands and even millions of people comment.

Figure 2.1: Regulations.gov Solicits Public Comments on Draft Agency Rules

The general failure to explain and account for public pressure campaigns in mod-

els of bureaucratic policymaking is also striking in light of how agencies advertise

public comment periods as an opportunity for a voice in government decisions. The

regulations.gov homepage solicits visitors to “Make a difference. Submit your com-
1While bureaucratic policymaking usually receives little attention, it is increasingly becoming

a flashpoint for public controversies. For example, along with 50 thousand protesters in Wash-
ington D.C., the State Department Received 1.2 million comments on the Environmental Impact
Statement for the Keystone Pipeline. Similarly, along with the thousands of protesters supporting
the Standing Rock Sioux protest of the Dakota Access Pipeline, the Army Corps of Engineers
received hundreds of thousands of public comments. Alongside protest actions that included shut-
ting down many websites, the Federal Communications Commission’s Open Internet Rule received
millions of public comments. While some of these comments appear fake (Rinfret et al., 2021), the
scale of public engagement is remarkable given how little attention political scientists have paid to
it. Fake public comments also raise the question of why an organization would bother to generate
fake public input if such comments did not matter, as the omission from theories of bureaucratic
policymaking would seem to imply.
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ments and let your voice be heard” and “Participate today!” (Figure 2.1). A blue

“Comment Now!” button accompanies a short description of each draft policy and

pending agency action. Public comment periods on draft agency policies are de-

scribed as “an important part of democracy” (WSJ 2017), “often held out as the

purest example of participatory democracy in actual American governance” (Herz,

2016, p. 1). Rossi (1997) finds that “courts, Congress, and scholars have elevated

participation in rulemaking to a sacrosanct status…greater participation is generally

viewed as contributing to democracy” (p. 2). And yet, political scientists have paid

little empirical or theoretical attention to the role of public pressure in bureaucratic

policymaking.

To fill this gap, I bring theories of conflict expansion and pressure tactics into

theories of bureaucratic policymaking. Because theories of bureaucratic policymak-

ing focus on the power of information and expertise in policymaking, I highlight

how public pressure campaigns create new information about the political context

(“political information”). Doing so reveals competing intuitions about the drivers

of public participation, which I assess using a large new dataset of participation in

federal agency rulemaking.

To begin to make sense of public participation in bureaucratic policymaking, I

develop a typology of different kinds of participation, with implications for the nor-

mative value of participatory institutions. Because political participation is almost

always a collective affair, this includes a typology of public pressure campaigns.

First, I develop and assess two theories of who should mobilize public pressure

campaigns and why. Each theory has observable implications for which types of

groups will run campaigns in different contexts. One stems from scholarship on

bureaucratic decision-making and interest group lobbying. It predicts that groups
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with more resources will dominate all forms of lobbying, including public pressure

campaigns. The other emerges from theories of democratic politics. It predicts that

groups with fewer material resources but more popular support will more often use

public pressure campaigns. To the extent that public pressure campaigns drive par-

ticipation, the normative value of participatory processes like public comment peri-

ods depends on who organizes these campaigns.

Suppose public pressure campaigns follow the usual patterns of interest group

lobbying, where the groups with the most resources dominate. In that case, the

procedural legitimacy they provide is merely a veneer masking the influence of pow-

erful political insiders. Instead of diversifying the available information, they would

merely reinforce powerful insiders’ claims and issue frames. We would expect pres-

sure campaigns to push policy further in the direction desired by the most powerful

insiders.

Instead, if the usual suspects do not dominate public pressure campaigns, par-

ticipatory processes may yet improve the democratic credentials of American pol-

icymaking, expand political oversight, and diversify the information available to

policymakers. To the extent that public pressure tactics empower groups that are

usually left out of the policy process, pressure campaigns may blunt the influence

of powerful insiders. Thus, to understand the empirical effects or normative value

of participatory processes like public comment periods, we first need to know who

participates and why. To the extent that public participation is mobilized by cam-

paigns, we need to know who is behind them.

Second, I offer a theory about the conditions under which we should see private

and public interest group campaigns. I argue that public interest groups more often

have incentives to launch public pressure campaigns than private interests. Private
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interests have incentives to sponsor campaigns (including astroturf campaigns) un-

der much more limited conditions. Campaigns from private interests should thus

be less common than campaigns from public interest groups. However, I argue, the

resources required to run a campaign will lead a few large public interest groups to

dominate.

To assess these theories, I assemble a new dataset of thousands of public pressure

campaigns that collectively mobilized millions of public comments across three ad-

ministrations from 2005 to 2020. Using a mix of qualitative hand-coding and com-

putational text analysis, I identify the coalitions of groups behind each campaign

and the type of interest group they represent.

I find that mass participation in bureaucratic policymaking is better explained by

theories of democratic institutions and conflict expansion rather than existing theo-

ries of bureaucratic policymaking. In other words, participation is overwhelmingly

organized by relatively broad public interest groups who aim to shift rather than

reinforce the typical balance of power in the policy process.

While greater public participation means that broader interests are represented,

the resources and capacity required to mobilize people constrains which type of or-

ganization can use these tactics. Participation is overwhelmingly driven by the pol-

icy advocacy efforts of a few public interest groups. Indeed, just 100 advocacy orga-

nizations mobilized over 80 percent of all public comments. Traditional membership

organizations and unaffiliated individuals account for a smaller portion, and “astro-

turf” campaigns are rare, almost exclusively arising in opposition to a large public

interest group campaign, as my theory anticipates. One consequence of the con-

centration of organizing capacity is that public engagement in rulemaking is highly

clustered on a few rules made salient by public pressure campaigns. Moreover, be-
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cause these large national advocacy groups are overwhelmingly more aligned with

the Democratic party, the politics of public participation in bureaucratic policymak-

ing look very different under Democratic and Republican presidents. Public pres-

sure is much more likely to support policies made by Democrats than Republicans.

I proceed in the following steps. Section 2.2 reviews the literature on civic engage-

ment, democratic politics, and bureaucratic politics and then develops hypotheses

about the causes of public engagement in bureaucratic policymaking. Section 2.3.1

introduces a novel dataset that systematically captures public participation in fed-

eral agency rulemaking. Section 2.3.2 outlines methods to assess my hypotheses us-

ing text analysis to leverage public comments as both content-rich texts and large-n

observational data. Section 2.4 presents the results of this analysis.

2.2 Theory: Interest Groups as Mobilizers and Influencers

Interest groups play a critical role in American politics. As Hacker et al. (2021) ob-

serve,

[The United States’] institutional terrain advantages political actors
with the capacity to work across multiple venues, over extended periods,
and in a political environment where coordinated government action is
difficult, and strategies of evasion and exit from regulatory constraints
are often successful. These capacities are characteristic of organized
groups, not individual voters. (Hacker et al., 2021, pg. 3)

Organized groups play at least two key functions in a large democracy: (1) or-

ganizing and mobilizing people around ideas and interests and (2) sophisticated

lobbying to affect policy (Truman, 1951). The next two subsections address each in

turn.
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2.2.1 The Mobilization of Interest

Mobilizing citizens and generating new political information (information about the

distribution and intensity of policy preferences and demands) are key functions of

interest groups in a democracy. Advocacy groups are “intermediaries between pub-

lic constituencies and government institutions,” which often represent segments of

the public with “shared ideologies or issue perspectives” (Grossmann, 2012, p. 24).

In doing so, public interest groups provide countervailing forces to business interest

groups (Mansbridge, 1992). Engaging citizens to participate in the policy process

is a common strategy for groups to gain and exercise power (Mahoney, 2007b), and

thus a major driver of civic engagement (Skocpol, 2003; Dür and De Bièvre, 2007).

Conflict among pressure groups, even those representing private interests, can lead

to more majoritarian policy outcomes (Yackee, 2009). Indeed, pluralist theories of

democracy rely on interest groups to represent segments of the population in poli-

cymaking (Dahl, 1958, 1961), though they may do so poorly (Schattschneider, 1975;

McFarland, 2007; Seifter, 2016).

2.2.1.1 Forms and Drivers of Civic Participation

Classic examples of civic engagement include participation in letter-writing, sign-

ing petitions, protesting, or attending hearings (Verba and Nie, 1987). Importantly,

Verba and Nie (1987) distinguish “citizen-initiated contacts” with the government

from “cooperative activity” (p. 54). Political behavior research tends to focus on

the choices of individuals. For example, survey research on political participation

often studies activities like letter-writing as if they are citizen-initiated contacts

rather than a group activity. Administrative law scholarship often discusses individ-

ual participants in rulemaking in a similar way. Cuéllar (2005) finds that members
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of the “lay public” raise important new concerns beyond those raised by interest

groups. He advocates for reforms that would make it easier for individuals to partic-

ipate and increase the sophistication of individual comments on proposed policies.

However, most individual participation is not spontaneous and may be better classi-

fied as cooperative.

Cooperative activities are coordinated and mediated through organizations. By

coordinating political action, public pressure campaigns expand civic participation

in policymaking. I follow Verba and Nie (1987) in defining “civic participation” as

“acts aimed at influencing governmental decisions” (p. 2). Some argue that partic-

ipation only counts if it is deliberative, which mass comment campaigns are not

(at least at the individual level). For example, Rossi (1997) argues mass comment

campaigns are deleterious to civic republican ideals. Other criteria posed by norma-

tive theorists that participation should be “genuine,” “informed,” or “reasoned” are

more difficult to assess. Normative theorists debate whether deliberation among a

few people is preferable to a large number of people simply expressing their prefer-

ences. But empirically, public participation in bureaucratic policymaking is much

more the latter (Shapiro, 2008). In terms offered by Mansbridge (2003), public

pressure campaigns are more about democratic aggregation than deliberation. Car-

penter (2021) similarly characterized petitioning as “another model of aggregation”

(p. 479) beyond elections.

Self-selection may not be ideal for representation, but opt-in forms of

participation—including voting, attending hearings, or commenting on pro-

posed policies—are often the only information decisionmakers have about public

preferences. On any specific policy issue, most members of the public may only

learn about the issue and take a position as a result of a public pressure campaign.
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Likewise, elected officials may only learn about the issue and take a position as a

result of a public pressure campaign (Hutchings, 2003). Campaigns inform agencies

about the distribution and intensity of opinions that are often too nuanced to

estimate a priori. Many questions that arise in rulemaking lack analogous public

opinion polling questions, making mass commenting a unique source of political

information. However limited and slanted, this information is directed at policy-

makers who may be unsure how the public and other political actors will react to

their policy decisions.

Forms of civic participation beyond voting, such as protests and petitions, offer

unique opportunities for minority interests in particular. Protests can be an effec-

tive mechanism for minority interests to communicate preferences to policymakers

when electoral mechanisms fail to do so. Policymakers learn and take informational

cues from political behaviors like protests (Gillion, 2013). Carpenter (2021) finds

similar potential for petitions to serve as a channel to raise “new claims” and influ-

ence policy beyond elections: “Petition democracy offers another model of aggrega-

tion, where numerical minorities could still make a case of quantitative relevance”

(pg. 479). Numbers matter for protests and petitions, regardless of whether they

represent a majority. These modes of preference aggregation often claim to rep-

resent a substantial segment of the public, perhaps a larger portion than those as

passionately opposed to them.

2.2.1.2 Pluralism and Group Conflict in Democratic Theory

An organization can reshape the political environment by expanding the scope of

conflict (Schattschneider, 1975). Political actors bring new people into a politi-

cal fight by using press releases, mass mailing, and phonebanking to drum up and
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channel public support. Conflict expansion strategies that attempt to engage the

broader public are often called “going public” (Kollman, 1998). Going public (also

called outside lobbying or an outside strategy) contrasts with insider lobbying. Po-

litical actors go public when they expand the scope of conflict beyond the usual

cadre of political actors. This strategy is used by presidents (Kernell, 2007), mem-

bers of Congress (Malecha and Reagan, 2012), interest groups (Walker, 1991; Dür

and Mateo, 2013), lawyers (Davis, 2011), and even judges (Krewson, 2019). For

example, when presidents face difficult negotiations with Congress, they often use

their bully pulpit to mobilize segments of the public to pressure elected representa-

tives. Likewise, interest groups mobilize segments of the public to pressure policy-

makers as part of their lobbying strategy.2

Organizations that mobilize people to engage in policy debates (e.g., through

letter-writing campaigns) go by many names, each with slightly different conno-

tations. These include pressure groups (Schattschneider, 1942), policy advocacy

groups (Potter, 2017a; Grossmann, 2012), citizen groups (Berry, 1999), and policy

change organizations (McNutt and Boland, 2007).

2.2.1.3 Public Pressure as a Resource

An organization’s ability to expand the scope of conflict by mobilizing a large num-

ber of people can be a valuable political resource (Lipsky, 1968; Schattschneider,

1975; Kollman, 1998). In contrast to scholars who focus on the deliberative poten-

tial of public comment processes, I focus on public engagement as a tactic aimed

at gaining power. Scholars who understand mobilization as a tactic (Furlong, 1997;
2I use “mobilizing” rather than “organizing” because organizing often implies that people are

organized in a way that is more enduring than signing a single petition or writing a single letter.
Mobilizing implies an activation but not necessarily an enduring organizational structure. More
research is needed on the extent to which these mass mobilization campaigns create enduring
organization.
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Kerwin and Furlong, 2011) have focused on how organizations mobilize their mem-

bership. I expand on this understanding of mobilization as a lobbying tactic to in-

clude the broader audiences that policy advocacy organizations and pressure groups

often mobilize. The broader audiences mobilized through public pressure campaigns

are more akin to the concept of an attentive public (Key, 1961) or issue public

(Converse, 1964).

Furlong (1997) and Kerwin and Furlong (2011) identify mobilization as a tactic.

The organizations they surveyed reported that forming coalitions and mobilizing

large numbers of people were among the most effective lobbying tactics. Studies of

rulemaking stress the importance of issue networks (Gormley, 1986; Golden, 1998)

and coalitions (Yackee and Yackee, 2006; Nelson and Yackee, 2012; Dwidar, 2021;

English, 2019a). Other studies have described how organizations are behind form

letter campaigns (Potter, 2017a; Balla et al., 2018, 2020). Scholars have thus mea-

sured coalitions of organized groups and, separately, attached form letters to mo-

bilizing organizations. I combine both of these approaches: defining mass mobiliza-

tion as one tactic in coalition lobbying. I consider the lobbying coalition the unit of

analysis and thus, unlike prior studies, attribute citizen comments to the coalition

that mobilized them (not just the organization).

Second, Nelson and Yackee (2012) identify political information as a potentially

influential result of lobbying by different business coalitions. While they focus on

mobilizing experts, I argue that the dynamic they describe can be extended to pub-

lic pressure campaigns:

Strategic recruitment, we theorize, mobilizes new actors to participate
in the policymaking process, bringing with them novel technical and
political information. In other words, when an expanded strategy is em-
ployed, leaders activate individuals and organizations to participate in
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the policymaking process who, without the coordinating efforts of the
leaders, would otherwise not lobby. This activation is important be-
cause it implies that coalition lobbying can generate new information
and new actors—beyond simply the ‘usual suspects’ —relevant to policy
decisionmakers. (Nelson and Yackee, 2012, p. 343)

Regarding political information, I extend this logic to non-experts. The number

and distribution of ordinary supporters may matter because it suggests a public

consensus, at least among some segments of the attentive public. (By “ordinary”

people, I simply mean people who are not professional policy influencers.) Instead

of bolstering scientific claims, a perceived public consensus bolsters political claims.

To understand why groups organize public pressure campaigns, we must understand

mass mobilization as a tactic aimed at producing political information.

2.2.1.4 Second-order Representation

The potential for “cheap talk” in claims of representation is a problem for the abil-

ity of groups to communicate credible political information. When lobbying dur-

ing rulemaking, groups often make dubious claims to represent broad segments of

the public (Seifter, 2016). If agency staff do not trust an organizations’ representa-

tional claims, then engaging actual people may be one of the few credible signals of

a broad base of support. This is especially true when organizations claim to repre-

sent people beyond their official members.

Advocacy organizations often claim to represent a large number of “members

and supporters” (FWS-HQ-ES-2018-0007-47165). For example, in its comment on

proposed regulations on internet gambling, the Poker Players Alliance claimed to

represent “more than 840,000 poker enthusiast members” (TREAS-DO-2007-0015-

0118). Many of these people became “members” when they signed up to play a free
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online poker game. However, the organization also claimed to have mobilized over

150,000 letters to members of Congress, which, if true, would indicate an active

base of public support.

Membership organizations often claim to represent more than their membership.

While political science theories often assume that membership organizations advo-

cate for the exclusive private interests of their members, many membership organi-

zations also lobby for broader policy agendas (Ahlquist and Levi, 2013; Mansbridge,

1992; Michener, 2019). For example, healthcare worker unions frequently lead pol-

icy campaigns focused on public health and even issues like climate change. The

link between an organizations’ policy agenda and the preferences of its members is

sometimes more plausible than others.

Mobilizing people to write or sign public comments is one way—perhaps the best

way—for organizations to provide evidence that they represent who they say they

do. For example, the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), a top mobilizer

of public comments, often claims to represent “3 million members and online ac-

tivists” (NRDC, 2021)—a figure that presumably includes anyone who has donated

to or participated in one of its campaigns. Mobilizing comments is one way that

NRDC can demonstrate active support for their specific position on a given issue.

To be sure, agency officials have a large amount of political information about

their policy areas before soliciting comments. This information may vary across is-

sues. For example, policymakers may better understand the number of people who

support NRDC and their politics than they understand the supporters claimed by

the Poker Players Alliance. Still, an organizations’ level of effort and the scale and

intensity with which the attentive public responds to a pressure campaign may pro-

vide information about the politics of a given policy issue. A large showing for a
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campaign supporting a proposed policy may give bureaucrats a talking point with

their political superiors or provide political cover to avoid congressional constraints.

A surprising level of opposition may make agency leaders question their political

tactics.3

Furthermore, if D.C. professionals primarily make advocacy group decisions

(Skocpol, 2003), these advocates themselves may be unsure of how broadly their

claims resonate until potentially attentive segments of the public are engaged.

A large amount of support may encourage professional policy influences to push

officials harder to accommodate their requests.

Theorists debate whether signing a petition of support without having a role in

crafting the appeal is a meaningful voice and whether petitions effectively channel

public interests, but, at a minimum, engaging a large number of supporters may

help broader interests distinguish themselves from truly narrower ones. It suggests

that the organization is not entirely “memberless” (Skocpol, 2003) in the sense

that it can demonstrate some verifiable public support. An organization mobilizing

its members and supporters to take some action lends weight to representational

claims that might otherwise be indistinguishable from cheap talk claims that groups

often make to represent broad constituencies. Demonstrated grassroots support is

political information that may bolster a group’s representational claims.

The credibility of the signal that mass engagement provides may be complicated

by “astroturf” campaigns, where organizations aim to project the image of a larger

base of support than they truly have (McNutt and Boland, 2007; Rashin, 2017). To

the extent that support can be effectively faked or inflated using astroturf tactics,
3In appendix 3.2.4 I elaborate on formal models that emphasize the impact of unexpected

information in public comments.
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the political information that pressure campaigns provide will be less accurate and

thus less valuable to decisionmakers.

Astroturf campaigns that utilize faked evidence of mass support (e.g., fake pe-

tition signatures) bypass the public pressure and mass engagement step entirely,

manifesting false political information. However, in a model where political informa-

tion supports an organization’s broader lobbying efforts, providing fake political in-

formation is a risky strategy. Organizations lobbying in repeated interactions with

agencies and an organization’s reputation—critical to its ability to provide credi-

ble technical information—may be harmed if policymakers learn that they provided

false political information. One observable implication is that astroturf campaigns

will often be anonymous or led by organizations that do not also engage in sophis-

ticated lobbying. This may provide sophisticated lobbying organizations plausible

deniability. However, because policymakers should rationally discount petitions

submitted anonymously or by unknown organizations, fraudulent campaigns have

little hope of influencing policy in this model. Compared to a model where political

information is not mediated by groups that also engage in sophisticated lobbying,

astroturf campaigns should be fairly rare if my theory is correct.

2.2.2 Lobbying in Bureaucratic Policymaking

Theories of interest-group influence in bureaucratic policymaking have focused more

on sophisticated lobbying than the mobilizing functions of interest groups. Broadly,

this scholarship has concluded that technical information is the currency of insider

lobbying and that businesses are best positioned to influence bureaucratic policy-

making. Empirical scholarship finds that economic elites and business groups domi-

nate American politics in general (Jacobs and Skocpol, 2005; Soss, Hacker and Met-
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tler, 2007; Hertel-Fernandez, 2019; Hacker, 2003; Gilens and Page, 2014) and rule-

making in particular. While some are optimistic that requirements for agencies to

solicit and respond to public comments on proposed rules allow civil society to pro-

vide public oversight (Michaels, 2015; Metzger, 2010), most studies find that par-

ticipants in rulemaking often represent elites and business interests (Seifter, 2016;

Crow, Albright and Koebele, 2015; Wagner, Barnes and Peters, 2011; West, 2009;

Yackee and Yackee, 2006; Yackee, 2006; Golden, 1998; Haeder and Yackee, 2015;

Cook, 2017; Libgober and Carpenter, 2018).

Foundational scholarship on rulemaking (Furlong and Kerwin, 2005; Furlong,

1997, 1998; Kerwin and Furlong, 2011) focuses on interest group lobbying. Theo-

retical models and empirical scholarship has focused on how interest groups help

agencies learn about policy problems (Yackee, 2012; Gordon and Rashin, 2018; Wal-

ters, 2019a). Formal models of rulemaking (Gailmard and Patty, 2017; Libgober,

2018) are information-based models where public comments reveal information to

the agency. Legal and scientific information is so important that flooding policy-

makers with technical information is a highly effective lobbying strategy (Wagner,

2010).

Figure 2.2 illustrates the “classic model” of insider lobbying that describes most

rulemakings and nearly all scholarship on lobbying in bureaucratic policymaking to

date. The first step in the policy process is the publication of a draft rule (Agency

publishes draft policy). The first broadly observable step in the rulemaking process

is usually an agency publishing a draft rule in the Federal Register.4 While orga-

nized groups certainly shape the content of draft policies (West, 2004), the public

portion of the policy process begins when the draft is officially published. Taking
4As agency rulemaking is my empirical case of policymaking, I use “rule” and “policy” inter-

changeably.
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the publication of a draft policy as my starting point builds on the idea that “new

policies create politics” (Schattschneider, 1935).

After learning about the content of the policy, interest groups form concrete opin-

ions about how exactly they would like the policy to change and develop a strat-

egy to achieve their goals (Interest group chooses lobbying strategy) in the public

comment stage of the policy process. These demands lead organizations to form lob-

bying coalitions and lobbying strategies that research may, in theory, observe. To

date, most studies of rulemaking have focused on the power of expertise and novel

technical information that may lead agency officials to re-evaluate their policy deci-

sions (Information persuades agency officials to revise policy).

Figure 2.2: The “Classic Model” of Interest Group Lobbying in Bureaucratic Policy-
making

Agency
publishes draft

policy

Interest group
chooses lobbying

strategy

Interest group
creates or provides
technical information

Information persuades
agency officials to
revise policy

The contentious politics of mobilizing and countermobilizing that inspires most

public engagement in policymaking have no place in leading models of bureaucratic

policymaking and have largely been ignored by political scientists. To the extent

that scholars of bureaucratic policymaking address the input of ordinary people and

public pressure campaigns, both existing theory and empirical scholarship suggest

skepticism that non-sophisticated actors merit scholarly attention.

2.2.2.1 What We Know About Mass Comment Campaigns

The concept of political information that I build upon comes from studies of lob-

bying coalitions and tactics (Furlong, 1997; Nelson and Yackee, 2012). However,

this core scholarship on bureaucratic policymaking does not explicitly address mass
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comment campaigns. Indeed, nearly all scholarship on rulemaking excludes mass

comments from both theory and data. Even studies that aim to assess the impact

of the number of comments on each side exclude mass comments (e.g., McKay and

Yackee, 2007). To the extent that scholarship on the politics of rulemaking ad-

dresses the quantity rather than the quality of comments, most focus on the size

of lobbying coalitions (i.e., the number of organizations) rather than the scale of

public attention or pressure (Yackee and Yackee, 2006; Nelson and Yackee, 2012).

As discussed in Section 1.1.5, most theoretical and empirical work addressing

mass comment campaigns in rulemaking to date has come from administrative law

scholars. Golden (1998) examines eleven rules randomly selected from three agen-

cies, finding “a dearth of citizen commenters.” Cuéllar (2005) examines three differ-

ent rules and found many comments from the “lay public” raising issues relevant to

agency mandates. However, he finds that comments from the lay public were much

less sophisticated than the comments of organizations and thus less likely to be

cited by agencies. Mendelson (2011) finds that agencies often discard non-technical

comments. While commenting and mobilizing others to comment has become eas-

ier, Coglianese (2006) finds that little else about the rulemaking process changed.

Sunstein (2001) finds that the growth of the internet primarily facilitates more of

the same kind of engagement among the “like-minded” (i.e., mass-commenting).

Political science scholarship on mass comment campaigns is limited to a few pub-

lished articles (Shapiro, 2008; Schlosberg, Zavestoski and Shulman, 2007; Balla

et al., 2018, 2020), two unpublished dissertations (Moore, 2017; Cook, 2017)5, and

an online report (Potter, 2017a). Small adjacent literature in information technol-

ogy and public administration journals document fraud in the public comment pro-
5The article published from Cook’s dissertation (Cook, 2018) contains less about mass com-

ment campaigns.
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cess (Rinfret et al., 2021) and gaps in training that bureaucrats receive (Rinfret

and Cook, 2019). Schlosberg, Zavestoski and Shulman (2007) note that form let-

ters differ from other comments. Shapiro (2008) investigates whether the number

of public comments relates to the time between the publication of the draft and the

final rule. With only nine observations, this study was unable to uncover general

patterns but suggests that mass comments may be related to longer rulemaking pro-

cesses. Moore (2017) finds that agencies that use high levels of expertise (as defined

by Selin (2015)) receive fewer comments, possibly because mobilizing organizations

perceive these rules to be less open to influence.

Cook (2017) examines three controversial Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) rules during the Obama administration. He found that high levels of public

attention made it difficult for any one interest group to dominate. This finding

suggests that the effects of lobbying may differ between rules with a lot of public

attention and more typical rulemakings, where regulated business groups often

dominate or lobby uncontested (Yackee and Yackee, 2006). Representatives of

both environmental and industry groups reported that mass comment campaigns

were important. And the EPA noted that the majority of comments supported the

proposed rule in all three cases.

One of the most theoretically developed and systematic studies to date is a short

Brookings Institution report (Potter, 2017a) that also focused on Obama-era EPA

rules. Across 359 EPA rules, Potter (2017a) finds that 16 percent were subject to a

mass comment campaign. She concludes that “advocacy groups and industry pur-

sue different strategies with respect to comment campaigns.” In contrast to most

forms of lobbying (which are dominated by industry groups), pressure campaigns

are a tool mostly used by advocacy groups. Here, a “campaign” is form-letter com-
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ments associated with an organization (as identified by the EPA). On average, cam-

paigns by advocacy organizations generated twice as many comments as industry-

sponsored campaigns. Industry-sponsored campaigns were smaller and less likely to

identify the sponsoring organization. Industry groups were much less likely to lobby

unopposed than advocacy groups. That is, industry groups almost never sponsored

campaigns on rules where environmental groups had not, but environmental groups

sponsored campaigns even when industry groups did not. Potter (2017a) also finds

that most mass comment campaigns supported EPA rules under Obama, with ad-

vocacy organizations in support and industry campaigns split between support and

opposition.

In addition to extending Potter’s empirical work distinguishing the behavior of

advocacy organizations and industry groups, I build on her theorizing about the

possible reasons for sponsoring campaigns. Potter argues that public pressure cam-

paigns can expand the scope of the conflict, help grow and maintain advocacy orga-

nizations, and give agency leaders political cover to pursue policies in the face of op-

position. This chapter explicitly builds on these first two intuitions—how pressure

campaigns expand the scope of conflict and grow advocacy organizations. Chapter

3 addresses the third—how public pressure campaigns may affect agency leaders’

political principals.

Balla et al. (2018) also focuses on Obama-era EPA rules. They find campaigns oc-

cur across issue areas, including complex and economically significant actions. They

find broad societal constituencies—such as environmentalists—to be more active in

sponsoring campaigns than narrow interests. When industry-led campaigns occur,

they divide along sectoral lines, with industries anticipating benefits arguing in fa-

vor of stringent regulations and industries forecast to bear the brunt of such actions
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sponsoring campaigns in opposition to the proposed rules.

Building on their previous work, Balla et al. (2020) study 22 EPA rules and iden-

tify 1,049 “campaigns” on these rules—here, a campaign means a batch of form-

letter comments associated with an organization, which Balla et al. code as “reg-

ulated” (e.g., a power plant) or a “regulatory beneficiary” (e.g., environmental

groups). They find that the agency was more likely to reference the technical com-

ments that groups submit than form letters. They also find that several types of

observed policy changes (e.g., changes in the number of regulated entities and the

date that the rule goes into effect) better align with changes requested by sophis-

ticated interest group comments than those found in form letters. They conclude

that “legal imperatives trump political considerations in conditioning agency re-

sponsiveness, given that mass comment campaigns—relative to other comments—

generally contain little ‘relevant matter’ ” (Balla et al., 2020, p. 1).

While Balla et al. (2020) recognize the political nature of public pressure cam-

paigns, they follow many of the administrative law scholars in comparing form let-

ters to sophisticated technical comments. For example, their model compares the

number of times the agency references the lengthy comments drafted by the Sierra

Club’s Legal Team to the number of times the agency references the short form let-

ters drafted by the Sierra Club’s Digital Team. In contrast, I argue that we should

understand form letters as a tactic aimed at gaining power for coalitions and orga-

nizations that also submit sophisticated technical comments. Public pressure is not

an alternative to sophisticated lobbying efforts; it is a resource for the broader task

of persuading officials to change their policy decisions.
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2.2.3 Incorporating Political Information

How, if at all, should scholars incorporate public pressure into models of bureau-

cratic policymaking? I argue that mass engagement produces potentially valuable

political information about the coalition that mobilized it. To the extent that

groups aim to influence policy, public pressure campaigns support sophisticated

lobbying. Scholars should study public pressure as a potential complement, not an

alternative to sophisticated lobbying. This means that the role that public pressure

may play in policymaking depends on who mobilized it and why. The first step in

understanding the potential impact of public pressure is to develop theories and

testable hypotheses about the drivers of public participation.

In this section, I first develop two theories about the drivers of public partici-

pation in bureaucratic policymaking, one rooted in theories of group conflict and

democratic politics and the other rooted in existing theories of interest-group lobby-

ing in bureaucratic policymaking. I then offer a theory that specifies the conditions

under which we should see different kinds of public pressure campaigns.

2.2.3.1 “Usual Suspects” or “Underdogs”

Existing scholarship points to two possible reasons why agencies may receive mil-

lions of public comments. From a conflict expansion perspective, groups that are

disadvantaged by the status quo ought to utilize public pressure campaigns. Ex-

isting theories of lobbying the bureaucracy suggest that well-resourced and con-

centrated interests will dominate. Political information may thus play two distinct

roles in policymaking with opposite effects depending on who mobilized it. The nor-

mative and empirical import of public pressure campaigns thus depends on who is

behind them.
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To the extent that well-resourced groups (the “usual suspects”) use public pres-

sure campaigns to create a misleading impression of public support (often called

“astroturf”), they serve to strengthen and legitimize demands of the same powerful

interests that usually dominate bureaucratic policymaking. Here, just as groups

with superior resources use them to flood policymakers with technical informa-

tion (Wagner, 2010), astroturf campaigns convert economic resources into political

information—an impression of public support generated by signatures or form let-

ters. Even groups with few members or a narrow or non-existent base of support

among the public may create the appearance of public support by sponsoring an

astroturf campaign. If the powerful business groups that dominate other forms of

lobbying also dominate public pressure campaigns, these campaigns (and perhaps

public comment periods themselves) are normatively suspect, providing a demo-

cratic veneer to economic power. Empirically, we would then expect public pressure

campaigns to further advantage the most well-resourced interests.

The literature on conflict expansion suggests a different possible dynamic. To the

extent that less-resourced groups (“underdogs”) use public pressure campaigns as

a conflict expansion tactic, their role is the opposite: to push back against power-

ful interests that would otherwise dominate bureaucratic policymaking. The po-

litical information created by conflict expansion can reveal existing and potential

support among attentive segments of the public. Through public pressure cam-

paigns, groups that lack financial resources can convert latent public support into

concrete political information that may cause policymakers to update their beliefs

and change their decisions.

If public pressure campaigns are mainly a vehicle for public interest groups to

convert a latent base of public support into influential political information support-
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ing their representational claims or shining light on the policy process, then public

comment periods may yet serve some of the informing, balancing, and democratic

functions that practitioners and normative theorists desire. Empirically, we would

then expect public pressure campaigns to disadvantage well-resourced interests that

dominate most policy processes.

2.2.3.2 The Conditions Under Which Public and Private Interests Mobilize

This section draws on theories of interest group lobbying and conflict expansion to

explain variation in mass engagement. First, I offer a framework for assessing the

causes of mass engagement. Next, I argue that organizations may mobilize large

numbers of people for several reasons with observable implications for observed pat-

terns of public participation.

While most scholars have emphasized the lack of useful technical information

in mass comments, a few have raised their role in creating political information.

Cuéllar (2005) calls on agencies to pay more attention to ordinary peoples’ expres-

sions of preference. Rauch (2016) suggests that agencies reform the public comment

process to include opinion polls. Raso and Kraus (2020) suggest a similar reform

whereby people could “upvote” comments with which they agree.

I build from a similar intuition that public pressure campaigns currently function

like a poll or, more accurately, a petition, capturing the intensity of preferences

among the attentive public—i.e., how many people are willing to take the time to

engage. Indeed, many campaigns use the language of public opinion and petitioning.

For example, a campaign by the World Wildlife Federation provided language

explicitly claiming to have public opinion on its side. Its form letter cited an

opinion poll, stating the following: “along with 80 percent of the American people,
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I strongly support ending commercial trade in elephant ivory in the U.S.” This

suggests that public pressure campaigns aim to signal information about public

opinion. A coalition led by another environmental group, Oceana, framed its

mass mobilization effort to curb the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management’s 2017

Proposed Offshore Oil and Gas Leasing Program as a “petition signed by 67,275

self-proclaimed United States residents,” suggesting that organizations consider

some mass-comment campaigns to effectively be petitions. In the same statement,

Oceana also claimed the support of “more than 110 East Coast municipalities,

100 Members of Congress, 750 state and local elected officials, and 1,100 business

interests, all of whom oppose offshore drilling,” suggesting that demonstrating

support from members of the public and elected officials aim to provide similar

kinds of political information.

Public pressure campaigns reveal the intensity of passions in attentive segments

of the public. Because mass comment campaigns often presage or co-occur with

other pressure tactics like protests and lobbying Congress, they may reveal informa-

tion about other likely political developments.

Building on theories of group conflict in democratic politics, I consider public de-

mands to be a latent factor in my model of interest group lobbying during bureau-

cratic policymaking (Figure 2.3). Public demands shape the decisions of organiza-

tions as they choose a lobbying strategy. If they believe a large segment of the at-

tentive public could be rallied to their cause, an organization may attempt to reveal

this political information to policymakers by launching a public pressure campaign.

That is, the extent to which latent public demands align with a group’s demands

will affect its lobbying strategy, specifically whether it decides to launch a public

pressure campaign.
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Figure 2.3: Incorporating Political Information into Models of Interest Group Lob-
bying in Bureaucratic Policymaking

Agency
publishes draft

policy

Interest group
chooses lobbying

strategy

Interest group
creates or provides
technical information

Interest group
creates or provides
political information

Information persuades
agency officials to
revise policy

Figure 2.3 amends what I labeled the “classic Model” of interest group lobbying

from Figure 2.2 to incorporate political information. In the classic model, lobby-

ing strategies are limited to inside lobbying strategies that aim to persuade officials

with legal and technical analysis (Interest group creates or provides technical in-

formation). In the revised model presented in 2.3, interest groups may add a sec-

ond strategy to support their legal and technical arguments with political informa-

tion (Interest group creates or provides political information). For example, they

may sponsor a public pressure campaign that generates political information about

the attentive public. In this case, the organization provides technical information

through sophisticated comments and organizes supporters to produce political infor-

mation about their lobbying coalition through a mass comment campaign. This is

a key feature of the theory: political information is mobilized to support a lobbying

coalition’s sophisticated legal or technical lobbying effort, not as an alternative to

sophisticated lobbying.

Interest groups with more latent public support should see a larger public re-

sponse to a mobilization. The public response to the campaign (observed as the

scale of public engagement in the policy process) depends on the extent to which

the attentive public is passionate about the issue. A broader and more passionate

attentive public will yield a larger volume of mass engagement than a narrower, less
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passionate base of public support. Thus the observed volume of mass engagement

on a given side of a conflict can reveal political information about segments of the

public. Broad engagement may produce several types of relevant political informa-

tion. The most direct is the expressed “public opinion” that policymakers observe.

I address other types of political information that mass engagement may create in

Section 3.2.

The causal process visualized in Figure 2.3 may only operate under certain con-

ditions. Policymaking institutions have different mechanisms for processing and in-

corporating technical and political information (the arrows between “Organization

provides technical information” or “Organization provides political information”

and “Agency officials revise policy”). Agencies may thus have different levels of re-

ceptivity to technical and political information.

Because lobbying organizations likely have some idea of the level of public sup-

port for their positions, one observable implication of this model is that lobbying

organizations will be more likely to launch a public pressure campaign when they

have more public support.

Instead of a public pressure campaign aimed at mobilizing supporters, an orga-

nization may attempt to bypass mass engagement by producing fake evidence of

public support. However, as I describe below, this is a risky strategy.

2.2.4 Types of Pressure Campaign Motivations

The potential effects of public pressure campaigns depend, in part, on the aims of

a campaign. Campaigns may pursue two distinct aims: (1) to advance policy goals

or (2) to satisfy some audience other than policymakers (e.g., potential members or

donors). Within each goal, campaigns can be further distinguished by whether their
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side is more likely to benefit or be harmed by an expansion of the conflict. Some

groups have incentives to pursue policy goals by proactively launching a campaign,

i.e., by “going public.” Others only have incentives to launch a campaign reactively

after some other group has already expanded the scope of conflict. When groups

aim to satisfy audiences other than policymakers and expect to win the policy con-

flict, campaigns are a form of credit claiming. Conversely, when a group anticipates

losing the particular policy fight but still sees benefits in launching a campaign tar-

geting non-policymaker audiences. I call this going down fighting. Proactively going

public and reactively mobilizing after the other side has expanded the scope of con-

flict forms of outside lobbying. Credit claiming and going down fighting describe

situations where an organization mobilizes for reasons other than influencing the

policy at hand, like engaging or recruiting members.

Proactive campaigns. Coalitions “go public” when they believe that expanding

the scope of conflict gives them an advantage. Because coalitions that “go public”

should believe they have more intense public support, mass engagement is likely to

skew heavily toward this side.

Going public is likely to be used by those who would be disadvantaged (those

Schattschneider (1975) calls the ‘losers’) in a policy process with less public atten-

tion. More people may also be inspired indirectly (e.g., through news stories) or to

engage with more effort (e.g., writing longer public comments) than people mobi-

lized by the side with less public support. This is important because political infor-

mation may be especially influential if decisionmakers perceive a consensus. The

level of consensus among interest groups (Golden, 1998; Yackee, 2006), especially

business unity (Yackee and Yackee, 2006; Haeder and Yackee, 2015), predicts policy
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change.6

Reactive campaigns. I theorize that when coalitions with less public support

mobilize, it is a reaction to their opponents. Because the impression of consensus

is potentially powerful, when one coalition goes public, an opposing coalition may

countermobilize to emphasize that “both sides” have support from the broader pub-

lic. Because these are coalitions with less intense public support, I expect such cam-

paigns to engage fewer people. In the extreme, these campaigns may rely on various

forms of deception (i.e., astroturf campaigns) to compensate for their disadvantage

in genuine public support.

Credit claiming and going down fighting. Finally, campaigns may target

audiences other than policymakers. When they expect to win, organizations may

launch a “credit claiming” campaign to draw attention to and associate their or-

ganization with positive policy developments. When they expect to lose, organiza-

tions may “go down fighting” to fulfill supporters’ expectations. These more perfor-

mative reasons for organizing a campaign may help engage existing supporters and

recruit new members. For example, Carpenter (2021) finds that many anti-slavery

petitions were this type of campaign, where “the most important readers of a peti-

tion are its signatories” rather than the policymakers to whom they are addressed.

Credit claiming and going down fighting campaigns may target member reten-

tion or recruitment, fundraising, or satisfying a board of directors. For example, as

Figure 2.4 shows, the Sierra Club uses campaigns to collect contact information of

supporters and potential members. Given the executive-branch transition between

2010, when the rule was initiated, and 2017 when it was delayed, the Sierra Club
6It is not clear if the power of coalition unity is a result of strategic calculation by policymak-

ers, a perceived obligation due to the normative power of consensus (e.g., following a majoritarian
logic (Dahl, 1989; Mendelson, 2011)), or simply that unified demands are easier to process than
opposing demands.
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Figure 2.4: The Sierra Club Collects Contact Information Through Public Pressure
Campaigns
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likely saw little hope of protecting methane pollution standards in 2017. Still, for

members of the public who wanted to voice their opinion to the Trump administra-

tion, the Sierra Club created an easy way to do so, as long as users consented to

“receive periodic communication from the Sierra Club.” While this campaign may

have had little hope of influencing these particular policies, it may have increased

awareness of air pollution and built contact lists that could help the Sierra Club

fundraise and mobilize in future policy fights.

While “credit claiming” and “going down fighting” are unlikely to have immedi-

ate policy effects, they may affect future policies. Because interest groups and agen-

cies both expect to “repeat endlessly” the policymaking process (Lindblom, 1980),

power built or demonstrated in one policy process may also be a political resource

in future policy fights.

Through repeated interactions, organizations build power with respect to a con-

stituency (Han, 2014) and policymakers (Grossmann, 2012). First, building contact

lists or potential donors and supporters are a resource for future policy fights. Po-

litical support for a policy may depend on actors’ experiences with previous poli-

cies and their perceived relationship to the policy in question (Weir, 1989). “Go-

ing down fighting” may be a particularly effective strategy in building awareness

and power for future fights. In interviews with mobilizing organizations like the

Sierra Club, Han (2014) finds that repeated engagement through a mix of online

and in-person organizing can transform participants’ motivations and capacities

for involvement. By building the capacities and motivations of their members and

supporters, organizations increase their own capacity for future policy fights. For

example, if one administration makes a policy that a large segment of the public

can be mobilized to oppose, it may help organizations put the repeal of that policy
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on the agenda of the next administration.

Second, mobilizing in one policy fight helps organizations build a reputation

among policymakers. A reputation for organizing public pressure campaigns

may create an implicit credible threat that the organization may expand the

scope of conflict. Organizations that mobilize members and create a long-lasting

presence in Washington become, in the minds of policymakers and reporters, the

taken-for-granted surrogates for these public groups (Grossmann, 2012).

While more performative or power-building campaigns may engage many people,

they are unlikely to inspire countermobilization. To the extent that public interest

organizations mobilize for reasons other than influencing policy, opposing private

interest groups with less public support have little reason to countermobilize. The

reverse is not true. Private interest groups ought to only launch campaigns when

the policy is in play. In these cases, public interest groups also have incentives to

mobilize. Thus, member-funded public interest groups should be more common

than campaigns sponsored by narrow private interests, simply because they have

more occasions in which mobilizing has benefits. Campaigns sponsored by narrow

private interests should occur in opposition to another campaign, but public inter-

est groups have reasons to launch a campaign even when policy is unlikely to move.

Put differently, broader (often public) interest groups often have incentives to mo-

bilize proactively when policy could be affected by expanding the scope of conflict.

Where the policy is not in play, they may still benefit from credit claiming or go-

ing down fighting. Therefore public interest groups will often want to mobilize. In

contrast, narrow (often private) interest groups do not benefit from expanding the

scope of conflict and should thus only mobilize pressure campaigns reactively. Nor

do they have audiences like members and donors that create performative reasons
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for mobilizing a pressure campaign.

In many cases, going public as a lobbying strategy is simultaneously an oppor-

tunity to engage and recruit members. Organizations often go public in order to

influence policy and engage in power-building tactics at the same time. For exam-

ple, the Sierra Club organized several “Thank you, EPA” campaigns, asking sup-

porters to thank the Obama EPA for new draft environmental policies and urge the

agency not to back down. These campaigns simultaneously (1) engaged members,

(2) implied that the Sierra Club had advanced its policy agenda (implicit credit

claiming), and (3) pressured policymakers to hold their course or strengthen policy

rather than bend to industry pressures.

The extent to which a campaign genuinely aims to influence policy or is pursuing

other logics may be difficult to distinguish in the observed public response. Indeed,

multiple motivations may drive most campaigns, and members of the public may

poorly understand the different chances of success in each case. However, lobbying

organizations likely know their chances of success and should thus invest less in pro-

viding technical information when they see little opportunity to affect policy. By

identifying cases where coalitions engage in large public campaigns without corre-

sponding investment in technical information, we may be able to assess whether

countermobilization is indeed less likely in these cases.

2.2.5 Hypotheses About the Drivers of Mass Mobilization

The observable implications of the theory described above suggest several testable

hypotheses.

First, public comments will differ in several ways depeding on whether most pub-

lic participation is individuals acting alone or organized and mediated through or-
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ganizations their pressure campaigns. The solicitation on regulations.gov—“Let

your voice be heard”—suggests that individuals are expressing themselves directly.

Indeed, anyone can write a letter or type a comment in the text box on regula-

tions.gov, and many people do. Individuals acting on their own submit content

ranging from obscenities and memes to detailed personal accounts of how a policy

would affect them and even poetry aimed at changing officials’ hearts and minds.

Comments submitted by individuals acting alone should not have a large share of

text copied from elsewhere. They should not reference an organization or be mailed

or uploaded in bulk by an organization.

In contrast, to the extent that participation is mediated through public pressure

campaigns, as my theory suggests, public commenting should show signs of “coop-

erative activity.” Comments from people who were mobilized as part of a campaign

differ from those of individuals acting on their own in two observable ways: First,

they often mention the name of the organization that mobilized them. Second, the

text is often similar or identical to other comments in the campaign, reflecting co-

ordination through form or template letters. These features eliminate the novel in-

formational value that Cuéllar (2005) and others seek to locate in individual com-

ments. If comments reference an organization that mobilized them, they likely have

little more to offer than what the more sophisticated organization has already pro-

vided. If comments are identical, they certainly provide no new technical informa-

tion.

While observers frequently talk about ordinary people engaging in policymaking

as individuals, political science theory suggests that an organized group will almost

always mediate the participation of individuals who are not professional policy in-

fluencers. Political science has shown that national politics in the United States is
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the terrain of organized groups. Given the technocratic nature of bureaucratic poli-

cymaking, “citizen-initiated contacts” should be especially rare.

Hypothesis 2.1. Most people engage in national policy processes as a result of

organized public pressure campaigns.

From a behavioral perspective, Hypothesis 2.1 posits that individuals are more

likely to engage in behaviors like letter-writing and petition-signing as part of co-

ordinated and cooperative activity. The barriers to individual participation make

“citizen-initiated contacts” on matters of national policy relatively rare. Organized

campaigns overcome these barriers by informing, motivating, and reducing the costs

of participation.

Second, I argue that public pressure tactics complement rather than substitute

for sophisticated technical lobbying. Whereas previous studies compare mass com-

ment campaigns to technical lobbying efforts, I argue that the relevant unit of anal-

ysis is the lobbying coalition. Coalitions may use both sophisticated technical lobby-

ing and public pressure tactics.

Hypothesis 2.2. Public pressure campaigns are organized by coalitions that in-

clude groups that engage in sophisticated technical lobbying.

From a behavioral perspective, Hypothesis 2.2 posits that decisionmakers in lob-

bying organizations do not confront a choice of whether to pursue an inside or out-

side strategy; it is a choice between an inside strategy (the norm) or both an inside

and outside strategy because public pressure campaigns lend political support to

more sophisticated legal and technical arguments for specific policy changes.

Testing Hypothesis 2.2 requires that we group organizations into lobbying coali-

tions. It predicts that coalitions that use public pressure campaigns also include
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groups that engage in sophisticated lobbying. To the extent that coalitions using

outside strategies do not also use inside strategies would be evidence against Hy-

pothesis 2.2.

Third, while lobbying coalitions may form around various material and ideological

conflicts, public interest groups are more likely to be advantaged by going public,

credit claiming, or going down fighting, because they are organizations primarily

serving a broad idea of the public good rather than the narrow material interests of

their members. Indeed, Potter (2017a) finds that advocacy group-driven campaigns

mobilize far more people on average than industry-driven campaigns on EPA rules.

Building on Lowi (1969) and Wilson (1989), I theorize that mass mobilization is

more likely to occur in conflicts of public versus private interests or public versus

public interests (i.e., between coalitions led by groups with distinct cultural ideals

or desired public goods), provided they have sufficient resources to run a campaign.

If true, one implication is that mass mobilization will systematically run counter to

concentrated business interests where they conflict with the values of public interest

groups with sufficient resources to mobilize.

When policy conflicts pit broad public interests against narrower private interests,

the public interest groups more often have incentives to launch public pressure cam-

paigns, both for policy and organizational reasons. Because outside lobbying can

alter the decision environment, those who have the advantage in the usual rulemak-

ing process (where a more limited set of actors participate) have little incentive to

expand the scope of the conflict. Additionally, I argue, public interest groups have

greater incentives than businesses to launch public pressure campaigns for reasons

other than influencing policy. Both policy and non-policy reasons to launch a cam-

paign suggest that public interest groups will use outside strategies more often.
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Hypothesis 2.3. Public interest group coalitions sponsor public pressure cam-

paigns more often than private interest group (e.g., business-led) coalitions.

Hypothesis 2.3 may be evaluated in absolute terms–whether most public pres-

sure campaigns are launched by public interest groups—or relative terms—whether

public interest groups are more likely to use public pressure campaigns when they

lobby than private interests are.

The inverse could also be true. Business groups that are already advantaged in

the policy process may leverage their superior resources to further mobilize support

or bolster claims that they represent more than their private interest. If mobiliza-

tion most often takes this form, this would be evidence against Hypothesis 2.3 and

Schattschneider’s argument that it is the disadvantaged who seek to expand the

scope of the conflict.

Fifth, if the success of a mobilization effort is moderated by latent public support,

as my theory asserts, broader public interest group coalitions ought to mobilize

more people for a given level of mobilization effort (e.g., spending or solicitations).

That is, the scale and the intensity of public engagement depend on preexisting sup-

port for the proposition that people are being asked to support, and public interest

groups more often have broad public support than narrow private interests.

Hypothesis 2.4. Public interest group coalitions have a larger response to their

mobilizing efforts than private interest group (e.g., business-led) coalitions.

From a behavioral perspective, Hypothesis 2.4 suggests that the average person

is more easily mobilized to sign a form letter from a public interest group than a

private interest group.
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Notwithstanding the incentive structure that should lead coalitions advancing

broad public interests to mobilize public support more often and more successfully

than narrow private interests, resources and capacity are still necessary conditions

to run a campaign. Most organizations that are disadvantaged in the policy process

also lack resources to launch mass mobilization campaigns. This means that public

pressure tactics are only an option for a small subset of large public interest organi-

zations.

Mobilizing people for a particular policy fight requires a significant organizing ca-

pacity. McNutt and Boland (2007) calls these formations “policy change organiza-

tions.” In contrast to membership organizations, they exist more to organize public

pressure toward a set of policy goals than to serve a defined membership.

Hypothesis 2.5. Public pressure campaigns targeting national policy are most

often run by large national policy advocacy organizations.

If instead, lay commenters are mobilized through their membership organizations,

as Kerwin and Furlong (2011) suggest, a large campaign of, say, one million people

would generally require a large collection of membership organizations. Very few

organizations have a million members. Those that do are unlikely to mobilize all of

them, so mobilizing many people through membership organizations would likely re-

quire a large coalition of membership organizations. We would expect commenters

to identify themselves as members of these many organizations.

Finally, if the theory of conflict expansion posited by Schattschneider (1975) is

correct, narrow private interests only have incentives to mobilize public support to

counteract an opposing campaign. If private interest groups like businesses primar-

ily use public pressure campaigns reactively to counter a message of public consen-
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sus advanced by an opposing lobbying coalition, we should rarely see private inter-

est groups lobbying unopposed.

Hypothesis 2.6. If narrow private interest groups (e.g., businesses) launch public

pressure campaigns, it is a response to an opposing campaign.

Hypothesis 2.6 would be supported by evidence that public interest group coali-

tions more often lobby unopposed than private interest groups.

The next section outlines the data and methods I use to evaluate these hypothe-

ses.

2.3 Testing the Theory

To assess my theory about which groups should mobilize public participation in

bureaucratic policymaking, I use public comments in federal agency rulemaking.

However, my theories and methods should also apply to other kinds of political en-

gagement, such as through social media or protests and other political decisions,

including state-level rulemaking.

2.3.1 Data

I collected a corpus of over 80 million public comments via the regulations.gov API.

58 million of these comments are on rulemaking dockets. I then linked these com-

ments to other data on the rules from the Unified Agenda and Office of Information

and Regulatory Affairs Reports. Summary statistics for these data are available in

the Appendix.

From 2005 to 2020, agencies posted 44,774 rulemaking dockets to regulations.gov

and solicited public comments on 42,426. Only 816 of these rulemaking dockets
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were targeted by one or more public pressure campaigns, but this small share of

rules garnered 99.07 percent (57,837,674) of all comments. Nearly all of these com-

ments are form letters. The top 10 rulemaking dockets account for 33.74 percent

(19,695,536), of all comments in agency rulemaking. Again, nearly all of these are

form letters.

Table 2.1 shows the rules that received the most comments on regulations.gov.

Proposed rules that have attracted the most public attention have been published

by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Department of Interior (DOI),

the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM), the Consumer Financial

Protection Bureau (CFPB), and Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS). The most

commented-on rule was the 2013 “Clean Power Plan”—the Obama administration’s

flagship climate policy.

Figure 2.5 shows a massive rise in the number of proposed rules targeted by pub-

lic pressure campaigns (the bottom panel), greater than the overall increase in the

number of proposed rules posted for comment on regulations.gov (the top panel).

To some extent, the increase from 2005 to 2010 results from agencies using regula-

tions.gov more systematically in the years after its launch in 2003. But the ease of

online organizing has also increased the frequency of public pressure campaigns. As

mentioned earlier, less than 5 percent of proposed rules each year are targeted by

a pressure campaign (note the necessary difference in the y-axes). However, this

share is growing.

Figure 2.6 shows the handful of agencies that publish the majority of proposed

rules for public comment on regulations.gov (out of the 246 federal agencies that

use regulations.gov). For the most part, these are also the agencies most often tar-

geted by public pressure campaigns, but some agencies are relatively more or less
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Table 2.1: Rulemaking Dockets by Number of Public Comments, 2005-2020

Docket ID Docket Title Total Comments

EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602 Standards of Performance for
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
from Existing Sources:
Electric Utility Generating
Units

4,383,713

EPA-HQ-OAR-2011-0660 Greenhouse Gas New Source
Performance Standard for
Electric Generating Units

2,683,228

EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0495 Review of Standards of
Performance for Greenhouse
Gas Emissions from New,
Modified, and Reconstructed
Stationary Sources: Electric
Utility Generating ...

2,178,478

EPA-HQ-OAR-2017-0355 Repeal of Carbon Dioxide
Emission Guidelines for
Existing Stationary Sources:
Electric Utility Generating
Units; Emission Guidelines
for Greenhouse Ga...

1,853,582

EPA-HQ-OAR-2010-0505 Oil and Natural Gas Sector –
New Source Performance
Standards, National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants, and Control
Techniques Guide...

1,761,990

FWS-HQ-ES-2013-0073 Removing the Gray Wolf
from the List of Endangered
and Threatened Wildlife and
Maintaining Protections for
the Mexican Wolf by Listing
It as Endangere...

1,611,111

CFPB-2016-0025 Payday, Vehicle, Title and
Certain High-Cost
Installment Loans

1,413,787

BLM-2013-0002 Oil and Gas; Hydraulic
Fracturing on Federal and
Indian Lands

1,348,563

FWS-HQ-IA-2013-0091 Revision of the Special Rule
for the African Elephant

1,315,513

CEQ-2019-0003 Update to the Regulations
Implementing the Procedural
Provisions of the National
Environmental Policy Act

1,145,571
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likely to be targeted than others. For example, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

publishes a small share of rules overall but a large share of rules targeted by public

pressure campaigns (many protecting threatened and endangered species habitat).

In contrast, the U.S. Coast Guard and Federal Aviation Administration both pub-

lish a large number of rules (mostly regulating transportation safety), but pressure

campaigns rarely target these agencies.

Figure 2.5: Proposed Rules Open for Comment on Regulations.gov 2005-2020

Figure 2.7 shows the total number of public comments received per rule from

2005-2020. This plot shows an increase in the number of rules receiving a large

number of comments from 2005 to 2020. Note that comments per rule (the y-axis)

are on a logarithmic scale in order to see this variation. While most rules receive

few comments, there is a steep rise in the number of rules receiving over a thou-

sand from 2005 to the mid-2010s. We see this same trend for the number of pro-

posed rules receiving over 100 thousand comments, peaking around the time that

the Obama EPA’s Clean Power Plan (the administration’s landmark climate change

policy, rulemaking docket EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602) received over 4 million com-

ments (highlighted in Figures 2.7 and Figure 2.8). Each year since then, hundreds
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Figure 2.6: Proposed Rules Open for Comment on Regulations.gov 2005-2020 by
Agency

of rules received over a thousand comments, and dozens received over 100 thousand

comments.

While the average number of comments per rule is consistently around ten, more

people are involved in more policy processes today than a decade ago. Occasion-

ally, a large number of people are engaging in agency policymaking. It is not a co-

incidence that more people are engaging in a select set of policies as pressure cam-

paigns target more agency rules (though still a small portion).

Figure 2.8 clearly shows the inequality in public participation across rulemak-

ings. Of over 25 thousand proposed rules open for comment on regulations.gov

between 2005 and 2020, Figure 2.8 shows that over a third of them received no
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Figure 2.7: Number of Comments (log scale) per Proposed Rule 2005-2020

comments. These rules appear as a long line of points at the bottom of the plot.

Approximately another third received ten or fewer comments, including the U.S.

Department of Agriculture’s Agriculture Management Services rule regulation the

labeling of honey (AMS-FV-07-0008). As in Figure 2.8, I also labeled the Clean

Power Plan rule. A version of Figure 2.7 split out by year is available in the ap-

pendix (Figure D.1).

2.3.1.1 Policy Advocacy Organizations: From Grassroots to Astroturf

Testing my hypotheses requires that I classify campaigns as driven primarily by

public or private interest groups. This is a challenge because appeals to the gov-

ernment are almost always couched in the language of public interest, even when
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Figure 2.8: Number of Comments (log scale) per Proposed Rule 2005-2020

true motivations are private (Schattschneider, 1975). Public pressure campaigns

are no exception, and mobilizing organizations almost always evoke some version

of the public interest. Classifying thus involves judgment calls. I describe my clas-

sification methods in Section 2.3.2.3. To provide empirical context, this subsection

sketches out the range of public and private campaigns with some concrete exam-

ples of “public” pressure campaigns that primarily advance private interests.

There is a spectrum of organizing the unorganized from more “grassroots” to

more “astroturf” strategies. On the grassroots end, engagement is driven by a com-

bination of passionate volunteerism and a supportive, attentive segment of the pub-

lic. In practice, most campaigns on the grassroots end of the spectrum in federal

rulemaking are not pure volunteerism but are organized by policy advocacy orga-
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nizations like MoveOn and Organizing For America on the political left and Amer-

icans for Prosperity and the National Association For Gun Rights on the political

right. These organizations have large mailing lists and media operations, providing

the capacity to mobilize large numbers of people for a particular policy fight. Both

public and private interest groups pay for mobilizing services and software. Some

providers are nonprofits (e.g., Care2); others are for-profit lobbying and campaign

consultants (e.g., Nationbuilder, SoftEdge, Mandate Media). Most of these ser-

vices have strong partisan ties, as is generally the case with lobbying firms (Furnas,

Heaney and LaPira, 2017). Membership organizations like the Sierra Club often

mobilize “members and supporters” beyond their official membership base, thereby

taking the form of a policy advocacy organization, as well.

Like people mobilized through their membership organizations, people mobilized

by policy advocacy organizations will often cite the mobilizing organization. Unlike

those mobilized through membership organizations, mobilization by policy advo-

cacy organizations is more likely to be concentrated in a few large organizations

with the specific resources for running campaigns that engage passionate or inter-

ested but unaffiliated or loosely affiliated segments of the public.

Toward the astroturf end of the spectrum, well-funded efforts gather signatures

from a much less passionate and attentive population. Where grassroots organizing

relies on existing underlying interests that merely have to be given an opportunity

to engage, people engaged by astroturf campaigns are generally disinterested in the

policy and engage merely because of paid ads or petition-gathering, often involving

some deception (e.g., they are intentionally misled about the policy or its likely ef-

fects) to get people to take action on an issue that they would not take if the issue

were presented more clearly. Likewise, the organizations collecting the signatures
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would have no interest in doing so if they were not paid. The aim is to give an ap-

pearance of support. To the extent they mobilize real people, astroturf campaigns

are thus a form of outside lobbying intended to create a deceptive appearance of

public support. In the extreme, astroturf campaigns may use the names of fake or

non-consenting individuals.

For example, in 2016, the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management received several

USB drives with hundreds of thousands of comments on its National Outer Conti-

nental Shelf Oil and Gas Leasing Program from Joe Jansen. Jansen did not disclose

who he worked for, but the form letters, each identical except for the signature, re-

sembled press releases from the American Petroleum Institute (API), the main in-

dustry association for oil and gas companies. According to a LinkedIn profile and

Congressional Directory, Jansen began a carreer in Government Relations after

serving as the legislative director for a Republican member of Congress. Unlike

more “grassroots” campaigns, no information was provided about who the signa-

tories were or why they cared about oil and gas leasing. Joe Jansen, however, was

also associated with other campaigns targeting the EPA and Department of State,

several of which identified themselves as organized by the groups “Energy Citizens”

and “Energy Nation.” These organizations’ websites are paid for by the American

Petroleum Institute. The photos they post on social media almost exclusively show

employees handing out shirts, hats, and water at fairs, bars, and conferences in ex-

change for signatures (EnergyCitizens, 2014). Though Energy Citizens and Energy

Nation submitted slightly different comments as separate organizations, most of

the individual signatories were the same on both sets of comments, and many sig-

natures were submitted twice by each organization, successfully inflating the num-

ber of pro-API comments that the agency reported receiving on the rule. Energy

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CDIR-2011-12-01/pdf/CDIR-2011-12-01-OH-H-1.pdf
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Citizens has attracted media attention for bussing in paid actors to protests and

town halls to oppose regulations (Krauss and Mouwad, 2009), paying actors to pose

as concerned citizens, and skirting Facebook’s policy against deceptive advertising

(Merrill, 2018).

In a more complex example, Axcess Financial and other payday lending compa-

nies sponsored several campaigns targeting a regulation proposed by the Consumer

Financial Protection Bureau in 2016. First, Axcess Financial had storefront em-

ployees solicit comments from customers, which Axcess then uploaded to regula-

tions.gov. The customer comments suggest that they had not been told much about

the rule, which limited interest rates, fees, and the number of times short-term

loans could be compounded. Most customers wrote some version of “Do not close

this store” or “I have been told that payday loans would not exist in my community

if the government’s proposed regulations went into effect.” A few even complained

about exactly the issues that CFPB’s regulation aimed to address. One customer

wrote, “Although some of the fees are a bit high, it should be my choice whether

to get a loan or not” (Access Financial Comment 91130). Another wrote, “I need

to keep receiving my Check’n’Go loans so I can have the time to start paying them

back in the next 1 1/2 to 2 years” (Axcess Financial Comment 91130), indicating

that Check’n’Go (a subsidiary of Axcess Financial) was engaged in serial re-lending

(repeatedly issuing short-term high-interest loans to pay interest and fees on pre-

vious loans of the same type) that put this customer deeper in debt. In their own

comments, Axcess claimed that it did not do this kind of serial re-lending. To the

extent that this campaign relied on deception and not the customers’ genuine inter-

ests (even as the customers understood them), this would count as astroturf.

Second, Axcess sponsored an effort to gather signatures at churches. Finally, Ax-
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cess and other payday loan companies uploaded supportive notes from community

organizations to which they had given money. It is unlikely that members of these

organizations would have commented had they not been paid by Axcess.

As the American Petroleum Institute and Axcess Financial examples demon-

strate, spotting astroturf in the wild can be difficult by design and involve complex

judgment calls about the level of deception involved. However, the clear observable

result is often a large number of comments advocating on behalf of narrow private

interests. Large businesses or industry associations are the organizations with the

resources and incentives to sponsor astroturf campaigns, and they do (Lyon and

Maxwell, 2004).

Not all campaigns on behalf of private interests fall decisively on the astroturf

side of the spectrum. In a cover letter to a batch of comments opposing the regu-

lation of glyphosate herbicides, Monsanto, a major glyphosate manufacturer, de-

scribed how they collected the letters:

These letters were collected during the 2016 Farm Progress Show from
U.S. farmers, agriculture professionals, and general consumers who use
glyphosate and value its benefits. We think it is important that these
voices be heard as part of EPA’s review of glyphosate. (EPA-HQ-OPP-
2009-0361-0891)

Monsanto may have, like Energy Citizens, given out hats and shirts in exchange

for many of these signers. Still, the context and transparency make it more plau-

sible that the petition signers genuinely opposed regulation on glyphosate. Thus,

I do not code this as astroturf. Similarly, Shell Oil sponsored a campaign to open

the Arctic Outer Continental Shelf to oil and gas drilling and provided a template

letter with a place to insert a company or group:

https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OPP-2009-0361-0891
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OPP-2009-0361-0891
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On behalf of [enter company or constituents], I am writing to demon-
strate my strong support of oil and gas development in the Arctic Outer
Continental Shelf (OCS)…I support Shell’s plan to explore its leases in
the Chukchi Sea in 2015. The company has invested significant time
and resources in the advancement of safe and prudent Arctic explo-
ration. Shell should be allowed to realize the promise of the leases it
purchased, and I encourage the BOEM to expeditiously approve its Ex-
ploration Plan. (BSEE-2013-0011-0033)7

Though Shell stood to profit from the rule, the signers of this form letter were

mostly companies and workers in the oil and gas sector. Several elected officials

also used Shell’s form letter (e.g., BSEE-2013-0011-0033 and BSEE-2013-0011-

0094). I found no evidence of deception or payments from Shell. These companies,

workers, and politicians plausibly had a genuine interest in Shell’s access to offshore

oil. The form letter’s transparency about who stood to benefit further increases

the plausibility that signers genuinely supported Shell’s lobbying effort. Again, this

means that it was not coded as astroturf.

2.3.2 Methods: Measuring Public Pressure and Political Information

In this section, I develop methods to identify public pressure campaigns and mea-

sure the kinds of political information they create. These measures capture similar

statistics to questions posed by Verba and Nie (1987, p. 9): “How much partici-

pation is there, what kind is it, and from what segments of society does it come?”

Specifically, I assess the extent to which public comments are mobilized by pressure

campaigns, which organizations are behind these campaigns, which campaigns are

more successful in mobilizing, and which campaigns go unopposed.
7Some of Shell’s supporters neglected to fill in the blanks in the template letter (BSEE-2013-

0011-0033).

https://www.regulations.gov/comment/BSEE-2013-0011-0033
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/BSEE-2013-0011-0094
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/BSEE-2013-0011-0094
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/BSEE-2013-0011-0033
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/BSEE-2013-0011-0033
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2.3.2.1 Identifying Organizations and Coalitions using Text Reuse

The primary unit of analysis is a lobbying coalition—a group of organizations ad-

vocating for the same policy changes in their comments on a draft rule. Advocacy

organizations work together on campaigns. For example, Save our Environment

submitted both sophisticated comments and collected signatures from hundreds

of thousands of people on several rulemaking dockets. Save our Environment is a

small nonprofit with a simple WordPress website almost entirely dedicated to mo-

bilizing public comments. It is run by The Partnership Project, a coalition of 20 of

the largest environmental advocacy organizations in the United States, including

the Sierra Club, Natural Resources Defense Council, Greenpeace, and the World

Wildlife Fund, with the aim of “harnessing the power of the internet to increase

public awareness and activism on today’s most important environmental issues”

(Saveourenvironment.org, 2021). Several Partnership Project members, including

the Sierra Club, EarthJustice, and NRDC, also submitted technical comments and

mobilized hundreds of thousands of their own supporters to comment separately on

the same rules. These lobbying and mobilizing activities are not independent cam-

paigns. These organizations and the people they mobilize are a coalition.

To mobilize broader support, advocacy organizations often engage smaller orga-

nizations, which, in turn, mobilize their own members and supporters, often with

logistical support and funding from the larger national organization. For example,

for the same campaign where the Gulf Restoration Network mobilized hundreds of

restaurants that serve sustainable seafood, one of their larger coalition partners, the

Pew Charitable Trusts, mobilized thousands of individuals, including members of

the New York Underwater Photography Society. These smaller organizations did

not identify themselves as part of Pew’s campaign, but their letters used almost
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identical language.

Identifying which people and organizations belong to which coalition is thus a

crucial first task for any study of public pressure campaigns. To identify whether

a pressure campaign mobilizes a given comment, I use several strategies. I first use

textual similarity to identify clusters of similar comments, reflecting formal and in-

formal coalitions. Comments with identical text indicate a coordinated campaign.

To link individual comments and public pressure campaigns to the more sophisti-

cated lobbying efforts that they support (if any), I identify the lobbying coalition(s)

(if any) to which each comment belongs. Some individual commenters and organiza-

tions are unaffiliated with a broader lobbying coalition, but, as I show below, most

people and organizations lobby in broader coalitions.

Importantly, even campaigns that achieve very low public response rates appear

in these data. Because campaigns aim to collect many thousands of comments, it

is implausible that even the most unpopular position would achieve no supportive

responses. For example, Potter (2017a) found Poultry Producers averaging only

319 comments per campaign. While this is far from the Sierra Club’s average of

17,325 comments per campaign, it is also far from zero. (These numbers are from

Potter’s sample of EPA rules; the Sierra Club’s average is even larger in my sample;

see Table 2.2.)

For each comment on a rulemaking docket, I identify the percent of words it

shares with other comments using a 10-word (or “10-gram”) moving window func-

tion, looping over each possible pair of texts to identify matches.8 When actors

sign onto the same comment, it is clear that they are lobbying together. However,
8For more about n-gram window functions and comparisons with related partial matching

methods such as the Smith-Waterman algorithm, see Casas, Denny and Wilkerson (2017) and
Judge-Lord (2017).
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various businesses, advocacy groups, and citizens often comment separately, even

when they are aligned. Text-reuse (using the same ten-word phrases) captures this

alignment. When individuals use identical wording, I interpret that to mean they’re

endorsing the same policy position as part of a lobbying coalition.

Figure 2.9 shows the percent of shared text for a sample of 50 comments on

the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s 2016 Rule regulating Payday Loans.

Comments are arranged by the document identifier assigned by regulations.gov on

both axes. The black on the diagonal indicates that each document has a perfect

overlap with itself. Black squares off the diagonal indicate additional pairs of iden-

tical documents. For example, 100 percent of the words from Comment 95976 are

part of some tengram that also appears in 95977 because the exact same comment

was uploaded twice. The cluster of grey tiles indicates a coalition of commenters

using some identical text. Comments 91130 through 91156 are all partial or exact

matches. All are part of a mass comment campaign by Access Financial. The

percent of the identical text is lower than many mass-comment campaigns because

these are hand-written comments, but the n-gram method still picks up overlap

in the OCRed text in the header and footer. Tengrams that appear in 100 or

more comments indicate a mass comment campaign. Some agencies use similar

“de-duping” software (Rinfret et al., 2021) and only provide a representative sample

comment. In these cases, my linking method assumes that the example comment is

representative, and I link these comments to others based on the text of the sample

comment provided.

Where a new presidential administration solicited comments on a proposed rule

tied to a docket number that a previous administration also used to solicit com-

ments on a different previous rule, I count these as separate rulemaking dockets. I

https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=CFPB-2016-0025-91130
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=CFPB-2016-0025-91154
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Figure 2.9: Example: Identifying Coalitions by the Percent of Matching Text in a
Sample of Public Comments

do so because the second policy is usually reversing or going in the opposite direc-

tion as the policy on which the previous administration solicited comments. Many

of the same organizations comment but with the opposite positions; support be-

comes opposition and vice versa.

2.3.2.2 Hand-coded Organizations and Coalitions

Second, I hand-code several samples of comments. One sample contains at least

one comment from each cluster (coalition) of 100 or more similar comments. This

census of form-letter comments allows me to make valid observations about public
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pressure campaigns across agencies and over time. A second sample includes nearly

all comments on a random sample of rules. A third sample includes nearly all com-

ments on another random sample of rules, weighted by the number of comments

they received. These last two samples allow me to make inferences about lobbying

coalitions that do and do not use public pressure campaigns.

Through an iterative process of hand-coding and computational methods, I then

identify the organization that is submitting or is responsible for mobilizing each

comment (if any) in all three samples of comments. This process involves using reg-

ular expressions to search comment texts and metadata for possible names. With

a team of research assistants, I inspect a sample and link it or add it to a growing

list of organizations known to comment. This corpus of known organizations is then

included in the next text search.

With this approach, I identify the organizations responsible for over 40 million

comments, including all organizations responsible for mobilizing 100 or more com-

ments with repeated text–either identical text or partially unique texts that contain

shared language.

2.3.2.3 Classifying Public and Private Interests

In addition to classifying all organizations that appear in the hand-coded samples

as businesses, industry associations, other nonprofits, governments, or individual

elected officials and a range of subtypes within these broader categories, I also clas-

sify the coalitions in which they lobby.

Classifying coalitions as primarily driven by private or public interest provides

analytic leverage, but scholars have not converged on an approach to do so. Potter

(2017a) distinguishes “advocacy groups” from “industry groups.” Berry (1999) calls
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these groups “citizen groups” and emphasizes conflict over cultural issues. Some

public interest groups focus on conservative or progressive cultural issues, like reli-

gious education, immigration, or endangered species. Others are more focused on

the public provision or protection of public goods such as national parks, consumer

product safety standards, air quality, drinking water, and public safety. Types of

membership organizations that are both broad and focused on material outcomes

for their members (such as labor unions) are especially difficult to classify. Potter

(2017a) puts unions in the “Industry” category. I take a different approach based

on the coalition with whom such groups lobby. If a union lobbies alongside busi-

nesses, I classify this as a private interest-driven coalition (Mildenberger, 2020). If a

union lobbies with public interest groups on public health or safety issues, I classify

this as a public interest group coalition.

I code each coalition as primarily advancing an idea of the public interest or more

narrow private interests. Public interest coalitions are almost always entirely non-

profits and governments, and private interest coalitions tend to be companies and

industry associations. Still, some nonprofits lobby on behalf of companies, and

some companies join forces with public interest groups. These can create “hard”

cases. For example, a coalition of environmental groups mobilized recreational fish-

ing businesses and sustainable seafood restaurants to help push for stricter com-

mercial fishing regulations. We know that the environmental groups mobilized

the restaurants because they used a form letter from a nonprofit called the Gulf

Restoration Network (NOAA-NMFS-2012-0059-0185). This was coded as a pub-

lic interest coalition. If instead, the businesses had led this lobbying effort and en-

listed a few nonprofits to help protect their business interests, it would have been

coded as a private interest coalition. The vast majority of coalitions were much

https://www.regulations.gov/comment/NOAA-NMFS-2012-0059-0185
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more straightforward to code as public or private.

2.3.2.4 Coding Policy Positions

To assess whether organizations and their broader coalitions lobby unopposed or in

opposition to other interests, I code the position of each organization on each pro-

posed policy given the direction of change from the current policy. Specifically, I

trained research assistants to place comments on a spatial scale relative to change

between the status quo and proposed rule like the one shown in Figure 2.10. In Fig-

ure 2.10, 𝑥1 is the current (status quo) policy and 𝑥2 is the new proposed policy

on which commenters are commenting. Let 𝑝𝑖 be commenter 𝑖’s ideal policy. In

Section 3.2.4 and Appendix C, I formalize intuitions about why a commenter may

comment and how it may influence a policymaker. Here, I merely aim to clarify the

coding of policy support and opposition, which relies on the spatial coding of each

comment (for more details, see the Codebook in Appendix A).

In spatial models, whether an organization supports or opposes a proposed policy

change generally depends on whether the policy is moving closer or further from

its ideal policy. For example, if the ideal point of commenter 1 is the current policy

(i.e., 𝑝1 = 𝑥1) or close to it, they will oppose any proposed change. Likewise, if the

ideal point of commenter 2 is the new proposed policy (𝑝2 = 𝑥2) or closer to it,

they likely support the proposal.

While potentially incompatible with an assumption of single-peaked preferences

assumed by most models, commenters do occasionally oppose a policy change for

moving insufficiently in their preferred direction (e.g., describing the proposal as

“too little” or “insufficient” to gain their support). For example, if a commenter

prefers a more extreme change and will not accept anything less than a certain level
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Figure 2.10: Coding the Spatial Position of Comments on Proposed Policy Changes

of change (𝑝𝑖 ≥ 𝑥3), they may oppose 𝑥2 as “insufficient.” This is likely a result of

the repeated game nature of policymaking, where commenters believe that reject-

ing a small change in their preferred direction (𝑥2) now is likely to result in a more

extreme and preferred change (𝑥3) later.

If a commenter made statements like “We need stronger, not weaker regulations”

or “These regulations are already bad for our business, we should not make them

even more strict,” they were coded as opposed to the proposed rule for moving in

the wrong direction (𝑝𝑖 < 𝑥1). If the commenter expressed a preference for the

status quo over the proposed rule (𝑝𝑖 = 𝑥1), they were also coded as opposing the

proposed rule.
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Conversely, when a comment included statements like “we applaud EPA’s efforts

to regulate, but would prefer less severe limits,” this was coded as supporting the

rule but asking for less change. If the commenter expressed unqualified support for

the proposed rule (𝑝𝑖 = 𝑥2) or requested even more policy change (𝑝𝑖 > 𝑥2) they

were almost always coded as supporting the rule.

Opposition to a proposed rule because it was insufficient to gain the organiza-

tion’s support was rare but did occur. For example, one commenter stated that

“[w]hile the proposed rule may improve current protections to some degree, it is ut-

terly inadequate…If the agency fails to revise the rule to incorporate such measures,

then they should withdraw the proposed rule completely.” (NOAA-NMFS-2020-

0031-0668). Taking the commenter at their word, this was coded as opposition to

the proposed rule, even though the commenter’s spatial position is closer to the pro-

posed rule than the current policy.

Having identified the coalition lobbying on each proposed rule and each organiza-

tion’s position, I assign each coalition’s position as the position of the lead organiza-

tion. For robustness, I also calculate the coalition’s average position as the average

position of its members. Coalition members usually have nearly identical positions,

but occasionally, some take more extreme positions than others. For example, while

all coalition members may have the same policy demands, some may ask for addi-

tional changes. I consider diverging interests to be one coalition only if the asks are

entirely compatible with the position of organizations that did not ask for them.

Conflicting policy demands indicate different coalitions.

https://www.regulations.gov/comment/NOAA-NMFS-2020-0031-0668
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/NOAA-NMFS-2020-0031-0668
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2.3.2.5 Differences with Prior Studies

This approach differs from previous studies of mass comment campaigns in at least

two major ways. First, my methods allow me to identify coalitions consisting of

multiple organizations. Previous studies measure mass comment campaigns at the

organization level. For example, Balla et al. (2020) analyze “1,049 mass comment

campaigns that occurred during 22 EPA rulemakings”—an average of nearly 50

“campaigns” per rule. By “campaign,” they mean an organization’s campaign rather

than a coalition’s campaign. Especially on EPA rules, there are rarely more than

two or three coalitions engaging in public pressure campaigns—one of the environ-

mental advocacy groups and their allies, another of regulated industry groups and

their allies, and, occasionally, a coalition of tribal governments primarily concerned

with sovereignty issues. Often, only one coalition uses a public pressure campaign.

This is important because many comments nominally submitted or mobilized by

a small business, nonprofit, or membership organization are part of a campaign

sponsored by a larger coalition led by industry associations or public interest

groups. It would be inaccurate to credit a small organization with little capacity

for organizing a campaign when they merely allowed their name and mailing list

to be used by a larger group. For example, campaigns by industry associations are

often officially submitted by much smaller nonprofit coalition partners. Using orga-

nizations as the unit of analysis means that observations are far from independent.

An analysis that counts one coalition’s campaign as 40 smaller “campaigns” with

the same policy demands would count this one campaign as 40 observations. My

methods allow me to measure levels of public pressure per organization and per

coalition.

The second major difference between my approach and previous research is that
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I do not compare sophisticated comments to mass comments. Rather, I attribute

mass comments to organizations and coalitions that also submit sophisticated tech-

nical comments. By measuring comments per coalition, both through hand-coding

and text reuse, I capture different levels of public pressure than we would see if we

were to look only at comments per organization.

2.4 Results: Patterns of Public Engagement in Rulemaking

2.4.1 Most Comments Result from Public Pressure Campaigns

Hypothesis 2.1 posited that most people engage in the policy process due to orga-

nized public pressure campaigns. This is overwhelmingly true. Figure 2.11 plots

the number of comments received on regulations.gov each year from 2005 to 2020.

Columns are shaded by whether I have classified each comment as part of a pub-

lic pressure campaign (a mass comment campaign). Figure 2.11 shows that every

year since 2007, the vast majority of comments on draft regulations posted to regu-

lations.gov were the result of a public pressure campaign. All other comments (in-

cluding comments from individuals acting alone and sophisticated comments from

companies, governments, and other organizations) make up a small portion of all

comments.

Furthermore, the rise in the total number of comments from 2005 to 2013 is much

steeper than the rise in the number of rules being published.

2.4.2 Most Comments and Campaigns are Mobilized by Public Interest

Coalitions

Public pressure campaigns are almost exclusively organized by coalitions that in-

clude groups that engage in sophisticated technical lobbying. This supports Hy-
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Figure 2.11: Public Comments, 2005-2020

pothesis 2.2. Table 2.2 shows the top organizers of comments posted to regula-

tions.gov. In line with Hypothesis 2.3, nearly all of these top mobilizing organiza-

tions lobby together in public interest coalitions, especially on environmental issues.

These coalitions include organizations that engage in sophisticated lobbying. In-

deed, many of the most prolific organizers of public pressure campaigns also engage

in sophisticated lobbying themselves. Public pressure is a compliment, not an alter-

native to sophisticated technical lobbying.

The top ten organizations (NRDC, Sierra Club, CREDO, Environmental Defense

Fund, Center For Biological Diversity, Earthjustice, World Wildlife Fund, National

Wildlife Federation, Friends Of The Earth, Environment America) mobilized 44 per-

cent of comments on proposed rules posted to regulations.gov (25,947,612). All of

these top ten organizations have lawyers on staff that engage in sophisticated lob-

bying, and all ten lobby together in the same coalitions. Nine are closely aligned

environmental groups. Earthjustice began as the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund.
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Eight of these nine organizations (all but the Center for Biological Diversity) are

members of the Partnership Project, a 501c3 nonprofit founded by 20 leading en-

vironmental groups with the aim of ” creating a sum of citizen participation and

advocacy greater than they could generate acting apart” (Saveourenvironment.org,

2021). CREDO Action is a generic progressive group often mobilized to amplify

progressive public interest campaigns. The top 100 organizations mobilized 75 per-

cent of comments on proposed rules posted to regulations.gov (43,938,811). Each

mobilized between 39,729 and 5,939,264 comments.

The percent of rules on which each organization lobbies with a pressure campaign

rather than without one (the “Percent” column in Table 2.2) shows only a few or-

ganizations using pressure campaigns the majority of the time they lobby. Most

lobbying organizations use pressure campaigns a small percentage of the time they

lobby in rulemaking. The most extreme example is the American Petroleum Insti-

tute (API), which lobbied on hundreds of rules between 2005 and 2020, more than

most of the other top mobilizing organizations. Yet it almost never uses public pres-

sure campaigns (at least in its own name). While API does frequently sponsor as-

troturf campaigns, it does so relatively rarely. Almost all of these top mobilizing

organizations usually rely on their legal and policy teams alone. The fact that so

many of the top mobilizers are also highly sophisticated lobbying organizations like

the Sierra Club and API lends support to my argument that public pressure cam-

paigns are one tool that advocacy organizations may use in addition to more insider

tactics.

In line with Hypothesis 2.3, 67 percent of public pressure campaigns are led by

public interest coalitions, with only 33 percent led by private interest coalitions.

While public interest groups lobbied slightly more often in the sample selected for
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Table 2.2: Organizations Mobilizing the Most Public Comments 2005-2020

Organization Rules
Lobbied On

Pressure
Campaigns

Percent
(Campaigns
/Rules)

Comments Average per
Campaign

NRDC 530 62 11.7% 5,939,264 95,795

Sierra Club 591 110 18.6% 5,111,922 46,472

CREDO 90 41 45.6% 3,019,150 73,638

Environmental
Defense Fund

111 31 27.9% 2,849,517 91,920

Center For
Biological
Diversity

572 86 15.0% 2,815,509 32,738

Earthjustice 235 59 25.1% 2,080,583 35,264

World
Wildlife Fund

69 9 13.0% 1,133,001 125,889

National
Wildlife
Federation

141 36 25.5% 1,113,056 30,918

Friends Of
The Earth

127 28 22.0% 1,051,930 37,569

Environment
America

40 24 60.0% 833,680 34,737

Humane
Society

297 24 8.1% 825,350 34,390

Defenders Of
Wildlife

198 17 8.6% 796,571 46,857

Organizing
For Action

11 8 72.7% 779,270 97,409

Axcess
Financial

4 1 25.0% 695,580 695,580

League Of
Conservation
Voters

32 24 75.0% 637,807 26,575

Union Of
Concerned
Scientists

105 30 28.6% 625,152 20,838

American
Petroleum
Institute

399 3 0.8% 614,989 204,996

Evangelical
Environmen-
tal Network

8 8 100.0% 553,175 69,147

America’s
Electric
Cooperatives

3 2 66.7% 493,222 246,611

Moms Clean
Air Force

18 17 94.4% 482,095 28,359
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Table 2.3: The Frequency of Mobilizing Pressure Campaigns by Coalition Type

Coalition Type No Mass Comment Campaign Mass Comment Campaign Total
Private 97 61 158
Public 134 183 317

hand coding (because half the sample was weighted to capture rules that received

more comments), private interest coalitions are more common in the broader sam-

ple. In contrast, Table 2.3 shows that mass comment campaigns were twice as likely

to be led by public interest groups.

Figure 2.12 provides further evidence for Hypothesis 2.3, showing that, overall,

public interest campaigns mobilized more often under both the Obama and Trump

administrations. Public interest coalitions mobilized more campaigns both opposed

and supporting policies of the Obama administration. However, public interest

coalitions were more likely to support policies of the Obama administration and op-

pose policies of the Trump administration, whereas private interest group coalitions

were more likely to support Trump-era policies. Figure 2.12 shows the number of

coalition-level campaigns (on the x-axis) organized by public and private coalitions

under each administration. Many of these campaigns included hundreds of orga-

nizations. The color of the bars indicates whether the average hand-coded spatial

position of each coalition’s members indicated coalition-level support or opposition

to the proposed rule on which they were commenting.

In line with Hypothesis 2.4, public interest mass comment campaigns, on aver-

age, garner a larger response. The average number of comments for a public inter-

est campaign is 205,183. In contrast, the average number of comments for a pri-

vate interest campaign is 50,241. On rules where both public and private interest

coalitions ran campaigns, the average response to the public interest campaign was
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Figure 2.12: Number of Comments Mobilized by Public and Private Coalitions in
the Hand-Coded Sample of Proposed Rules Open for Comment on Regulations.gov,
2005-2020

Table 2.4: The Scale of Public Pressure Campaigns by Coalition Type

Coalition Type Total Comments Average Comments
Private 3,064,671 50,241
Public 37,548,500 205,183

119,090. Private interest campaigns averaged 85,534 comments.

Table 2.4 shows that public interest coalitions mobilized more comments per cam-

paign and more total comments than private-interest coalitions in the hand-coded

sample. This supports Hypothesis 2.4, which predicted that public interest coali-

tions would mobilize more people on average because they have more latent public

support on which to draw.

Figure 2.13 provides further evidence for Hypothesis 2.4, showing that, overall,

public interest campaigns mobilized more comments under both the Obama and

Trump administrations. Indeed public interest coalitions mobilized both more sup-

portive comments and more opposing comments under both administrations. Fig-

ure 2.13 shows the number of comments in millions (on the x-axis) organized by

public and private coalitions under each administration. The color of the bars indi-
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cates whether the average hand-coded spatial position of each coalition’s members

indicated coalition-level support or opposition to the proposed rule on which they

were commenting.

Figure 2.13: Number of Comments Mobilized by Public and Private Coalitions in
the Hand-Coded Sample of Proposed Rules Open for Comment on Regulations.gov,
2005-2020

Hypothesis 2.5 predicts that large national policy advocacy organizations are

responsible for most pressure campaigns targeting national policy. These organi-

zations have the incentive as well as the resources and organizational capacity to

launch campaigns.

2.4.3 Private Interests Rarely Use Public Pressure

Only a few of the top mobilizing organizations lobby in coalitions that focus on nar-

row material interests. The most prolific is a coalition of oil and gas companies led

by the American Petroleum Institute (API). This coalition includes national policy

advocacy organizations funded by the oil and gas industry, including Consumer En-

ergy Alliance, Energy Citizens, and Energy Nation. It also includes industry associ-

ations in adjacent sectors, such as the Interstate Natural Gas Association of Amer-

ica and Association of Oil Pipe Lines, and state-level industry associations, such as

The Alaska Oil and Gas Association (AOGA). API lobbied on over 400 rulemaking
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dockets, but it only launched public pressure comment campaigns on a few rules.

In line with Hypothesis 2.6, environmental groups ran much larger campaigns on

these same dockets. API only attached their name to one of these campaigns.

The only other private-interest coalition leader among the top 100 mobilizing or-

ganizations is Axcess Financial. Axcess led only one campaign in opposition to the

CFPB’s Payday Loans rule.

In line with Hypothesis 2.6, private interest coalitions are less likely than public

interest coalitions to lobby unopposed, suggesting that they often launch pressure

campaigns in response to an opposing campaign. Of 180 coalition-scale pressure

campaigns in the hand-coded sample, only 26 private interest coalition ran a pres-

sure campaign when they were not up against a public interest group’s campaign.

Yet 99 public interest coalitions ran a pressure campaign when they were not up

against a private interest group’s campaign.

Table 2.2 shows the most commented-on dockets. The most prolific mobilizers

are national environmental organizations. A coalition of environmental organiza-

tions and their allies mobilized a majority of public comments five out of the top

ten dockets (Figure 2.14). In part, this is because the Environmental Protection

Agency produces a large share of the substantive rules posted to regulations.gov.

However, it is notable that nearly all of the top mobilizers generally lobby together.

The top private-interest mobilizer on these ten dockets was America’s Energy Co-

operatives (AEC). AEC mobilized significantly on the Clean Power Plan but not on

the subsequent Clean Power Plan repeal. I argue that public interest group mobi-

lization on the Clean Power Plan was an example of “going public” to pressure the

Obama administration and then “going down fighting” in the face of the Trump ad-

ministration’s repeal. My theory, specifically Hypothesis 2.6, predicts that in such
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a case, the utility industry would have incentives to counter-mobilize in response to

public interest campaigns in the first policy fight (because policy was on the line),

but not the second (where public interest groups were organizing for reasons other

than influencing policy). If AEC found their policy goals in the Clean Power Plan

rulemaking threatened by the political information being generated by environmen-

tal groups, it would make sense to devote resources to their own public pressure

campaign to disrupt any perceived consensus. If AEC were not concerned that en-

vironmental group mobilizing would affect the Clean Power Plan repeal, sponsoring

a public pressure campaign would be a poor investment. Thus, while public interest

groups had incentives to mobilize public comments in both cases, the private inter-

ests only had incentives to mobilize in the first. This mirrors the broader trend.

Is civic engagement resulting from public pressure campaigns better understood

as “astroturf” or “grassroots” participation? In short, I find more grassroots partici-

pation than astroturf.

2.4.4 Most Comments Occur on a Small Number of Salient Rules

One consequence of the dominance of a few national policy advocacy organizations

is that public pressure campaigns target a narrow subset of the wide range of issues

addressed by agency rulemaking. Public engagement in rulemaking is highly clus-

tered on a few rules made salient by these campaigns. Just ten rulemaking dockets

account for 34 percent of comments (19,695,536). Figure 2.14 shows these ten dock-

ets and the share of comments from each of the top twenty mobilizing organizations

(see the legend on the right). The first panel is mass comments (100 or more form

letters or copied text). The vast majority of the total comments come from this cat-

egory (notice the x-axis is scaled to each pane). Partially unique and small batches
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of form letters (less than 100) are a tiny fraction of the total and concentrated on a

few rules where different audiences were engaged. Because public pressure requires

resources and capacity, policy issues of interest to organizations with the resources

and capacity to launch a campaign receive disproportionate amounts of public at-

tention.

Figure 2.14: Dockets Receiving the Most Comments on Regulations.gov and the
top Mobilizing Organizations

2.4.5 Partisan Asymmetry

Of the top 100 mobilizing organizations, 87 lobby in public interest coalitions. Only

one of these organizations, the National Association for Gun Rights, is a public in-

terest group aligned with the political right. The other twelve top mobilizers are

industry associations like the Consumer Energy Alliance (electric utilities) and the

American Petroleum Institute (oil and gas companies).

Figure 2.15 shows that many more comments in the hand-coded sample until

2016 when there is a fairly dramatic reversal in the share of comments supporting

and opposing proposed rules. While President Obama was still in office in 2016, the
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broader trend is almost certainly due to the biases in the groups that organize pres-

sure campaigns. Appendix D includes an alternative version of this figure base on

the full sample, machine coded by whether a comment text includes the words “sup-

port” or “oppose.” This alternative analysis shows a similarly dramatic shift but

in 2018. Comments during the Obama administration were more likely to mention

“support,” whereas comments during the Trump administration were more likely

to mention “oppose.” This alternative measure validates the pattern we see in the

hand-coded comments is a result of the interaction between the biases of mobilizing

groups and the changing regulatory agenda due to the change in the presidential

administration.

Figure 2.15: Hand-coded Comments Supporting and Opposing Draft Rules Posted
to Regulations.gov, 2005-2020

2.5 Conclusion

Public participation in bureaucratic policymaking is overwhelmingly dominated by

the lay public voicing opinions. They do not provide useful technical information

or suggest specific edits to policy texts like the interest group comments that have

thus far captured the attention of political scientists. If they add information to
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rulemaking, it is a different, more political type of information. Because nearly all

public participation in agency rulemaking is mobilized as part of a public pressure

campaign, levels of public participation reveal information about levels of public

support behind different lobbying coalitions.

The political information generated by public pressure campaigns is not a sub-

stitute for sophisticated technical information; public pressure campaigns almost

always explicitly support a more sophisticated lobbying effort. Coalitions that spon-

sor pressure campaigns almost always include sophisticated policy lobbying efforts.

Moreover, almost all of the organizations that mobilize the most public comments

also pursue inside lobbying strategies. Indeed, most of these organizations use pres-

sure campaigns fairly rarely.

Compared to the usual suspects found in lobbying, especially in rulemaking, the

organizations that mobilize public pressure campaigns (and thus the people they

mobilize) represent broader segments of the public. A few public interest organiza-

tions mobilize the vast majority of civic engagement in bureaucratic policymaking.

Relatively few campaigns push for narrow private interests. Even fewer are astro-

turf campaigns, which are often anonymous. This aligns with my theory that mass

comment campaigns work by supporting more sophisticated lobbying efforts. Or-

ganizations that lobby repeatedly may not want to take the reputational risks of

sponsoring astroturf campaigns to create fake political information. However, be-

ing anonymous makes it more difficult for astroturf campaigns to provide their in-

tended support to the lobbying efforts that sponsor them. From the perspective

of political information, astroturf may not be as valuable as it first appears (or as

valuable as it is in more public contexts than comment periods). Because agency of-

ficials are unelected and decerning experts who know a great deal about the politics
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of their policy area, credible political information should be more influential than

astroturf. This may explain why astroturf is less common than many observers

seem to think. However, in my theory, astroturf campaigns are most likely to occur

precisely when public pressure is most decisive, so they may still present a norma-

tive concern.

When private interest coalitions use public pressure tactics, it is almost always

in response to a much larger effort by public interest groups. They are never unop-

posed. I argue that this is because narrow private interests do not generally have

incentives to expand the scope of conflict; their campaigns merely aim to disrupt

any potential perceptions of a public consensus. In contrast, public interest group

campaigns often go unopposed. I argue that this is because public interest groups

often have incentives to mobilize supporters, even when their opponents do not.

Because public pressure campaigns require resources and specialized capacities,

they shine a light on a fairly narrow set of policy issues that interest the few large

national policy advocacy groups with the capacity to mobilize large numbers of peo-

ple. However, not all large national advocacy organizations use this lobbying tactic.

In part, this is due to features of bureaucratic policymaking in the United States;

some policy areas, like environmental politics, are more dominated by bureaucratic

politics than others. Additionally, some forms of bureaucratic policymaking, includ-

ing foreign policy and military policy, are rarely open to public comment. However,

future research should examine why some policy advocacy groups target agency

rulemaking with pressure campaigns while others do not.

Public pressure campaigns targeting the bureaucracy are primarily a tool used by

left-aligned lobbying coalitions. The constituencies utilizing public pressure do not

alternate under different presidents, as some theories would predict. Instead, orga-
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nizations with the capacity to mobilize public pressure do so under both Democrat

and Republican administrations, generally supporting the policies of the former and

opposing the policies of the latter.

In the end, public participation in bureaucratic policymaking is better explained

by theories of democratic politics that focus on the dynamics of public conflicts

than theories of bureaucratic policymaking that focus on technical information and

expertise. Hope remains that public commenters may advance normative values

that depend on diversifying voices in the policy process, resisting concentrated in-

terests, and providing new information to policymakers.

More research is required. Specifically, we need to know the extent to which cam-

paigns aim to influence policy or build organizational capacity (e.g., by recruiting

members) for future policy fights. The extent to which campaigns aim to affect

policy determines the likely effects of any particular campaign and campaigns in

general. In short, it matters whether campaigns affect policy.

The distinction between public interest groups and businesses or private inter-

est groups is a coarse distinction. While we can confidently say that pressure cam-

paigns shift participation decisions away from business interests, more research is

needed on the groups that dominate high-salience rules. How does this particular

subset of public interest groups represent the public?

One way to study the relationship between public interest group lobbying and

the broader public would be to identify nationally representative surveys that best

align with particular policy debates. For example, Yackee (2019) discusses a Pew

Poll that found that Republicans and Democrats become more sympathetic to reg-

ulations when asked about more specific policies. Such evidence may allow us to

test whether these particular public interest groups actually represent broader con-
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stituencies than the private interest groups they lobby against.

If resources shape who is able to mobilize and thus which subset of policies re-

ceive public attention, more research on resources requirements for organizing pub-

lic pressure may help explain why some policies get more public attention than

others. What exactly are the organizational capacities that allow organizations to

pursue mass mobilizing? Answering this question may involve interviews with mobi-

lizing groups and other seemingly similar groups that do not use this tactic.

Finally, because public participation is mediated through organizations, the nor-

mative value of public participation depends on how well these organizations repre-

sent the constituents they claim to represent. Future research should explore how

well the claims that groups make match the support they are able to demonstrate

through public pressure campaigns. For example, while mass comments show that

people can be mobilized to support the cause, people may be misinformed about

the policy (e.g., the payday loan customer who thinks fees are too high but is per-

suaded to comment in opposition to regulations on fees. It may also be that com-

menters are not who they say they are. For example, national audiences may be

mobilized to sign a form letter that implies that they represent a specific affected

area.
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3

Policy Influence: Do Public Pressure Campaigns

Influence Bureaucratic Policymaking?

Abstract

I investigate whether public pressure campaigns increase lobbying success in agency
rulemaking using a mix of hand-coding and computational text analysis methods.
To measure lobbying success, I develop computational methods to identify lobby-
ing coalitions and hand-code a random sample of rules for whether each coalition
got the policy outcome it sought. I then assess potential mechanisms by which
mass public engagement may affect policy. Each mechanism involves a distinct
type of information revealed to decisionmakers. Of primary interest is the extent to
which public pressure campaigns affect agency decisionmakers directly or indirectly
through their effects on elected officials’ oversight behaviors. I find that members
of Congress are more likely to engage in rulemaking when advocacy groups mobilize
public pressure and that lobbying coalitions are more successful when they mobi-
lize more legislators. However, I find little evidence that public pressure campaigns
directly increase lobbying success. This may be because decisions to mobilize pub-
lic pressure are correlated with anticipated lobbying success. Lobbying coalitions
are more successful when they mobilize more members of Congress, but legislators
disproportionately align with private interest (e.g., business-led) coalitions, not the
public interest coalitions that run most public pressure campaigns.
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3.1 Introduction

There is little overlap between scholarship on interest group influence in bureau-

cratic policymaking and scholarship on advocacy group’s public pressure campaigns.

Studies and models of interest group lobbying in the bureaucracy rarely include

public pressure as a lobbying tactic (see Yackee, 2019, for a recent review). Con-

versely, studies of organized public pressure and contentious politics rarely include

specific policy outcomes as their dependent variable (Andrews and Edwards, 2004;

Burnstein, 2019). When they do, they tend to focus on landmark legislation (e.g.,

Gillion, 2013) or a few illustrative cases (Mansbridge, 1992; Rochon and Mazma-

nian, 1993; Yackee, 2009).

It is plausible that thousands of people engaging may alter the politics of bu-

reaucratic policymaking (Coglianese, 2001), but this hypothesis remains largely

untested. The limited prior work on public participation in bureaucratic policymak-

ing has focused more on the quality than the impact of public input. Studies on

small samples of policies suggest that large-scale public participation may prolong

the policy process (Shapiro, 2008). Larger studies suggest that form letters are less

influential than sophisticated comments (Balla et al., 2020). Scholars have yet to

test whether the scale of public pressure supporting a coalition increases coalition-

level lobbying success.

To address this gap, I assess the relationship between the number of people mo-

bilized by public pressure campaigns and whether the coalition sponsoring each

campaign achieved its policy goals. Building on the theory of the role of public

pressure in bureaucratic policymaking outlined in Chapter 2, I argue that the unit

of analysis must be the lobbying coalition, not individual comments and form let-

ters. Rather than comparing the quality and impact of form letters to technical
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comments written by lawyers, I argue that we must attribute both to the broader

lobbying efforts they support. Lobbying, I argue, is about both the technical details

of policy and politics. In theory, technical information and political information

may both affect policy.

Because scholarship on bureaucratic policymaking has focused on the power of

technical information, where insider lobbying is most likely to matter (Wagner,

2010) and where outside strategies are least likely to matter, political scientists

have largely overlooked public pressure campaigns as a lobbying tactic. To date,

there has been much less theorizing about the power of political information in bu-

reaucratic policymaking. In this chapter, I theorize and test several mechanisms by

which public input may affect bureaucratic policymaking. Each mechanism involves

a distinct type of information that pressure campaigns may relay to policymakers.

To test whether public pressure campaigns increase lobbying success in agency

rulemaking, I the impact of public comments on agency rules using a mix of hand-

coding and computational text analysis methods. I develop computational methods

to identify lobbying coalitions and hand-code a random sample of rules for whether

each coalition got the policy outcome it sought. I then assess potential mechanisms

by which mass public engagement may affect policy. Of primary interest is the ex-

tent to which public pressure campaigns affect agency decisionmakers directly or in-

directly through their effects on elected officials’ oversight behaviors. I test whether

legislators are more likely to engage in rulemaking when advocacy groups mobilize

public pressure. I then examine congressional oversight as a mediator for the policy

effects of public pressure campaigns.

I find little evidence that public pressure campaigns increase lobbying success.

Lobbying coalitions are more successful when they mobilize more members of
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Congress, but legislators disproportionately align with private interest (e.g.,

business-led) coalitions, not the public interest coalitions that run most public

pressure campaigns.

Following this introduction, Section 3.2 reviews past work and builds a theory of

how public pressure may affect policy outcomes. Section 3.3.1 introduces a novel

dataset developed through an iterative process of computational methods and hand-

coding. Section 3.3.2 develops models that use these data to assess the relationship

between public pressure and policy outcomes, both directly and indirectly, through

mobilizing elected officials. Section 3.4 presents the results and Section 3.5 con-

cludes the chapter.

3.2 Theory: Interest Group Influence in Bureaucratic

Policymaking

Foundational scholarship on both American politics (Lowi, 1969) and bureaucracy

(Wilson, 1989) emphasize the critical role of interest groups. In particular, scholars

highlight the differences between groups that represent broad and narrow interests.

Lowi’s famous policy typology distinguishes the politics of policymaking by what

type of interests a policy affects. Similarly, Wilson’s typology of government agen-

cies is fundamentally linked to the kinds of interest group pressures agencies may

face. For example, a “client-agency”— formed to support a sector or activity—will

deal with narrow private interest groups that have incentives and power to influ-

ence the agency’s policy decisions at every turn:

A client agency will have to struggle mightily to avoid having its work
influenced by the single, organized group with which it must deal on a
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daily basis. Many do not succeed; a few do not even try (Wilson, 1989,
p. 79).

Agencies created to serve broader interests emerge out of broad public interest

groups organizing but face persistent pressure from the narrow private interests

these agencies attempt to regulate. An entrepreneurial agency may even struggle to

persist if the broad-based public interest groups that support it lose power:

An agency created as the result of entrepreneurial politics is in a pre-
carious position: since it was born out of an attack on the interests it
is now supposed to regulate, its employees must worry that the social
movements that created their tasks may desert the fledgling agency be-
cause of shifting interests or waning passions, leaving it to confront a
hostile interest group alone and unprotected. (Wilson, 1989, p. 80).

Policy outcomes depend on the distribution of power among interest groups (Dür

and De Bièvre, 2007). Whether representing broad or narrow interests, many in-

terest groups exist primarily to influence policy (Baumgartner and Leech, 2001;

Leech, 2010), and policymakers face strong interest-group demands (Yackee, 2006).

Businesses and their associations are the most active and influential lobbying orga-

nizations, especially in bureaucratic policymaking (Yackee and Yackee, 2006). In

particular, businesses are better positioned to provide evidence and make technical

arguments (Jewell and Bero, N.d.). Organizations with the resources to lobbying

with multiple tactics across multiple venues over time are more likely to influence

bureaucratic policymaking (Yackee, 2015a). However, public interest advocacy orga-

nizations also have well-documented effects on legislative policymaking (Grossmann,

2012).

With renewed attention to the role of advocacy groups in policymaking (Hojnacki

et al., 2012; Grossmann, 2012), the dichotomy between accountability to political
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principals and “capture” is being replaced by studies that focus on numerous mech-

anisms of interest group influence in policymaking. Measuring lobbying success is

a major challenge for studies of interest group influence (Mahoney, 2007a; Yackee

and Yackee, 2006; Rashin, 2017). As Potter (2017a) put it, “discerning influence

from any kind of lobbying is a notoriously elusive exercise because of the difficulty

in knowing the counterfactual scenario.” Despite this renewed attention to interest

groups and their effect on the bureaucracy, scholars have paid relatively little atten-

tion to outside lobbying strategies.

One reason that scholars of bureaucratic policymaking have largely ignored out-

side lobbying strategies like public pressure campaigns is the strong normative be-

lief among many legal scholars that bureaucratic policymaking should rest on ra-

tional analysis rather than politics. Epstein, Heidt and Farina (2014, p. 4) dismiss

mass comments as “effectively, votes rather than informational or analytical contri-

butions. Rulemaking agencies are legally required to make policy decisions based on

fact-based, reasoned analysis rather than majority sentiment; hence, even hundreds

of thousands of such comments have little value in the rulemaking process.” No-

tably, the ACUS draft recommendations on “Mass and Fake Comments in Agency

Rulemaking” suggests that “effective comments” give “reasons rather than just re-

actions” (ACUS, 2018, p. 33). If true, most public reactions to proposed rules such

as those expressed in mass comments would have no effect on rulemaking.

Skepticism about bureaucratic policymaking as a venue for collective action has

led most scholars to dismiss public pressure campaigns as epiphenomenal to techno-

cratic rationality and bargaining among agency officials, their political principals,

and interest groups. Indeed, almost all empirical studies of rulemaking discard un-

sophisticated comments from ordinary people. A comprehensive review of scholar-
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ship on the politics of rulemaking (Yackee, 2019) finds skepticism about the influ-

ence of citizen comments, but no studies analyzing public pressure campaigns as a

lobbying tactic:

Kerwin and Furlong (2011) point out that a citizen must know not only
that a regulation is being formulated but also how and when to par-
ticipate. This is a high bar for most Americans. Second, to be influ-
ential during rulemaking, commenters may require resources and tech-
nical expertise. As Epstein, Heidt and Farina (2014) suggest, agency
rule-writers—who are often chosen because of their technical or policy-
specific expertise—privilege the type of data-driven arguments and rea-
soning that are not common to citizen comments. (p. 10)

For any particular lay commenter, this conclusion seems inescapable; individuals

acting alone are unlikely to affect policy. While “ordinary” members of the public

may occasionally provide novel and useful technical information to expert bureau-

crats, such sophisticated means of influencing policy are out of reach for the vast

majority of people. Thus, to investigate the potential role of ordinary people in

bureaucratic politics I look elsewhere—not because ordinary people never provide

novel and useful technical information, but because this is not how most people at-

tempt to influence policy, nor, I argue, how we should expect ordinary people to

have influence.

Most public comments do not provide useful technical information or suggest spe-

cific edits to policy texts like the interest group comments that have thus far cap-

tured the attention of political scientists. If they add information to rulemaking,

it is a different, more political flavor of information. Thus, I investigate the value

of ordinary people’s comments not individually but as a result of public pressure

campaigns.
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3.2.1 What We Know About the Effects of Mass Comment Campaigns

Two published studies have looked at the relationship between public pressure

campaigns and policy outcomes in agency rulemaking. Shapiro (2008) investigates

whether the number of public comments relates to the time between the draft

and final rule. With only nine observations, this study was unable to uncover

general patterns. Balla et al. (2020) study 22 Environmental Protection Agency

Rules and identify 1,049 “campaigns” targeting these rules—here, a “campaign”

means a batch of form-letter comments associated with an organization, which

they code as “regulated” (e.g., a power plant) or a “regulatory beneficiary” (e.g.,

environmental groups). They find that the agency was more likely to reference

the more sophisticated comments that groups submit than form letters. They also

find that several types of observed policy changes (e.g., changes in the number

of regulated entities and the date that the rule goes into effect) better align with

changes requested by sophisticated interest group comments than those found in

form letters. They conclude:

These patterns suggest that legal imperatives trump political consider-
ations in conditioning agency responsiveness, given that mass comment
campaigns – relative to other comments – generally contain little “rele-
vant matter. (Balla et al., 2020, p. 1)

While Balla et al. (2020) recognize the political nature of public pressure cam-

paigns, they follow many of the administrative law scholars in comparing form let-

ters to sophisticated technical comments. For example, their model compares the

number of times the agency references the lengthy comments drafted by the Sierra

Club’s Legal Team to the number of times the agency references the short form let-

ters drafted by the Sierra Club’s Digital Team. In contrast, I argue that we should
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understand the form letters as a tactic aimed at gaining power for coalitions and

organizations that also submit sophisticated technical comments. Public pressure

is not an alternative to sophisticated lobbying efforts; it is a resource that works in

tandem.

3.2.2 Public Support: a Political Resource

An organization’s ability to expand the scope of conflict by mobilizing a large num-

ber of people can be a valuable political resource (Schattschneider, 1975), and pub-

lic pressure campaigns expand the scope of conflict (Potter, 2017a). Public engage-

ment and mobilization can thus be a tactic to gain power. Scholars who understand

mobilization as a lobbying tactic (Furlong, 1997; Kerwin and Furlong, 2011) have

focused on how organizations mobilize their membership. I expand on this under-

standing of mobilization as a lobbying tactic to include the mobilizing of broader

audiences—the “attentive public” (Key, 1961) or “issue public” (Converse, 1964).

Here I build on three insights, the first two of which I introduce in Chapter 2 and

only summarize here briefly. First, Furlong (1997) and Kerwin and Furlong (2011)

identify mobilization as a tactic. The organizations that they surveyed reported

that forming coalitions and mobilizing large numbers of people are among the most

effective lobbying tactics. Organizations surveyed by English (2019a) also reported

being organized into coalitions. The theory and empirical strategies below build

on work showing that the size of lobbying coalitions (the number of organizations

lobbying together) predicts lobbying success (Yackee and Yackee, 2006; McKay and

Yackee, 2007; Nelson and Yackee, 2012; Dwidar, 2021).

Second, I argue that the same mechanism by which scholars understand coalition

size to matter should apply to public pressure campaigns, as well. As a tactic, pub-
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lic pressure campaigns generate political support and information about the coali-

tion that mobilized it. Nelson and Yackee (2012) identify political information as

a potentially influential result of lobbying by different business coalitions. While

they focus on mobilizing experts, I argue that Nelson and Yackee (2012) describe

a dynamic that can be extended to mass commenting. Concerning political infor-

mation, this logic extends to non-experts. The number and distribution of ordinary

supporters may matter because it suggests a public consensus. Instead of bolstering

scientific claims, a perceived public consensus bolsters political claims.

Third, Furlong (1998), Yackee (2006), and others distinguish between direct and

indirect forms of interest-group influence in rulemaking. This distinction is espe-

cially important for political information, which may be most influential through in-

direct channels (e.g., by mobilizing elected officials to contact the agency). In short,

to understand how groups lobby in rulemaking, we must understand mass mobiliza-

tion as a tactic aimed at providing political information that may have direct and

indirect impacts on policymaking.

The direct path to influence involves persuading agency officials. As discussed in

Section 2.2, most scholars have emphasized mass comments’ lack of useful technical

information, but a few scholars have raised the role of mass comment campaigns in

creating political information. Cuéllar (2005) calls on agency officials to pay more

attention to ordinary peoples’ expressions of preference and Rauch (2016) suggests

reforms to the public comment process to include opinion polls. I build from a sim-

ilar intuition that mass comment campaigns currently function like a poll or peti-

tion, capturing the intensity of preferences among the attentive public—i.e., how

many people are willing to take the time to engage. Self-selection may not be ideal

for representation, but opt-in participation—whether voting, attending a hearing,
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or writing a comment—may often be one of the few heuristics decisionmakers have

about public preferences.

The indirect pathway involves affecting the behavior of elected officials, which

may then affect the agency’s policy responses. Campaigns inform agency officials

about the distribution and intensity of opinions that are often latent, not fully

formed, or too nuanced to estimate a priori. Many questions that arise in rule-

making lack analogous public opinion polling questions, making mass comment-

ing a unique source of political information. As with public opinion on any spe-

cific policy issue, most members of the public and their elected representatives may

only learn about the issue and take a position as a result of a public pressure cam-

paign (Hutchings, 2003). If a lobbying strategist believes the attentive public is on

their side, they may attempt to reveal this political information to policymakers by

launching a public pressure campaign.

Potter (2017a) identifies the power of mass comment campaigns to “expand the

scope of conflict” and “give leaders the cover they need to pursue policies that face

political opposition” as two distinct mechanisms by which campaigns may affect

policy outcomes. In contrast, I consider expanding the scope of the conflict to be

a broader category that encompasses the second. Expanding the scope of conflict

may both directly persuade agency officials and indirectly affect policy decisions by

reshaping the strategic policymaking environment (e.g., giving cover from political

opposition in Congress).

For convenience, I have reprinted Figure 2.3 here as Figure 3.1. (See the discus-

sion in Chapter 2 regarding how this revised model incorporates political informa-

tion about the attentive public.)

This figure shows two direct pathways by which a lobbying organization may in-
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Figure 3.1: Direct Effects of Political Information: Incorporating Political Informa-
tion into Models of Bureaucratic Policymaking

Agency
publishes draft

policy

Interest group
chooses lobbying

strategy

Interest group
creates or provides
technical information

Interest group
creates or provides
political information

Information persuades
agency officials to
revise policy

fluence policymakers. One lobbying strategy (often the only strategy in models of

lobbying the bureaucracy) is for an organization to provide technical or legal in-

formation such as data, analyses, or legal arguments. There are many reasons to

believe that providing technical information is a powerful strategy for organized

groups to affect policymaking, especially in the bureaucracy. Bureaucrats may be

particularly likely to be persuaded by technical information that leads them to up-

date their beliefs about the policy language that would best achieve desired policy

outcomes.

In addition to providing technical information through sophisticated comments,

an organization or coalition of organizations may provide political information by

mobilizing supporters. The size of a coalition’s investment in mobilizing supporters

and the response it generates offer political information to policymakers, including

information about the resources a coalition is willing to invest, the intensity of sen-

timents among the attentive public, and the potential for conflict to spread. The

first two types signal two kinds of intensity or resolve. Both show the mobilizers’

willingness to commit resources to the lobbying effort, which often extends beyond

a mass comment campaign. Second, costly actions (even fairly low-cost behaviors

like signing a petition) show the intensity of opinions among the mobilized segment

of the public (Dunleavy, 1991). The number of people engaged by a campaign is
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not strictly proportional to an organization’s investment. The more people care,

the less it costs to mobilize them and thus the higher the response to a campaign.

This kind of political information may persuade policymakers to adjust their policy

positions.

Inferences about the extent to which lobbying caused any changes (or lack of

changes) between the draft and final rule are challenging, but studies of policy gen-

erally use observational data and thus require some assumptions linking policy suc-

cess (a lobbying group getting their desired result) and policy influence (causing a

policy outcome). Groups invest in providing information “relevant” to technocratic

policymakers, and the policy response is assumed to be a function of this informa-

tion.

The causal process visualized in Figure 3.1 may only operate under certain condi-

tions. The influence of political information on policy (the arrow between “Interest

group creates or provides political information” and “Information persuades agency

officials to revise policy”) depends on the institutional processes by which agency

officials receive and interpret information. That is, agency contexts may condition

the extent to which officials may be persuaded. Agency officials often reject the no-

tion that public pressure should inform their decisions. For example, in response

to several public pressure campaigns, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau

wrote:

A rough estimate of pro and con submissions by individuals may pro-
vide insight as to public interest in a topic and to individual consumer
experiences. However, under both the Administrative Procedure Act
(APA) and the Dodd-Frank Act, the Bureau must base its determina-
tions in rulemaking on the facts and the law in the rulemaking record as
a whole. (CFPB-2020-14935/p-134)

https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2020-14935/p-134
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Despite statements like this, there are plausible mechanisms by which political

information may reshape the politics of rulemaking. Public pressure may bring in

additional and more political agency personnel, which in turn can affect the policy

process (Carrigan and Mills, 2019). Likewise, it may attract the attention of mem-

bers of Congress who then raise procedural concerns (Lowande and Potter, 2021).

We may expect to observe mass mobilization influencing a particular policy only

if the mobilization effort was aimed at influencing that policy, rather than using the

public comment period to build organizational membership or power more generally

(see Chapter 2).

3.2.3 Hypotheses about the Relationship Between Mass Engagement

and Lobbying Success

Hypothesis 3.1 sets out the most direct implication of my theory. If public pressure

campaigns generate political information that affects policy, lobbying coalitions

that use pressure campaigns should win more often. Rather than compare form

letters to technical comments, I attributed form letters to the broader lobbying

efforts they support. Thus, assessing Hypothesis 3.1 requires comparing lobbying

success when coalitions do and do not opt to use a pressure campaign to support

their more technical lobbying effort. The power of a pressure campaign in my the-

ory rests in its ability to make a coalition more successful in achieving its policy

goals that are more precisely articulated in technical comments. Lobbying success

is thus the extent to which a coalition got the specific policy changes it sought.

Hypothesis 3.1. Lobbying coalitions are more likely to succeed when they use

public pressure campaigns compared to when they do not.
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If Hypothesis 3.1 is correct, lobbying coalitions with public pressure campaigns

should have higher average levels of lobbying success than coalitions that do not.

Building on the intuitions about the reasons that organizations launch pressure

campaigns set out in 2.2, the effect of pressure campaigns may depend on the rea-

son for mobilizing. Public interest groups more often have incentives to mobilize for

reasons other than influencing policy than private interest groups. As I show in 2.4,

this means that campaigns are overwhelmingly dominated by public interest groups.

In contrast, private interest groups such as businesses only have incentives to mo-

bilize public pressure when they expect it to affect policy. This dynamic creates a

selection effect whereby pressure campaigns by private interest groups should be

more likely to influence policy because they are more concentrated on policies that

can be influenced.

Hypothesis 3.2. On average, public pressure campaigns are more highly corre-

lated with lobbying success for private interests than public interest groups.

Finally, we can think about lobbying success at the organizational level. It would

be inappropriate to compare lobbying success across organizations, many of which

may be in the same coalition. However, because many organizations lobbying

across many rules, we can assess leverage variation in the same organization’s

lobbying success. If Hypothesis 3.3 is correct, using pressure campaigns should be

positively correlated with lobbying success within organizations as they lobbying

across multiple rules in coalitions that do and do not use pressure campaigns.

Hypothesis 3.3. Organizations are more likely to succeed when they lobby in a

coalition that uses a public pressure campaign.
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Understanding civic participation in rulemaking as a mediated process aimed at

generating political information suggests a different role for mass comment cam-

paigns than that assumed by existing (albeit limited) literature on this topic. While

my hypotheses address a similar question (do mass comments matter?), my theory

implies a different way of answering this question. Rather than an alternative to

lobbying strategies that rely on more “sophisticated”—e.g., technical—information,

my framework posits mass comment campaigns (at least those aimed at influencing

policy) as a part of a broader strategy that includes providing both technical and

political information to decisionmakers.

The next subsection restates the theory in the language of formal models of rule-

making.

3.2.4 Incorporating Political Information into Formal Models of

Rulemaking

Formally, my argument that lobbying strategies like pressure campaigns aim

to create political information requires several crucial amendments to existing

information-based models of rulemaking. Specifically, I argue that information

about the political context in which policymakers operate can persuade them to

make policy changes. Allowing policymakers to be persuaded in such a way allows

public pressure campaigns to be incorporated into these models. Doing so also

resolves some puzzling results of models that assume “fixed” political preferences.

Allowing policymakers’ political priorities to be affected by political pressure

from commenters creates uncertainties about policymakers’ political positions

and incentives for lobbying organizations to attempt to affect them by providing

political information.
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My aim here is not to test the implications of formal models. Rather, I briefly re-

view the necessary modifications to one leading formal model in order to illustrate

the importance of political information to theories of policymaking. The statistical

tests of my theory that I propose in Section 3.3.2 require that policymakers can be

persuaded by political information. My aim in this subsection is to illustrate the

implications of my argument and results for formal theory.

In the most sophisticated model of notice-and-comment rulemaking to date, Lib-

gober (2018) posits a utility function for policymaker 𝐺 as shown in Equation 3.1.

𝑢𝐺(𝑥𝑓) = 𝛼0𝑥2
𝑓 +

𝑁
∑
𝑖=1

𝛼𝑖𝑢𝑖(𝑥𝑓) (3.1)

where 𝑥𝑓 is the spatial location of the final policy, 𝑢𝑖 is the preference of “po-

tential commenter” 𝑖, and 𝛼 is a vector of “allocational bias”—i.e., how much the

agency decisionmakers care about their preferences 𝛼0 relative to accommodating

the preferences of others 𝛼𝑖=1∶𝑁 . Bureaucrats balance their own understanding of

their mission against their desire to be responsive. In Libgober’s model, 𝛼1∶𝑁 is a

fixed “taste” for responsiveness to each member of society (i.e., each potential com-

menter), so policy decisions simply depend on their answer to the question “what

do people want?”

Incorporating insight about the power of technical information, we might inter-

pret 𝛼0 (the policymakers’ understanding of their own preferences) to be affected

by technical information. Including political information in this model requires two

additional parameters related to a second question: “Why would agency officials

care?”

First, like other lobbying strategies, public attention and pressure may shift the
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strategic environment, leading policymakers to strategically shift their allocation

in favor of some groups and away from others. Let this strategic shift in allocation

be a vector 𝛼𝑠. For example, interest groups may mobilize elected officials to sup-

port their lobbying efforts. If these elected officials can sanction or reward agency

officials or veto the agency’s policy, their involvement may reshape agency officials’

strategic calculations. Agency officials may then strategically adjust their policy.

For each commenter 𝑖, 𝛼𝑠𝑖 is the policymakers stratigic shift in desire to alocate pol-

icy benifits to group 𝑖 as a result of changes in the broader decision environment,

such as increased attention from members of Congress. For example, if a member

of Congress writes to the agency in support of commenter 𝑖’s pocition, 𝛼𝑠𝑖 may

increase, whereas if a membrer of Congress writes to the agency in opposition to

commenter 𝑖, 𝛼𝑠𝑖 may decrease.

Second, campaigns may directly persuade agency officials to adjust their alloca-

tional bias, for example, by supporting claims about the number of people an or-

ganization represents or the intensity or legitimacy of their policy demands. Let

this direct shift in allocations be 𝛼𝑑. This parameter captures persuasion on nor-

mative grounds and beliefs about which segments of society (i.e., which potential

commenters) deserve the benefits of government policy or should be responsible for

bearing the costs. Policies allocate costs and benefits across groups. If an organi-

zation makes a persuasive argument for distributional justice or shows that it rep-

resents a large segment of the public, officials may update their beliefs and biases

about how to allocate costs and benefits. For each commenter 𝑖, 𝛼𝑑𝑖 is the shift in

the policymaker’s desire to allocate benefits to 𝑖 as a result of being directly per-

suaded.

Let policymakers’ original, immutable taste now be 𝛼𝑡. Having decomposed the
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policymaker’s allocative bias into three parts (their fixed tastes 𝛼𝑡, shifting strate-

gic environment 𝛼𝑠, and potential to be convinced 𝛼𝑑), the policymaker’s utility

function is now Equation 3.2.

𝑢𝐺(𝑥𝑓) = (𝛼𝑡0 + 𝛼𝑠0 + 𝛼𝑑0)𝑥2
𝑓 +

𝑁
∑
𝑖=1

(𝛼𝑡𝑖 + 𝛼𝑠𝑖 + 𝛼𝑑𝑖)𝑢𝑖(𝑥𝑓) (3.2)

If, after the comment period, the strategic environment is unchanged, and officials

remain unpersuaded to change their beliefs about which segments of society deserve

favor, 𝛼𝑠 and 𝛼𝑑 are 0, and the model collapses to the original information game

based on fixed tastes. This outcome is less plausible when groups go public and

expand the scope of conflict.

Adding these parameters resolves a puzzling result of Libgober’s model. Empir-

ically, rules that receive comments do not always change. This result is impossi-

ble in a model where bureaucrats only have known fixed tastes and potential com-

menters only seek policy changes. For policy-seeking organizations to lobby but

fail to influence policy requires that they are either uncertain or wrong about an

agency’s allocative bias or their ability to shift it. Incorporating political informa-

tion allows change and thus uncertainty in an agency’s biases.

Even if we assume that policymakers’ allocative preferences are known, allowing

them to be influenced by commenters means that one commenter’s incentives to

comment now depend on other commenters’ lobbying strategies. This character-

ization of rulemaking aligns much more closely with empirical studies that show

organizations provide technical information as a means of persuading policymak-

ers. Likewise, this characterization of rulemaking aligns with my theory that groups

mobilize public pressure campaigns to generate political information that could per-

suade agency officials to change their position for political reasons.
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Thus far, I have mostly focused on more direct ways that pressure campaigns

may inform and persuade bureaucratic policymakers. However, interest groups and

the public attention they mobilize also indirectly influence policy outcomes by af-

fecting an agency’s strategic environment. The remainder of this section focuses on

how public pressure campaigns may affect one key part of a bureaucrat’s strategic

environment: attention from members of Congress.

3.2.5 Congressional Oversight as a Mediator of Interest-group Influence

When George W. Bush replaced Bill Clinton as president, career bureaucrats at the

Federal Trade Commission (FTC) knew that this meant a change in policy prior-

ities. Many rulemaking projects initiated under the Clinton administration were

likely to be withdrawn or put on hold. They also knew that the new administra-

tion wanted to be perceived as advancing a new policy agenda, not merely reversing

Clinton-era policies. Policy entrepreneurs within the agency saw a political window

of opportunity to initiate a new regulatory agenda to curb a growing volume of tele-

marketing calls. This initiative seemed likely to be popular with voters but, even

with a supportive president, would be difficult to advance over the objections of the

telemarketing industry, whose campaign donations had earned them many power-

ful allies in Congress. Agency officials reported being pessimistic about the FTC’s

telemarketing effort overcoming opposition from Congress.

When the draft “Telemarketing Sales Rule” (also known as the “Do Not Call”

rule) was published, however, public support and engagement were overwhelm-

ing. The rule received thousands of supportive comments from frustrated members

of the public who were encouraged to comment by advocacy groups like the Con-

sumer Federation of America. Agency officials reported that the volume of public
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response not only encouraged the agency and the administration but, more impor-

tantly, “scared off” members of Congress that the industry was relying on to kill

or reverse the rule (personal communication, 2018). Once it became clear that the

public was paying attention and sufficiently mobilized to act on the issue, elected

officials became much less willing to take unpopular positions to support industry

donors. Instead, Congress ended up codifying the agency’s authority to implement

the Do Not Call regulations with legislation the following year.

The story of the Do Not Call rule suggests that public engagement in rulemak-

ing may occasionally be influential because it affects the behavior of elected officials

who have the power to provide key support or opposition to a proposed rule. Pub-

lic attention and support gave agency officials “political cover” to advance their

policy agenda (personal communication, 2018). Public pressure campaigns demo-

bilized political opposition, changing the agency’s political environment and policy

outcomes.

Wilson notes a similar pattern with the FTC’s Funeral Industry Practice Rule

and Used Car Rule:

Undertakers and used-car dealers were outraged by these proposed rules.
Very quickly, members of Congress discovered just how many undertak-
ers and car dealers they had in their districts and how well-connected
they were. The FTC suddenly had activated large, hostile interests who
were successful in getting Congress to force the agency to back down
(Wilson, 1989, p. 83).

Members of Congress often learn about issues from—and are spurred to act

by—public pressure campaigns. Legislators often submit comments from their

constituents, either on their own or attached to their own comments. For ex-

ample, several members of Congress attached mass mail or petitions from their
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constituents to their comments on the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s

controversial Payday Loan rule. Public pressure campaigns often seek to influence

policy by informing elected officials of their constituents’ demands. Many cam-

paigns collect the zip code of letter-signers so that they can forward constituent

comments to their representatives. Some form letters include a line for signers to

“CC” (carbon copy) their member of Congress (see, for example EPA-HQ-OAR-

2005-0161-2624). When members of Congress comment on agency rules, they are

often aware of public pressure campaigns. Many are clearly spurred to engage

in bureaucratic policymaking pressure campaigns and their constituents who

participate in them.

3.2.5.1 Principal-agent Relationships During Rulemaking

Political oversight of bureaucracies has long concerned both practitioners and theo-

rists. Political scientists often model the relationship between elected officials and

bureaucrats as a principal-agent problem. For example, an agency may have a pre-

ferred policy but may change the rule or delay its publication upon observing its

principals’ preferences. Agencies may do this to avoid political consequences such

as having their policies reversed (Potter, 2017b) or because they perceive elected

officials as representing public demands (Cuéllar, 2005).

While it is widely accepted that agency officials take their principals’ positions

into account, the mechanisms by which this occurs and the empirical conditions for

political influence are unclear.

I focus on lobbying influence in the period between the publication of draft

and final rules and thus on information about principals’ preferences revealed

to the agency in this period. In principal-agent terms, this means I am focusing

https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OAR-2005-0161-2624
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OAR-2005-0161-2624
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on “agency policymaking,” where the agency makes the first move and members

of Congress react, perhaps threatening future sanctions (Ferejohn and Shipan

(1990)). Oversight during rulemaking is a form of ex-post control (Epstein and

O’Halloran, 1994), in this case, after the proposed rule is published. Upon learning

the content of a draft rule, an official with power over the agency may choose to

signal their demands to the agency. Elected officials may also engage in procedural

oversight, but these procedural demands almost always accompany substantive

policy demands (Lowande and Potter, 2021).

There is a long-running debate among scholars over how political oversight

operates—i.e., how the behaviors of elected officials inform agency decisions.

McCubbins and Schwartz (1984) suggest two oversight mechanisms. Principals may

proactively attend to agency activities, like a “police patrol,” or they may rely on

bureaucrats’ fear of sanction when attentive interest groups alert principals about

agency activities, like a “fire alarm.” Administrative procedures like mandatory

public comment periods thus offer opportunities for both proactive oversight and to

be alerted to oversight opportunities (Balla, 1998).

Congressional attention is not limited to “fire alarm” oversight (McCubbins and

Schwartz, 1984). Like interest groups, the comments of members of Congress of-

ten support proposed rules. For example, in 2016, a group of Democratic legislators

wrote encouraging words to Obama’s Treasury Department: “We urge you not to

yield to the intense lobbying against these regulations, directed both at Treasury

and the Congress, by multinational business and its trade associations.” In this

example, congressional oversight is explicitly supportive of agency action. Rather

than reacting to agency wrongdoing, these members were spurred to act by becom-

ing aware of pressure groups lobbying the agency.
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Lobbying campaigns increase the salience of the rulemakings they target. In ad-

dition to attracting allies in Congress, increased public attention may capture the

attention of members of Congress on the opposite side of the issue. For example,

when the Department of the Treasury published draft rules implementing the Un-

lawful Internet Gambling Act of 2006, the proposal generated unusually high lev-

els of public attention. As a result, two bipartisan groups of legislators submitted

comments on the rule. One group, led by the chair of the House Judiciary Subcom-

mittee on Commercial and Administrative Law, raised concerns about the Depart-

ment’s implementation of the Administrative Procedures Act. The other group of

legislators, led by Senator Mike Pence, pushed back against interest-group opposi-

tion to the rule and urged the Department to implement the rules. Public pressure

campaigns may increase the likelihood that legislators on both sides of the issue

engage.

3.2.6 Incorporating Political Information into Models of Political

Oversight

In addition to interest groups directly alerting elected officials to oversight opportu-

nities as in the “fire alarm” model, the political information signaled by public pres-

sure campaigns may alert elected officials to political risks (like a “warning sign”)

or, conversely, to encourage the agency to hold course (like a “beacon”) attracting

positive attention and credit claiming opportunities for their oversight work. In the

case of the FTC’s “Do Not Call” rule and subsequent legislation, mass engagement

functioned more as a “warning” for would-be opponents and a “beacon” for poten-

tial allies, effectively enabling and empowering rather than restraining the agency

as the classic “police patrol” and “fire alarm” concept suggests.
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The fire alarm, beacon, and warning sign mechanisms have a common thread: in-

terest groups’ public pressure campaigns affect political oversight. To the extent

that this is strategic, pressure campaigns aim to influence policy indirectly by af-

fecting the behavior of elected officials.

Figure 3.2 incorporates these insights to the model set out in Figure 3.1. Specif-

ically, it considers how elected officials’ decisions to engage in agency rulemaking

are affected by political information created by public pressure campaigns and cre-

ate new, additional political information. Figure 3.2 shows two pathways by which

lobbying organizations may cause elected officials to contact agency officials. The

upper pathway represents the classic “fire alarm” role that interest groups may play

in alerting elected officials to oversight opportunities. It also captures the related

dynamic where interest groups alert elected officials to opportunities to support

agency actions.

The lower causal pathway represents the additional role that I suggest interest

groups play in political oversight by generating political information through public

pressure campaigns. When lobbying organizations use a public pressure strategy,

the political information they create (e.g., about the scale and intensity of public

support) may affect agency policymakers directly, as shown in Figure 3.1. Addi-

tionally, levels of public support may also affect policy indirectly if it affects the

behavior of an agency’s political principals (e.g., members of Congress). When po-

litical principals contact agency officials, they create at least two additional kinds

of political information. First, they express their opinion on what they think the

agency should do, which may have normative power for bureaucrats. Second, princi-

pals signal political consequences that agencies may want to avoid (Potter, 2017a).

Both types of information may persuade agency officials to revise policy documents
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to address their principals’ comments.

Figure 3.2: Direct and Indirect Effects of Political Information: Integrating Public
Pressure and Congressional Oversight into a Model of Lobbying in Bureaucratic
Policymaking

Agency
publishes draft

policy

Interest group
chooses lobbying

strategy

Interest group
creates or provides
technical information

Interest group
creates or provides
political information

Information persuades
agency officials to
revise policy

Information persuades
political principals
to contact agency

Public pressure campaigns in bureaucratic policymaking may affect the behavior

of an agency’s principals because the shadow of public sanction hangs over elected

officials (Arnold, 1979; Mayhew, 2000). Moore (2018) finds that agencies that

receive more comments per rule are also subject to more congressional hearings.

When the public is more attentive, it is more important for officials to take popular

positions and avoid unpopular ones. Thus, when a coalition goes public, especially

if it generates a perceived consensus in expressed public sentiments, elected officials

may be more likely to intervene on their behalf and less likely to intervene against

them. Hypotheses 3.5 and 3.6 reflect these intuitions.

3.2.7 Hypotheses about the relationship between mass engagement and

oversight

Hypothesis 3.4. Elected officials’ engagement in agency rulemaking is positively

affect by the scale of public engagement.

If Hypothesis 3.4 is correct, we should observe more members of Congress engag-

ing in policy processes with larger public pressure campaigns. This hypothesis is

difficult to test because legislators being mobilized directly by interest groups is of-
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ten observationally equivalent to legislators being mobilized indirectly due to the

response to a public pressure campaign. Above, I offer anecdotal evidence that leg-

islators are aware of pressure campaigns and see comments from their constituents

as important. Still, evidence of correlation is not strong evidence of a causal effect.

If, however, we can reject Hypothesis 3.4, this is strong evidence that rulemaking

comments from members of Congress are not affected by the scale of public atten-

tion.

Hypothesis 3.5. Public pressure campaigns attract oversight from allies. The

more comments supporting a position, the more likely principals holding that po-

sition are to engage.

Hypothesis 3.6. Public pressure campaigns reduce oversight from opponents. The

more comments opposing a position, the less likely principals holding that position

are to engage.

If Hypothesis 3.5 is correct, it would suggest a supplement to Hall and Miler’s

(2008) finding that legislators are more likely to engage in rulemaking when a like-

minded interest group has lobbied them: when interest groups lobby elected offi-

cials to engage in rulemaking, they may also be more likely to engage when aligned

with the majority of commenters than when opposed to them. If elected officials

learn from political information, then they will be even more likely to engage when

lobbied by a coalition that includes public interest groups running a mass-comment

campaign, and less likely to engage when opposed by a large mass comment cam-

paign.1

1Of course, if Members of Congress receive signals about the distribution of comments from
their districts, the distribution of opinions in their district constituency may be more impor-
tant. Figure 2.4 shows that the Sierra Club requires that commenters enter their zip codes. Mass-
mobilizers may often send such information to elected officials.
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Alternatively, the effect of mass engagement on legislators may be asymmetric.

Mass engagement may only mobilize or only demobilize. For example, if legisla-

tors are risk-averse, they may avoid engaging in contentious rulemaking processes

regardless of the balance of comments. Or, elected officials may be attracted to

oversight opportunities but not dissuaded by mobilization on the other side be-

cause they assume their voters share their position. These results would be evi-

dence against Hypothesis 3.5 and Hypothesis 3.6, respectively.

I thus build on the “classic model” of political oversight in two ways. First, I sug-

gest that such oversight behaviors may be affected by public pressure campaigns

because of the impressions of public opinion (i.e., the political information) they

create. This is represented by the arrow between “Organization generates political

information” and “Political principals contact agency officials” in Figure 3.2.

Second, I suggest that elected officials’ comments during rulemaking are a partic-

ularly relevant oversight behavior and a mechanism by which bureaucrats learn and

update beliefs about their principals’ demands. This is represented by the arrow

between “Political principals contact agency officials” and “Agency officials revise

policy” in Figure 3.2. The mechanism is labeled “Information persuades agency of-

ficials,” which includes information about principal opinions and perceived political

consequences.

3.3 Testing the Theory

3.3.1 Data: A Census of Public Comments

To examine the relationship between public pressure campaigns and lobbying suc-

cess, I use an original dataset (introduced in Section 2.3.1) that combines several
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data sources on U.S. federal agency rulemaking.

The core data for this analysis are the texts of draft and final rules and public

comments on these proposed rules published from 2005 to 2020. This includes all

proposed rules from 161 agencies that were open for comment on regulations.gov

between 2005 and 2020, received at least one comment from an organization, and

saw a final agency action between 2005 and 2020. These 44,774 rulemaking dockets

received a total of 58,380,146 comments.

I collected draft and final rule texts from federalregister.gov and comments sub-

mitted as digital files or by mail from regulations.gov. I also retrieve comments

submitted directly on regulations.gov and metadata on rules and comments (such

as the dates that the proposed rule was open for comment and whether the agency

identified the organization submitting the comment) from the regulations.gov Ap-

plication Programming Interface (API). I add additional metadata on rules (such as

whether the rule was considered “significant”) from the Unified Agenda published

by the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (reginfo.gov).

Where a new presidential administration used the same docket number to solicit

comments on a proposed rule that a previous administration used, I count these as

separate rulemaking dockets. I do so because the second policy usually reverses or

moves policy in the opposite direction of the previous administration. The same

organizations often comment on both policies but with opposite positions. Support

becomes opposition and vice versa.

3.3.1.1 Clustering with text reuse

My theoretical approach requires that I attribute form letter comments to the or-

ganizations, campaigns, and broader coalitions that mobilized them. To do so, I
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identify comments that share text. I find that a 10-word phrase repeated across

more than a few comments is always either text copied from the proposed policy or

a form letter provided by a campaign. Thus, for each comment text, I first remove

all 10-word phrases that appear in the proposed rule (including the preamble and

call for comments). Then, I identify all comments that share ten-word phrases with

99 or more other comments. Finally, I collapse these form letter comments to one

representative document for hand-coding.

I attempt to identify the organization(s) that submitted or mobilized each com-

ment by extracting all organization names from the comment text. For comments

that do not reference an organization, an internet search using portions of the com-

ment’s text often identified the organization that provided the form letter text. I

then identify lobbying coalitions both by hand and by textual similarity. Co-signed

comments are always assigned to the same coalition. Likewise, form-letter com-

ments are always assigned to the same coalition.

Through the iterative combination of automated search methods and hand-coding

described in Section 2.3.2, I attribute each comment to the organization behind

it (its author if submitted by the organization or the mobilizing organization for

form letters). I also identify comments submitted by elected officials, with special

attention to members of the U.S. Congress.

Because my hypotheses are about the influence of organizations and coalitions, I

collapse these data to one observation per organization or coalition per proposed

rule for analysis. I then identify the main substantive comment submitted by each

organization’s staff or lawyers, which are usually much longer than supporting com-

ments like form letters.
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3.3.1.2 Hand-coded sample

To estimate the influence of public comments on policy, I use hand-coded com-

ments on a random sample of rulemaking dockets. For each rule in the sample,

almost all comments are hand-coded for their level of lobbying success. Hand-

coding includes recording the type of organization, the lobbying coalition to which

each comment belongs, the type of coalition (primarily public or private interests),

their policy demands, and the extent to which the change between the draft and

final rule aligned with their demands. This level of alignment between policy de-

mands and policy outcomes is my measure of lobbying success. It does not identify

a causal relationship (true policy influence), but it is the standard approach for

assessing lobbying success with these kinds of observational data (see Yackee and

Yackee, 2006). For a more detailed description of the coding process, the codebook

is available in Appendix A.

I first selected a random sample of 172 proposed rules with both a mass-comment

campaign and a final rule. I then selected all comments that were likely to be from

organizations.2 The hand-coding process included identifying the organization re-

sponsible for each comment submitted by an organization (e.g., a business, non-

profit, or government).

I then selected a sample of 43 proposed rules on which the same organizations

commented without a mass comment campaign. While most studies of mass com-

ment campaigns to date have focused on the Environmental Protection Agency, my

combined sample rules come from 60 agencies. Additionally, my sampling approach

includes rules with very small and very large numbers of comments that previous
2Through an iterative process described in 2.3.2, I developed software and methods to select

comments that were most likely submitted by organizations rather than by individuals. For exam-
ple, I include all comments submitted as file attachments rather than typed into the textbox.
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studies exclude.

I include all comments submitted as file attachments or emails, but only some

comments typed in a text box. Sophisticated lobbying organizations almost always

submit comments as file attachments. I include comments typed in a text box if

they share text with other comments, indicating they are part of a pressure cam-

paign. This includes nearly all comments on most rules. I exclude entirely unique

textbox contents and comments shorter than ten words. Most textbox comments

and nearly all extremely short comments are trivial (e.g., “This sucks”). While

form letters are often short, they are very unlikely to be less than ten words. For

comments sharing text, I code one sample document for all versions of the form let-

ter.

My approach to measuring lobbying success starts with policy demands raised in

comments. The dimensions of conflict on which I judge lobbying success are those

issues identified by commenters. Unlike other studies, the issues I use to assess lob-

bying success do not come from first reading the policy or of any a priori concept of

what each policy fight is about. Instead, I read the change between draft and final

rule with an eye for alignment with commenters’ requests (including requests that

specific parts of the draft policy do not change.)

Using commenter requests to identify the dimensions of the conflict has advan-

tages and disadvantages. Compared to other potential measures of success, it is

more likely to focus on things that commenters care about and miss policy issues

that other, non-commenting segments of the public might care about.

Other approaches to identifying the commenter’s relationship with policy changes

have different strengths and weaknesses. For example, one could measure success

by the number of times a comment is mentioned in the agency’s response to com-
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ments. However, this measure may be affected by strategic responsiveness by agen-

cies choosing to discuss some issues more than others. It also counts explicit re-

jections toward the measure of responsiveness. One could also measure success by

focusing on a priori potential aspects of the policy. Balla et al. (2020) count five

factors: (1) the number of regulated entities, (2) the number of activities or sub-

stances being regulated, (3) the level of pollution standards, (4) the compliance

and effective deadlines of the regulation, and (5) the monitoring and reporting re-

quirements. Each takes one value (increasing or decreasing), and each is weighted

equally in the analysis. In contrast, by starting with comments, my method relies

on commenters to define the dimensions of conflict and highlight the issues they

care most about. In this sense, my approach focuses on “the first face of power”—

issues that are already on the agenda of the broader policy system.

The hand-coded sample includes 10,894 hand-coded documents representing over

41 million comments (including both mass comments and the sophisticated com-

ments they support).

Table 3.1 shows a sample of hand-coded public comments. Docket ID is the

identifier for each rulemaking. The Organization, Comment Type, and Coalition

columns show how coders record the name and type of each organization or elected

official, as well as the broader coalition to which they belong. The name assigned to

each coalition is usually the name of one of the lead organizations.

The Position column in Table 3.1 is a collapsed version of the spatial position-

coding described in Section 2.3.2.4 and Appendix A. To create a binary measure

of support and opposition, I collapse the coding of each comment’s spatial position

into a dichotomous indicator of whether they ultimately support or oppose the rule.

Finally, Lobbying Success—whether each comment got what it asked for in the
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Table 3.1: A Sample of Hand-coded Public Comments

Docket ID Coalition Comment type Organization Position Success
DOT-OST-2018-0068 AAAE Org Finnair Plc Supports Rule 2
FEMA-2016-0003 AASA Org Aasa. Aesa Opposes Rule 2
FEMA-2016-0003 AASA Org Sam Walton Opposes Rule 2
OCC-2020-0026 ACLU Org ACLU Opposes Rule -2
OCC-2020-0026 ACLU Org Hoosier Action Opposes Rule -2
PHMSA-2012-0082 AFL-CIO Org AFL-CIO Supports Rule -2
PHMSA-2012-0082 AFL-CIO Org City Of Skokie Supports Rule -2
ED-2016-OESE-0032 AFT Org AFT Supports Rule 1
USCIS-2006-0044 AILA Org Centro Romero Opposes Rule -1
USCIS-2006-0044 AILA Org World Relief Opposes Rule 0
WHD-2019-0001 ANCOR Org Easterseals Supports Rule -2
WHD-2019-0001 ANCOR Org Leadingage Supports Rule -2
USCG-2010-0990 BOATU.S. Org Boatu.s. Opposes Rule -1
CFPB-2019-0006 CFSA Elected Nolan Mettetal Supports Rule 2
CFPB-2019-0006 CFSA Elected Mike Osburn Supports Rule 2
IRS-2019-0039 CLC Elected Steve Bullock Opposes Rule -2
IRS-2019-0039 CLC Org Issue One Opposes Rule 2
ETA-2020-0006 CUPA-HR Org TECHNET Supports Rule 1
USCBP-2007-0064 EAA Org Sas Institute Supports Rule 1
FWS-R9-ES-2008-0093 EARTHJUSTICE Individual SOCALXJ Opposes Rule -2

change between a draft and final rule—is coded on a five-point scale from 2 to -2.

“2” indicates that most of the commenter’s requests were met. If the rule moved de-

cidedly in the opposite direction as they would have liked it to move, this is coded

as a “-2” (the opposite of total success). To measure these variables at the coalition

level, I use the coding assigned to the lead organization or the average across coali-

tion members. Because “lead” organizations are identified based on their leadership

role in the coalition and the extent to which they represent the coalition’s policy

demands, the lead organization’s coding is nearly the same as the average across

coalition members in all cases.
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Table 3.2: Organizations by Number of Rules on Which They Commented

Organization Rules Lobbied On
Chamber Of Commerce 10
Natural Resources Defense Council 10
OCEANA 10
Earthjustice 9
National Audubon Society 8
Sierra Club 8
American Petroleum Institute 7
Center For Biological Diversity 7
Edison Electric Institute 7
National Association Of Manufacturers 7
National Wildlife Federation 7
Pew Charitable Trusts 7
AFL-CIO 6
NAACP 6
National Association Of Home Builders 6
National Mining Association 6
Port Gamble S’klallam Tribe 6
Public Citizen 6
Quinault Indian Nation 6
U.s. Chamber Of Commerce 6

Table 3.2 shows the organizations that commented on the most rules in this sam-

ple: 469 organizations lobbied on more than one rule in the hand-coded data, some

on as many as 10 rulemaking dockets. Recall that this sample of rules is weighted

toward rulemaking dockets that received more comments. Thus, the organizations

lobbying on the most rules are not the same as those in the overall population. For

example, recall from Table 3.1 that the American Petroleum Institute lobbied on

nearly 400 rules, whereas the Pew Charitable Trusts lobbied on 120. Pew, how-
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ever, used a public pressure campaign 5 percent of the time it lobbied, whereas the

American Petroleum Institute used a public pressure campaign 0.3 percent of the

time it lobbied. Thus, groups like Pew that more often use pressure campaigns are

more likely to be lobbying on rules in this sample. While this sampling approach

was necessary (a random sample of all rules would yield almost none with a pres-

sure campaign), the statistical results should be interpreted as disproportionately

reflecting variation in lobbying success in high-salience and contentious rulemak-

ings.

Table 3.3 shows the number of hand-coded rules, documents, the coalitions and

organizations to which those documents belong, and the total number of comments

they represent for a sample of agencies. As expected with a random sample, the

agencies with the most rules in this sample are also those with the most final rules

posted to regulations.gov (as shown in Figure 2.5). The Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA), Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), and National Oceanic and At-

mospheric Agency (NOAA), Department of Transportation (DOT), and Internal

Revenue Service (IRS) are all in the top ten agencies by the number of rulemak-

ing dockets on regulations.gov. The Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforce-

ment, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), and Wage and Hour Divi-

sion (WHD) of the Department of Labor are all above average and have a dispro-

portionate number of rules with a large number of comments, making these agen-

cies more likely to be selected into the weighted sample. Table 3.3 also illustrates

how my method of collapsing documents with repeated text to one representative

document allows me to reduce the number of documents requiring hand-coding by

several orders of magnitude (compare the “Documents” and “Comments” columns).

Figure 3.3 shows hand-coded support and opposition to proposed rules by
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Table 3.3: Hand-coded Data By Agency

Agency Rules Documents Coalitions Organizations Comments
EPA 74 2,507 111 628 25,973,707
FWS 18 1,090 34 577 6,957,420

NOAA 9 402 30 195 598,932
IRS 8 69 11 55 128,530

WHD 6 328 13 227 367,088
BLM 5 222 10 56 2,152,628
CMS 5 321 6 10 466,448
HUD 5 12 6 11 26,393

BSEE 4 259 13 205 245,370
FDA 4 59 5 12 447,079

CFPB 3 1,935 19 862 1,104,506
OSHA 3 165 6 71 85,743
USCIS 3 189 7 106 49,982

DOT 2 145 8 109 145
ETA 2 72 7 49 82,837
FNS 2 118 2 31 177,077

ICEB 2 338 5 92 2,082
NPS 2 110 4 73 347,315
OCC 2 122 6 106 267

OFCCP 2 192 5 32 13,617

different types of commenters and presidential administration. Support and

opposition coding come from the spatial position regarding the draft and final

rule, as shown in Figure 2.10. Comments from a corporation (“Corp.”) were

overwhelmingly opposed to Obama-administration policies and more supportive

of Trump-administration policies. Elected officials more often write in oppo-

sition than in support of a proposed rule across administrations. In contrast,

individuals, organizations, and the mass comments these organizations mobilized
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overwhelmingly supported Obama-administration policies and opposed Bush- and

Trump-administration. Mass and individual comments are especially polarized.

This reflects the partisan asymmetry in mobilizing organizations; the individuals

(unique comments) and mass comments (form letters) mobilized by progressive

public interest groups’ campaigns overwhelmingly supported Obama-era policies

and opposed Trump-era policies.

Figure 3.3: Hand-coded Comments By Type and Position on Proposed Rule

Most of these comments belong to lobbying coalitions and are thus not inde-

pendent observations. When Friends of the Earth and the Sierra Club lobby to-

gether on a rule, the success of each depends on the other. Thus, I group comments

into coalitions. The hand-coded sample includes 480 “coalitions,” 196 of which are

single-organization “coalitions” (not coalitions), leaving 284 true coalitions of multi-

ple organizations lobbying together.

Lobbying coalitions range in size from 2 to 243 organizations. Table 3.4 shows
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a sample of coded data, summarized at the coalition level. Even though the same

organization may lead coalitions in multiple rulemakings, each rule’s lobbying

coalitions are different, so I consider them separate observations. For example,

the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) led a coalition in 2014 with a small

number of organizations and a medium-size pressure campaign in support of a

rule requiring additional Equal Employment Opportunity reporting from the

Department of Labor’s Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP).

The ACLU also led a very different coalition in 2020 with a large number of

organizations and a very small public pressure campaign against a rule rolling back

regulations on banks published by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency

(OCC). Figure 3.6 shows that this sample is fairly balanced between coalitions that

succeed and fail to get the changes they seek in the final rule.

Table 3.5 shows the number of coalitions coded as “public interest” and “private

interest” by whether the majority of organizations in the coalition are for-profit

businesses and trade associations or non-businesses (governments and nonprofits):

29 percent are majority business coalitions. 66 percent are public-interest coalitions.

As Table 3.5 shows, the hand-coded “public interest vs. private interest” distinction

is highly correlated with the share of businesses in the coalition but not perfectly.

These two measures diverge in cases where public interest coalitions mobilize a

large number of business allies or where private interest coalitions mobilize a large

number of non-business allies. Thus, while the share of businesses and trade associ-

ations is more objective, the public-private distinction is likely a better measure of

coalition type. I estimate alternative models in Section 3.4 with each measure.

Several coalitions may lobby on the same rule. One coalition’s lobbying success

is correlated with another coalition’s lobbying success to the extent that they are
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Table 3.4: A Sample of Hand-coded Data Summarized by Coalition

Docket ID Coalition Position Size Businesses Type Mass

NPS-2018-0007 ACLU Opposes Rule 57 2 Public 69,617

OCC-2020-0026 ACLU Opposes Rule 75 0 Public 158

OFCCP-2014-0004 ACLU Supports Rule 11 0 Public 7,142

ICEB-2015-0002 AFL-CIO Supports Rule 5 2 Public 0

USCIS-2010-0017 AFL-CIO Opposes Rule 2 0 Public 0

ED-2016-OESE-0032 AFT Supports Rule 3 0 Public 0

TREAS-DO-2007-0015 AHC Supports Rule 1 0 Private 0

DEA-2018-0005 AMA Supports Rule 3 3 Public 0

CEQ-2019-0003 AMWA Opposes Rule 1 0 Public 0

CFPB-2016-0025 CBC Supports Rule 1 0 Public 0

ETA-2020-0006 CUPA-HR Supports Rule 6 4 Public 0

CEQ-2019-0003 EOMA Supports Rule 1 1 Private 0

WHD-2019-0001 EPI Opposes Rule 55 5 Public 56,949

WHD-2019-0003 EPI Opposes Rule 40 1 Public 44,352

CEQ-2019-0003 EPIC Supports Rule 1 0 Public 0

DEA-2018-0005 HSCA Opposes Rule 10 3 Public 0

DOT-OST-2018-0068 IAADP Supports Rule 10 1 Public 0

OCC-2011-0014 ISDA Supports Rule 1 1 Private 0

ETA-2020-0006 ITSERVE Opposes Rule 15 9 Private 0

CEQ-2019-0003 LIUNA Supports Rule 228 134 Private 4,991

Table 3.5: Types of Lobbying Coalitions in the Hand-coded Sample

Coalition Type Business led Non-business led Mass comments No mass comments
Private 120 31 61 97
Public 20 270 183 134
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Table 3.6: Comments from Elected Officials in the Hand-coded Data

Elected Official Type n
Senate 82
House 61
State Elected Official 55
Local Elected Official 15
Governor 13

asking for the same or contradicting policy changes. However, by grouping organi-

zations into coalitions, I account for many of the causally-related policy requests

(those organizations lobbying on an issue because another organization is lobbying

on that issue).

3.3.1.3 Comments from Legislators

One mechanism by which campaigns may influence policy is by mobilizing mem-

bers of Congress. Thus, I identify comments submitted by members of Congress

and count the number of legislators in each lobbying coalition. Figure 3.4 shows

the number of comments from members of Congress received during rulemaking

by a sample of federal agencies. There is massive variation in the level of atten-

tion that members of Congress pay to different agencies and rules. The spikes in

attention to each agency correspond with public pressure campaigns targeting rules

from that agency. Oversight letters are frequently co-signed by multiple members

from the Senate, House, or both chambers. Some of the rules on which members of

Congress commented appear in the hand-coded sample. Table 3.6 shows the num-

ber of comments from the most common types of elected officials in the hand-coded

data. Members of the U.S. House and Senate are the most common.
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Figure 3.4: Number of Rulemaking Comments from Members of Congress per Year,
2005-2020 to the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM), Consumer Finan-
cial Protection Bureau (CFPB), Department of Education (ED), Office of Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE), Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC),
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), Social Security Adminis-
tration (SSA), U.S. Trade Representative (USTR)

3.3.1.4 The Dependent Variable: Lobbying Success

The dependent variable is the extent to which a lobbying coalition got the policy

outcome it sought, which I measure in several ways.

First, on a sample of rules, I trained a team of research assistants to hand-code

lobbying success for each organization or elected official, comparing the change be-

tween the draft and final rule to each organization’s demands on a five-point scale

from “mostly as requested” to “significantly different/opposite from requested di-

rection” as described in Section 2.3.2. Additionally, for each comment, coders iden-

tify the main overall policy demand, the top three specific demands, and the corre-
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sponding parts of the draft and final rule texts. This does not capture rule changes

on which an organization did not comment.

Lobbying success on each specific demand was then coded for each organization

and coalition. Both the overall score and average score across specific demands

both fall on the interval from -2 (“significantly different”) to 2 (“mostly as re-

quested”). A team of undergraduate research assistants then applied the codebook

to all comments likely to be from organizations or elected officials on a random

sample of rules. Several rules were double-coded by the whole team.

In the models below, coalition lobbying success is the mean of hand-coded lobby-

ing success on a five-point scale, {-2, -1, 0, 1, 2}.

The average hand-coded success per organizational comment is zero (N = 10,894).

The average success for organizational comments with a mass comment campaign is

-0.414 (N = 8,632).

3.3.1.5 The Main Predictor Variable

The number of supportive comments generated by a public pressure campaign (the

main variable of interest) is a tally of all comments mobilized by each organiza-

tion or coalition that ran a mass-comment campaign on a proposed rule. Because

the marginal impact of additional comments likely diminishes, models typically

include either the logged number of comments or a quadratic term to account for

non-linear effects. If a coalition mobilizes more than 99 form-letter comments on

a proposed rule, I code that coalition as having a mass comment campaign (cam-

paign = 1). Where a coalition only submits technical comments from lawyers and

does not mobilize public support, the binary measure, campaign, and the numeric

measure, mass comments, are 0.
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Figure 3.5 shows a scatterplot of the dependent variable (lobbying success) and

main predictor (mass comments) for each coalition. Coalition lobbying success

ranges from total success (2) to total loss (-2). The number of mass comments

ranges from 0 to 3,012,281. The size of each point represents the size of each coali-

tion (the number of organizations and elected officials). The color indicates whether

the coalition is led by private or public interest groups. For example, one extremely

large private coalition of payday lenders mobilized over a million comments during

the Obama administration. This coalition was moderately successful at reducing

the stringency of the regulation but did not stop it from going through.

The view of the data in Figure 3.5 does not show a clear relationship between

public pressure and lobbying success. There were relatively more (and more success-

ful) public interest campaigns in the Obama years. Likewise, there were more (and

more successful) private interest campaigns in the Trump years. As predicted in

2.2, the largest campaigns are mostly public interest campaigns, and public interest

campaigns are more frequent than private interest campaigns overall.

This approach differs from previous studies of mass comment campaigns in at

least two ways. First, my methods allow me to identify coalitions consisting of mul-

tiple organizations. Previous studies measure mass comment campaigns at the or-

ganization level. For example, Balla et al. (2020) analyzes “1,049 mass comment

campaigns that occurred during 22 EPA rulemakings”—an average of nearly 50

“campaigns” per rule. By “campaign,” Balla et al. (2020) mean an organization’s

campaign rather than a coalition’s campaign. Especially on EPA rules, there are

rarely more than two or three coalitions engaging in public pressure campaigns–one

of the environmental advocacy groups and their allies, another of regulated indus-

try groups and their allies. Using organizations as the unit of analysis means that
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Figure 3.5: Lobbying Success by Number of Supportive Comments

observations are far from independent. An analysis that counts one coalition’s cam-

paign as 40 smaller “campaigns” with the same policy demands would count this

one campaign as 40 observations.

In contrast, my methods allow me to measure levels of public pressure and lobby-

ing success per organization and per coalition. Like previous studies, I identify the

organizations responsible for mobilizing comments. Where other studies leverage

the fact that the EPA gathers substantially similar comments, I am able to identify

mass comment campaigns across dozens of federal agencies. Additionally, I further

link common efforts by multiple organizations lobbying in a broader coalition. This

allows for analysis with the lobbying coalition as the unit of analysis.

The second major difference between my approach and previous research is that I

do not compare policymakers’ responses to sophisticated comments to policymakers’

responses to mass comments. Rather, I attribute mass comments to organizations
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and coalitions that also submit sophisticated technical comments. The set of com-

parisons one makes is critical to any study of responsiveness or policy influence. Re-

searchers may reach different conclusions if they compare different things. Consider

a study comparing how agencies respond to Sierra Club form letters to how they

respond to the Sierra Club’s sophisticated comments. Now consider a study that

compares responsiveness to the Sierra Club’s sophisticated comments between rules

where they did and did not run a mass comment campaign. A study comparing the

average influence of form-letter comments to the average influence of sophisticated

comments is very different from a study that compares the influence of two sets of

sophisticated comments with different levels of public pressure behind them. By

measuring comments per coalition, both through hand-coding and text reuse, I cap-

ture different levels of public pressure than we would see if we were to look only at

comments per organization.

3.3.1.6 Other predictor variables

Other predictors of lobbying success in the models below include the size of the

lobbying coalition, whether the coalition is a business coalition, and whether the

coalition is lobbying unopposed. The number and type(s) of organization(s) is an at-

tribute of each coalition (e.g., a business coalition with N organizational members).

Coalition size is a count of the number of organizations lobbying together on the

rule, i.e., the number of distinct commenting organizations in each coalition. For or-

ganizations lobbying alone, coalition size is 1. Coalition is an indicator variable for

whether the organization is lobbying in a coalition. It takes a value of 0 when coali-

tion size is 1 and 1 if coalition size is greater than 1. A coalition is unopposed when

no opposing organizations comment. This is derived from the hand-coded spatial

position of each comment. If an organization supports the proposed rule and oth-
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ers oppose it, they have opposition. Likewise, if an organization opposes a proposed

rule and others support it, they have opposition. However, if multiple coalitions

support (or oppose) the rule for different reasons (e.g., one coalition would like one

provision added while another coalition would like a different provision added), a

rule may have multiple unopposed lobbying coalitions.

I code a coalition as a business coalition if the majority of commenting organiza-

tions are for-profit businesses and trade associations. Business is binomial. Alterna-

tive models in the Appendix use the number and share of businesses in a coalition

instead.

3.3.1.7 Examples of hand-coded lobbying success

A rule with a public pressure campaign: the 2015 Waters of the United

States Rule: In response to litigation over the scope of the Clean Water Act, the

Environmental Protection Agency and Army Corp of Engineers proposed a rule

based on a legal theory articulated by Justice Kennedy, which was more expansive

than Justice Scalia’s theory. The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) sub-

mitted a 69-page highly technical comment “on behalf of the Natural Resources De-

fense Council…, the Sierra Club, the Conservation Law Foundation, the League of

Conservation Voters, Clean Water Action, and Environment America” supporting

the proposed rule:

We strongly support EPA’s and the Corps’ efforts to clarify which wa-
ters are protected by the Clean Water Act. We urge the agencies to
strengthen the proposal and move quickly to finalize it… ( EPA-HQ-
OW-2011-0880-16674)

I coded this as support for the proposed rule. Specifically, NRDC would like the

https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OW-2011-0880-16674
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OW-2011-0880-16674
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EPA to move policy further in the same direction. NRDC makes four substantive

requests: one about retaining language in the proposed rule (“proposed protections

for tributaries and adjacent waters…must be included in the final rule”) and three

proposed changes (“we describe three key aspects of the rule that must be strength-

ened”).3 I also coded it as requesting speedy publication. These demands provide

specific keywords and phrases for which to search in the draft and final rule text.

By comparing the requested policy outcomes to the text of the final rule, I evaluate

the extent to which NRDC got what it asked for.

A coalition of 15 environmental organizations mobilized over 944,000 comments.

Over half (518,963) were mobilized by the four organizations mentioned in NRDC’s

letter: 2421,641 by Environment America, 108,076 by NRDC, 101,496 by Clean

Water Action, and 67,750 by the Sierra Club. Other coalition partners included

EarthJustice (formerly a part of the Sierra Club, 99,973 comments) and Organizing

for Action (formerly president Obama’s campaign organization, 69,369 comments).

This is one of the larger campaigns in the dataset. This coalition made sophisti-

cated recommendations and mobilized a million people in support of NRDC’s so-

phisticated lobbying.

The final rule moved in the direction requested by NRDC’s coalition, but to a

lesser extent than requested—what I code as “some desired changes.” As NRDC et

al. requested, the final rule retained the language protecting tributaries and adja-

cent waters and added some protections for “other waters” like prairie potholes and
3NRDC’s three policy demands were: (1) “The Rule Should Categorically Protect Certain

“Other Waters” including Vernal Pools, Pocosins, Sinkhole Wetlands, Rainwater Basin Wetlands,
Sand Hills Wetlands, Playa Lakes, Interdunal Wetlands, Carolina and Delmarva bays, and Other
Coastal Plain Depressional Wetlands, and Prairie Potholes. Furthermore, “Other ‘Isolated’ Wa-
ters Substantially Affect Interstate Commerce and Should be Categorically Protected Under the
Agencies’ Commerce Clause Authority.” (2) “The Rule Should Not Exempt Ditches Without a Sci-
entific Basis” (3) “The Rule Should Limit the Current Exemption for Waste Treatment Systems”
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vernal pools. EPA did not alter the exemptions for ditches and waste treatment sys-

tems.

For this coalition, the dependent variable, Lobbying success is 1 on the scale from

-2 to 2, coalition size is 15, business is 0, their position (supports rule) is 1, cam-

paign is 1, and the number of mass comments is 943,931.

2009 Fine Particle National Ambient Air Quality Standards: In 2008,

the EPA proposed a rule expanding air quality protections. Because measuring

small particles of air pollution was once difficult, large particulates were allowed

as a surrogate measure for fine particles under the EPA’s 1977 PM10 Surrogate Pol-

icy. EPA proposed eliminating this policy, requiring regulated entities and state

regulators to measure and enforce limits on much finer particles of air pollution.

EPA received 163 comments on the rule, 129 from businesses, business associa-

tions such as the American Petroleum Institute and The Chamber of Commerce,

and state regulators that opposed the rule. Most of these were short and cited their

support for the 63-page comment from the PM Group, “an ad hoc group of indus-

try trade associations” that opposed the regulation of fine particulate matter. Six

state regulators, including Oregon’s, only requested delayed implication of the rule

until they next revised their State Implementation Plans (SIPs) for Prevention of

Significant Deterioration (PSD). EarthJustice supported the rule but opposed the

idea that the cost of measuring fine particles should be a consideration. On behalf

of the Sierra Club and the Clean Air Task Force, EarthJustice commented: “We

support EPA’s proposal to get rid of the policy but reject the line of questioning

as to the benefits and costs associated with ending a policy that is illegal.” The

EarthJustice-led coalition also opposed delaying implementation: “EPA must im-

mediately end any use of the Surrogate Policy—either by ‘grandfathered’ sources or
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sources in states with SIP‐approved PSD programs—and may not consider whether

some flexibility or transition is warranted by policy considerations.”

The final rule did eliminate the Surrogate Policy but allowed states to delay im-

plementation and enforcement until the next scheduled revision of their Implemen-

tation Plans. I code this as the EarthJustice coalition getting most of what it re-

quested, but not a complete loss for the coalition lobbying on behalf of the regu-

lated industry.

For the PM Group coalition, the dependent variable, coalition lobbying success

is -1, coalition size is 129, business coalition is 1, pressure campaign is 0, and the

number of mass comments is 0. For the State of Oregon’s coalition, the dependent

variable, coalition lobbying success is 2, coalition size is 6, business coalition is 0,

pressure campaign is 0, and the number of mass comments is 0. For the EarthJus-

tice coalition, the dependent variable, coalition lobbying success is 1, coalition size is

3, business coalition is 0, pressure campaign is 0, and the number of mass comments

is 0. These examples are broadly consistent with the overall data—lobbying success

in these two examples is the same, despite the large difference in public pressure.

This is not consistent with Hypotheses 3.1 or 3.3 that anticipated higher lobbying

success with more public pressure.

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the distribution of values for coalition-level variables

in the hand-coded data. Figure 3.6 shows a wide range of variation for coalition

size and lobbying success, whereas the modal number of businesses is concentrated

near 0. Most coalitions are between two and twenty members. About half have no

business members, but a few have over 100. It is possible for the number of busi-

nesses to be larger than the coalition size where the same company sent in multiple

comments. This occurs when franchised businesses mobilize local stores to send in
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letters. Because coalition size is the number of unique organizations, these are only

counted once, but each is counted in the businesses variable.

Figure 3.7 shows that most coalitions in these data include no members of

Congress, but some have as many as 37. The total number of mass comments is

somewhat bimodal, reflecting the two random samples of rules from which these

rules come. Most coalitions did not mobilize a pressure campaign and thus have

no mass comments, but a few have over a million. The models below use either a

binary indicator for mass comments, the logged value, or the number rescaled as

hundreds of thousands of comments.

Figure 3.6: Hand-coded Data by Coalition

Figure 3.7: Number of Comments Linked to Hand-Coded Coalitions
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3.3.1.8 Limitations

The two main limitations of this design both bias estimates of public pressure cam-

paign influence toward zero.

First, lobbying success may take forms other than changes in policy texts. Agen-

cies may speed up or delay finalizing a rule, extend the comment period, or delay

the date the rule goes into effect. Indeed, commenters often request speedy or de-

layed rule finalization, comment period extensions, or delayed effective dates. While

I capture lobbying success concerning timing, my hand-coding approach prioritizes

change in policy text, which is more difficult to achieve. Where commenters rand

both substantive and procedural (e.g., extended comment period) requests, I coded

success concerning the substantive demands.

Second, bureaucrats may anticipate public pressure campaigns when writing draft

rules, muting the observed relationship between public pressure and rule change at

the final rule stage of the policy process. This is a limitation of all studies of influ-

ence during rulemaking comment periods.

3.3.2 Methods

The most direct way to assess the hypothesis that mass engagement increases lobby-

ing success is to assess the relationship between the number of comments mobilized

by a coalition and its lobbying success. The dependent variable for most analyses

is the organization or coalition’s lobbying success, hand-coded on the interval be-

tween 2 (total success; the policy changed as requested) to -2 (total loss; the policy

changed in the opposite direction requested). However, public pressure campaigns

may only be effective under certain conditions. Specifically, pressure campaigns

may help some types of coalitions more than others. Thus, I assess both the main
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relationship between pressure campaigns and lobbying success and the interaction

between campaigns and coalition type. I then assess evidence for or against differ-

ent potential causal pathways of influence. The main indirect pathway by which

campaigns may influence agency policymaking is through engaging members of

Congress.

These data have a hierarchical structure. Comment-level observations are nested

within an organization, within a coalition, within a rule, within an agency, and an

administration. I use a combination of fixed and random effects to account for de-

pendence among observations at higher levels of analysis. The main models use

data rolled up to the coalition level. Coalitions range from 1 to over 200 organiza-

tions in size and may include anywhere from 1 to over a million comments. Finally,

I use a difference-in-difference design to assess variation in success within organiza-

tions that lobby on multiple rules.

3.3.2.1 Modeling Coalition-level Lobbying Success

The Direct Relationship Between Public Pressure and Lobbying Success

The dependent variable, 𝑌 , is the lobbying success of each coalition. To estimate

the relationship between a coalition’s lobbying success and the scale of public pres-

sure it mobilizes, I model the success of each coalition 𝑖 lobbying a rule 𝑗 published

by an agency 𝑘 under a president 𝑝. Each coalition is unique to a rule; each rule is

unique to an agency (I assigned joint rules to the lead agency only) and presidential

administration. I thus use the simpler notation 𝑦𝑖 rather than the equivalent, more

specific notation 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑝.

The main variable of interest is the total number of form-letter public comments

that a lobbying coalition mobilized. The base model (Equation 3.3) uses an indi-
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cator for whether coalition 𝑖 used a public pressure campaign, i.e., mobilized mass

comments (by definition, more than 99 mass comments). 𝛽1 estimates the differ-

ence in lobbying success when coalition 𝑖 uses a pressure campaign compared to

when it does not. Other models use either the logged number of comments or a

quadratic term to account for the different marginal effects of additional public

comments for smaller and larger campaigns.

𝑌𝑖 = 𝛽1Pressure campaign𝑖 + 𝛽2∶𝑛𝑋𝑖 + 𝛾𝑗 + 𝛿𝑝 + 𝜖𝑖 (3.3)

The base models include agency and president fixed effects (𝛾𝑘 + 𝛿𝑝) and control

for other coalition-level factors that may affect a coalition’s lobbying success, 𝑋𝑖.

Controls include whether the coalition is lobbying unopposed, the coalition’s size

(the number of distinct organizations and elected officials), and the type of coalition

(e.g., whether it is a business coalition or a public-interest coalition). 𝛽2∶𝑛 are the

effects of these other coalition-level factors on lobbying success. I estimate these

relationships using OLS regression.

Congressional Support as a Mediator of Lobbying Success To assess con-

gressional support as a mediator in the influence of public pressure campaigns on

rulemaking, I estimate the average conditional marginal effect (ACME) and the

proportion of the total effect attributed to mediation through congressional sup-

port (comments or other communication from Members of Congress supporting the

coalition’s position on the proposed rule). As developed by Imai et al. (2010), this

involves first estimating a model of the potential mediator as a combination of the

main predictor, public pressure, and covariates, 𝑋𝑖.

The mediator model (Equation 3.4) estimates the relationship between the scale
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of public pressure and the number of comments from members of Congress, who

may receive political information (e.g., about the level of public attention or public

opinion) from public pressure campaigns.

Congressional Support𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1Pressure Campaign𝑖 + 𝛽2∶𝑛𝑋𝑖 + 𝛾𝑘 + 𝛿𝑝 + 𝜖𝑖

(3.4)

The outcome model (Equation 3.5) is the same as Equation 3.3, except that it

now includes the number of supportive comments from members of Congress as a

predictor. 𝑦𝑖 is the Lobbying success of coalition 𝑖 on a rule published by agency

𝑘 under president 𝑝. Pressure Campaign𝑖 is an indicator for whether the coalition

organized a pressure campaign, Congressional Support𝑖 is the number of members

of Congress supporting the coalition, and 𝑋𝑖 are other coalition-level predictors of

lobbying success. 𝛽3∶𝑛 are the the effects of these other coalition-level covariates.

𝑌𝑖 = 𝛽1Pressure campaign𝑖 + 𝛽2Congressional Support𝑖 + 𝛽3∶𝑛𝑋𝑖 + 𝛾𝑗 + 𝛿𝑝 + 𝜖𝑖

(3.5)

The next section presents results from estimating the above models using the

hand-coded data.

3.3.2.2 Difference in Differences in Organization-level Lobbying Success

While it would not be appropriate to compare the lobbying success of organizations

within a rulemaking (because many organizations belong to the same coalition), we

can compare the lobbying success within the same organization across rules. This

limits the analysis to organizations that lobby on multiple policies. The key varia-
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tion of interest is when organizations lobby with a public pressure campaign versus

when they do not.

There is still a (lesser) problem with the i.i.d. assumption because two organiza-

tions lobbying in a coalition on one rule may mobilize each other to lobby in coali-

tion on a different rule (in my data, lobbying coalitions are at the policy-level, since

they differ from policy to policy).

At the organization level, the appropriate analysis is a difference-in-difference de-

sign. We know the success of each organization when it does and does not partici-

pate in a lobbying coalition that mobilizes public pressure (at least each organiza-

tion that I can use for this analysis). The difference within an organization is now

the key variation.

𝑌𝑖𝑗 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽0 + 𝛽1Pressure Campaign𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽2−𝑛𝑋𝑖𝑗 + 𝛾𝑘 + 𝛿𝑝 + 𝜖𝑖𝑗 (3.6)

Equation 3.6 is similar to the model of coalition-level success except that 𝑦𝑖𝑗

is now the lobbying success of organization 𝑖 in coalition 𝑗 and 𝑋𝑖𝑗 is now a vec-

tor of organization- and coalition-level controls. Additionally, Equation 3.6 adds

𝛼𝑖, a fixed effect for each organization. This fixed effect accounts for the organiza-

tion’s characteristics that do not vary over time as it lobbies on multiple rules. This

difference-in-difference design ensures that coefficient 𝛽1 captures variation related

to changes in levels of public pressure and other factors that vary within each orga-

nization, not other factors that may vary across organizations.

𝛽2∶𝑛 captures estimates for the effects of other factors that may affect an orga-

nization’s lobbying success, including coalition size, the difference in the success

of organization 𝑖 when they support proposed policy 𝑗 rather than oppose it.
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𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑗 is a dummy for whether policy 𝑗 was proposed by President Trump or

Bush rather than President Obama’s administration.

Assuming that organizations have parallel trends in their level of success given a

level of support, 𝛽 represents the average effect of changing levels of public pressure

on an organization’s lobbying success.

3.4 Results: Lobbying Success

This section leverages a random sample of agency rules for which I have hand-

coded nearly all public comments. The first subsection presents estimates of the

direct relationship between public pressure and lobbying success (Table 3.7). The

next subsection presents results of mediation analysis, assessing the support from

members of Congress as a mediator for the success of public pressure campaigns

(Tables 3.8). The third subsection presents estimates of factors affecting within-

organization levels of lobbying success using a difference-in-difference design (Table

3.9).

3.4.1 Coalition-level Lobbying Success

Table 3.7 presents results estimating coalition-level lobbying success as a function

of public pressure, coalition size, coalition type, whether the coalition supports the

proposed rule, and whether there is an opposing coalition, as described in Equation

3.3.

Models 1 and 2 use a binary measure of public pressure—did the coalition spon-

sor a public pressure campaign or not? Models 2-6 use continuous measures of pub-

lic pressure. Models 3 and 4 use the logged number of mass comments, reflecting

the intuition that one additional comment matters more for smaller campaigns.
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Models 5 and 6 include both linear and quadratic terms for the number of com-

ments to allow for a wider array of possible non-linear relationships.

I use two related measures of coalition type. Models 1, 3, and 5 use my classifi-

cation of coalitions as primarily public or private interests. Private interest is the

omitted category, so coefficients are estimates of the difference in lobbying success

for public interest coalitions compared to private interest coalitions. Models 2, 4,

and 6 use a related, more objective measure: whether most coalition members are

businesses or trade associations.

All models include fixed effects for agency and president to allow for differing av-

erage levels of lobbying success at different agencies and political conditions. These

models include coalitions of 1 (organizations lobbying alone), but excluding them

yields similar results, except that coalition size has a much weaker correlation with

lobbying success.

Table 3.7 shows that the main effect of public pressure campaigns, 𝛽1, in Model 1

is 0.36 (S.E. = 0.49) on the five-point scale of lobbying success. Because these mod-

els include interactions with coalition type, the main effect is the estimated effect

for the omitted category. In Model 1, this is the effect of a pressure campaign for a

private interest group coalition. For public interest groups, the estimate is 𝛽1 + 𝛽6

= NA, reflecting large negative interaction between indicators for public interest

coalitions and pressure campaigns (Pressure Campaign × Public). Estimates are

inconsistent across specifications.

Models 3-6 use continuous measures of the scale of public pressure campaigns.

Estimates are inconsistent across specifications, but Models 5 and 6 suggest that

the relationship is initially negative and then positive for very large campaigns (the

combined effect of the linear and quadratic terms is negative until approximately
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Table 3.7: OLS Models of Coalition-Level Lobbying Success

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6

Dependent
Variable

Lobbying
Success

Lobbying
Success

Lobbying
Success

Lobbying
Success

Lobbying
Success

Lobbying
Success

Pressure
Campaign

0.356 -0.520*

(0.316) (0.229)
Public 0.226 0.195 0.005

(0.289) (0.273) (0.227)
Coalition -0.227 -0.212 -0.263 -0.306 -0.197 -0.197

(0.539) (0.546) (0.529) (0.533) (0.563) (0.566)
Log(Coalition
Size)

0.251* 0.248* 0.305** 0.333** 0.205+ 0.205+

(0.106) (0.095) (0.107) (0.096) (0.117) (0.116)
Supports
Rule

1.269*** 1.295*** 1.243** 1.251*** 1.261** 1.261**

(0.324) (0.327) (0.335) (0.326) (0.341) (0.339)
Pressure
Campaign
× Public

-1.222*

(0.483)
Business
Coalition

-0.021 -0.032 0.001

(0.289) (0.284) (0.252)
Pressure
Campaign
× Business

0.011

(0.753)
Log(Mass
Comments)

-0.047 -0.099***

(0.030) (0.023)
Log(Mass
Comments)
× Public

-0.068+

(0.037)
Log(Mass
Comments)
× Business

-0.047

(0.080)
Mass
Comments

-0.532* -0.530*

(0.218) (0.199)
(Mass Com-
ments)^2

0.055* 0.055*

(0.025) (0.023)

Num.Obs. 268 268 268 268 268 268
R2 0.319 0.303 0.323 0.321 0.304 0.304
Log.Lik. -448.990 -452.151 -448.268 -448.620 -451.900 -451.901
Std. Errors Clustered

(agency)
Clustered
(agency)

Clustered
(agency)

Clustered
(agency)

Clustered
(agency)

Clustered
(agency)

FE: agency X X X X X X
FE:
president

X X X X X X

+ p < 0.1, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
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one million comments). One possible explanation for this result is that only very

large campaigns create meaningful information about public demands. In sum,

there is little evidence that pressure campaigns (either public or private) increase

lobbying success, but there is strong evidence that public interest campaigns are

much less successful than private interest campaigns.

The other strongest predictor of lobbying success across all models is whether

the organization supports the rule. In Model 1, coalitions supporting the proposed

rule change had an average success 1.27 points greater than those that opposed the

rule (S.E. = 0.19) on the five-point lobbying success scale. This estimate is fairly

consistent across specifications in Models 1-6. This correlation likely reflects a com-

bination of several related dynamics. First, final rules are often published without

change from the draft rule. Organizations that support the new proposed rule are

thus likely to “succeed” when the status quo (that is, the status quo set in the

proposed rule) prevails. Second, organizations that support a proposed rule are

necessarily aligned with agency officials’ preferred policy direction. If agency offi-

cials change the final rule to further change policy in their preferred direction, such

changes often align with organizations that supported the rule. Likewise, if com-

menters are aligned with agency officials, their suggestions may be more likely to be

adopted, even if those suggestions do not exactly push policy further in the same

direction. Finally, by selecting proposed rules that had a final rule rather than be-

ing withdrawn, this sample is missing some lobbying success by organizations that

requested a proposed rule be withdrawn.

In line with previous research, coalition size (the number of distinct organizations

in a coalition) is correlated with lobbying success (Yackee and Yackee, 2006; Nelson

and Yackee, 2012). This is notable because this sample includes rules with much
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more public attention and many more public comments than those used in previ-

ous studies. There is at least some evidence that these findings hold in much more

salient and contentious policy fights.

The limited size of this sample means that we lack statistical power to have con-

fidence that the estimates for many of the other variables differ from 0. Unlike pre-

vious studies on less contentious samples of rules (Yackee and Yackee, 2006), I find

no relationship between business-dominated coalitions (business coalition) and lob-

bying success.

As this sample consists disproportionately of draft rules that received an unusual

number of comments, these results are largely based on the variation within high-

salience rulemakings.

I now turn to a key variable omitted from the models in Table 3.7: the level of

attention and support from an agency’s political principals—specifically, members

of Congress, which may mediate the effect of public pressure campaigns.

3.4.1.1 Congressional Support as a Mediator of Lobbying Success

Hypothesis 3.4—that the overall level of public attention to a proposed rule mod-

erates the level of attention from members of Congress—implies a correlation be-

tween the number of comments from members of Congress and all other comments

on each rule. We should assess this correlation both across all rules and rules where

at least one legislator commented, making it more plausible that legislators were

aware of the rulemaking and thus faced the choice of whether to comment or not.

Figure 3.8 shows both of these relationships. The dashed line shows the relation-

ship between mass comments and comments from members of Congress for all rules.

The solid line shows this relationship for rules where at least one legislator com-
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mented. The right-hand panel shows this same plot with both axes on a log scale,

which allows us to better observe the relationship for rules with relatively fewer

comments. There is a strong correlation between mass comments and legislator

attention (Spearman’s rank correlation, 𝜌 = 0.24, p-value = zero). However, for

reasons discussed in 3.2.7, this should not be taken as strong evidence of a causal

effect.

Figure 3.8: Correlation Between Mass Comments and Comments from Members of
Congress

To assess congressional support as a potential mediator in the influence of public

pressure campaigns on rulemaking, I estimate the average conditional marginal ef-

fect (ACME, conditional on the number of comments from Members of Congress)

and average direct effect (ADE) of mass comments using mediation analysis. To do

this, I estimate a model predicting the proposed mediator. Because the dependent

variable (the number of supportive comments from members of Congress) is a count

and the dispersion parameter is not significantly above 1, a Poisson model is most

appropriate.

The first two models in Table 3.8 are similar to those in Table 3.7, but the de-

pendent variable is now the mediator variable (the number of supportive mem-
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Table 3.8: Regression Models of Congressional Support and Lobbying Success for
Mediation Analysis

Fire alarm/Beacon
Mediator Model

(Poisson)

Warning Sign Mediator
Model (Poisson)

Outcome Model (OLS)

Dependent Variable Members of
Congress in

Coalition

Members of
Congress Opposing

Coalition

Lobbying Success

Pressure Campaign 0.731+ 0.081 0.192
(0.427) (0.370) (0.303)

Public 0.911* -0.320 -0.389
(0.357) (0.260) (0.328)

Log(Coalition Size) 0.121 0.064 0.156
(0.142) (0.074) (0.094)

Supports Rule -0.470** 0.825** 1.454**
(0.151) (0.266) (0.398)

Pressure Campaign ×
Public

-0.374 0.012 -0.610

(0.264) (0.490) (0.455)
Members of Congress 0.008

(0.011)

Num.Obs. 151 151 151
R2 0.425
R2 Adj. 0.276
R2 Within 0.297
R2 Pseudo 0.381 0.443
AIC 551.0 612.2 516.6
BIC 644.6 705.8 613.2
Log.Lik. -244.516 -275.112 -226.305
Std. Errors Clustered (agency) Clustered (agency) Clustered (agency)
FE: agency X X X
FE: president X X X
+ p < 0.1, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

bers of Congress). The outcome model is the same as Model 1 in Table 3.7 but in-

cludes the proposed mediator, the number of supportive comments from members

of Congress. (See Equation 3.4).

By definition, only organizations lobbying in coalition with others have members

of Congress in their coalition. Thus I exclude the “coalitions” of 1 organization and

omit the indicator of whether the group is lobbying in the coalition from the model.

I also subtract the number of members of Congress from the coalition size.

The results shown in Table 3.7 do not offer much support for hypotheses 3.5—
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that pressure campaigns attract support from legislators—or 3.6—that they re-

duce legislator opposition. If 3.5 were correct, pressure campaigns should be cor-

related with the number of supportive letters from members of Congress (the DV

in the first column). While the effects are in the expected direction, the coefficient

on Pressure Campaign in the “Fire alarm”/“Beacon” Mediator model is not sig-

nificantly different from 0 at the .05 level. If 3.6 were correct, pressure campaigns

should be negatively correlated with the number of opposing comments from mem-

bers of Congress (the DV in the second column). The coefficient on Pressure Cam-

paign in the “Warning Sign” Mediator model is also not significantly different from

0.

There is some evidence for relationships other than those hypothesized. Public in-

terest coalitions may be more likely to receive support and less likely to be opposed

by members of Congress, all else equal. Public interest coalitions have 0.91 more

supportive comments from members of Congress and have 0.32 fewer comments op-

posing them.

Because members of Congress are overall more likely to oppose proposed changes

than organizations and pressure campaigns (see Figure 3.3), there is a negative re-

lationship between supporting a proposed rule and the number of comments from

members of Congress in one’s coalition. Likewise, there is a positive relationship

between supporting a proposed rule and the number of members of Congress oppos-

ing one’s coalition.

The outcome model results (the third column in Table 3.7) are similar to the re-

sults of Model 1 in Table 3.7, despite dropping organizations lobbying alone. Again,

the strongest predictor of lobbying success is supporting the direction of policy

change. Adding congressional support to the model improves the model fit over
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Model 1 in Table 3.7 (comparing R-squared and log-likelihood). The number of

supportive comments from members of Congress is associated with a 0.01 point dif-

ference in lobbying success (S.E. = 0.03).

While there is some evidence that public pressure campaigns affect the proposed

mediator—support from members of Congress—there is little evidence for the main

relationship of interest. Given this, the proposed mediation analysis does not offer

much additional leverage on the hypotheses. The average effect of a public pressure

campaign on lobbying success, conditional on letters from members of Congress

(the ACME), is -0.08 on the 5-point scale, with a p-value of 0.124.

3.4.2 Difference in Differences in Organization-level Lobbying Success

I now turn from assessing variation across coalitions to variation within organiza-

tions as they lobby in multiple coalitions across policies and over time. Estimates

in Models 1 of Table 3.9 show the results of estimating Equation 3.6. Models 2

presents results from a similar model with fixed effects for each rule rather than

for each agency. Model 3 includes indicator variables for each president interacted

with the main variables of interest (whether an organization lobbies with a coalition

that mobilizes public pressure and whether an organization lobbies with a public or

private interest coalition).

Like the coalition-level models in Table 3.7, organizations were more likely to get

their desired result when they supported the proposed rule. The effect sizes are

smaller in the difference-in-difference specification but significantly different from

zero.

The most notable result from models 1 and 2 is the negative correlation between

lobbying success and the number of pressure campaigns organized by public interest
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Table 3.9: Difference-in-Difference Model of Lobbying Success Within Organizations

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Dependent Variable Lobbying Success Lobbying Success Lobbying Success

Pressure Campaign 0.209 0.014 -0.871
(0.251) (0.289) (0.685)

Public 0.081 0.239 -0.748
(0.234) (0.251) (0.537)

Coalition 0.293 0.042 0.091
(0.438) (0.455) (0.447)

Log(Coalition Size) -0.185+ -0.102 -0.093
(0.105) (0.116) (0.102)

Members of Congress 0.019* 0.018+ 0.023**
(0.009) (0.009) (0.008)

Supports Rule 0.826*** 0.865*** 0.644***
(0.158) (0.164) (0.163)

Pressure Campaign ×
Public

-1.091** -0.989* 0.695

(0.355) (0.385) (0.773)
Bush 0.174

(0.600)
Trump -1.544**

(0.527)
Pressure Campaign ×
Bush

0.062

(1.134)
Pressure Campaign ×
Trump

1.534*

(0.724)
Bush × Public -0.771

(0.939)
Trump × Public 1.408*

(0.583)
Campaign × Public ×
Bush

-0.934

(1.449)
Campaign × Public ×
Trump

-2.877***

(0.827)

Num.Obs. 3850 3850 3850
R2 0.868 0.884 0.873
R2 Adj. 0.308 0.377 0.329
R2 Within 0.084 0.086 0.141
R2 Pseudo
AIC 13940.4 13472.8 13798.4
BIC 33446.0 33091.1 33341.7
Log.Lik. -3852.183 -3600.417 -3775.224
Std. Errors Clustered (org_name) Clustered (org_name) Clustered (org_name)
FE: agency X X
FE: docket_id X
FE: org_name X X X
FE: president X
+ p < 0.1, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
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groups (Pressure Campaign × Public). As discussed above, it is likely due to pub-

lic interest campaigns “going down fighting,” whereas private interest campaigns

are more likely to only lobby when they think they anticipate it increasing their

chances of winning. Unlike private interest campaigns, some public interest cam-

paigns are not trying to influence policy but instead build power for future policy

fights (see Chapter 2. The fact that organizations are more likely to get the out-

come they seek when they support the draft rule makes sense because the agency is

more likely to be sympathetic to their requests.

The model in the third column of Table 3.9 clarifies that the large negative cor-

relation between public interest campaigns and lobbying success is a result of los-

ing campaigns during the Trump administration. Model 3 includes the president as

an indicator variable interacted with the indicators for the pressure campaign and

coalition type (whereas Models 1 and 2 estimate fixed effects for each president).

First, it shows that the average organization was less likely to see its desired policy

changes under President Trump than under President Obama. This is likely due to

asymmetry in organizations in this sample of high-salience rules, with far more or-

ganizations on the political left than the political right in this sample of rules. Sup-

porting this conclusion, there is a positive interaction between the indicators for a

pressure campaign and for President Trump (Pressure Campaign × Trump) for pri-

vate interest groups (the omitted category), but a very large negative relationship

for public interest group campaigns under President Trump (Pressure Campaign ×

Public × Trump).
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3.5 Conclusion

Public pressure campaigns appear to help private interests more than public inter-

ests on average. However, this correlation could have at least two observationally

equivalent causes. First, my theory predicts a strong selection effect. By nature,

public interest groups need to build grassroots power, contact lists, and a donor

base to persist to fight the next day. Unlike businesses, public interest organiza-

tions thus have incentives to launch pressure campaigns even when they have little

hope of influencing policy. Second, pressure campaigns from business groups are

rarer and perhaps more surprising. Formal models of bureaucratic policymaking

suggest that policymakers should be most affected by surprising information. Poli-

cymakers may be more likely to expect campaigns from public interest groups and

even have prior beliefs that the public is on their side. A large segment of the pub-

lic voicing support for a cause that bureaucrats perceived as narrow may be more

likely to make them question or revise their prior beliefs about the public or the

politics of their proposed policy.

Even among private interest groups and businesses, however, I find mixed evi-

dence that public pressure campaigns increase lobbying success. There are several

possible explanations for this result. For example, it may be that agencies may not

be persuaded by political information, either because of the institutions for deal-

ing with public input or decisionmakers’ biases. Alternatively, the relatively small

sample may simply lack the power to reliably estimate small effects.

I do find evidence that public pressure campaigns coalitions mobilize support

from members of Congress and reduce overt opposition by members of Congress.

However, legislators disproportionately align with private interest coalitions (i.e.,

coalitions led by business interests), not the public interest coalitions that run most
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public pressure campaigns.
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4

The Environmental Justice Movement and

Bureaucratic Policymaking

Abstract

Social movements play a critical role in advancing landmark statutes that recognize
new rights and social values. Likewise, lack of movement pressure is a leading expla-
nation for the failure of policy efforts. Yet, we have little systematic evidence about
the impact of social movements on policy. To what extent do movements shape
the thousands of policies that governments make every year? I examine how social
movements affect policymaking by assessing the environmental justice movement’s
impact on 25 thousand policy documents from 40 U.S. federal agencies. Leverag-
ing a new dataset of 42 million public comments on these policies, I find that when
public comments raise environmental justice concerns, these concerns are more
likely to be addressed in the final rule. Effect sizes vary across agencies, possibly
due to the alignment of environmental justice aims with agency missions. The mag-
nitude of public pressure also matters. When more groups and individuals raise
environmental justice concerns, policy texts are more likely to change, even when
controlling for overall levels of public attention. These findings suggest that dis-
tributive justice claims, levels of public attention, and levels of public pressure all
systematically affect policymaking.
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4.1 Introduction

The previous chapter focuses on the lobbying success of organizations and coalitions

in bureaucratic policymaking. This chapter uses similar data and measures to as-

sess the impact of a social movement.

Social movements like the civil rights movement and the environmental move-

ment are understood to have played a critical role in advancing landmark statutes

recognizing new rights and social values. Likewise, a lack of movement pressure is

a leading explanation for the failure of policy efforts to address issues like climate

change (Skocpol, 2013). Yet, we have little systematic evidence about the impact

of social movements on modern policymaking. To what extent do movements shape

the thousands of policies the government makes every year? I examine how social

movements affect policymaking by assessing the environmental justice movement’s

impact on 25 thousand policy processes in 40 U.S. federal agencies from 1993 to

2020. Environmental justice (EJ) concerns focus on unequal access to healthy en-

vironments and protection from harms caused by things like pollution and climate

change (Bullard, 1993). The environmental justice movement illustrates how ac-

tivists attempt to inject ideas directly into the policymaking process. Systematic

data on how policy documents address (or fail to address) environmental justice al-

low empirical tests of theories about when institutions will address claims raised by

activists.

I focus on the environmental justice movement because it offers a broad but

tractable scope for analysis and illuminates what is at stake in the politics of

agency policymaking. Policies affect the distribution of resources and power. How

policy documents address distributive justice issues highlights how policy processes

construct communities of relevant stakeholders and appropriate criteria to evaluate
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policy consequences. Raising environmental justice concerns in policy debates is

an example of how social movement organizations mobilize norms and evaluative

frameworks that interact with organizational identities, missions, and reputations

and, thus, impact policy decisions (Carpenter, 2001).

Chapters 2 and 3 focused on majoritarian reasons that public pressure may af-

fect policymakers (e.g., through impressions about the scale of public support or

the involvement of a member of Congress). Here, I focus on an additional type of

political information: claims about policy-relevant communities and their deserv-

ingness of governmental attention. Doing so turns the focus to how public pressure

campaigns may also advance minority rights.

Tracing ideas like environmental justice through policy processes reveals the

mechanisms by which social movements succeed or fail to influence policy. If

draft policies do not mention EJ concerns, but activists raise EJ concerns that

policymakers then address in the final policy, this may be evidence that public

pressure mattered. Likewise, when draft policies do address EJ, if groups comment

on it and then policymakers change how the final policy addresses EJ, this may be

evidence that public pressure mattered.

I assess the impact of the EJ movement qualitatively and quantitatively. Tracing

the evolution of EJ analyses through several policy processes shows that the con-

cept is hotly contested and rarely addressed by agencies in ways that activists find

acceptable. Activist pressure affected how policies addressed EJ in some cases but

failed to affect other policies.

Examining all rules published by 40 agencies to regulations.gov between 1993 and

2020, I find that activist mobilization affected policy discourse, even under adminis-

trations explicitly hostile to their cause. When public comments raise EJ concerns,
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these concerns are more likely to be addressed in policy documents. Specifically,

the number of comments mobilized (both overall and by EJ advocates specifically)

is positively correlated with agencies adding language addressing EJ to policies

where the draft policy did not mention EJ. When comments raise EJ concerns, sec-

tions of policies that do address EJ are also more likely to change. The correlation

between EJ activist mobilization and policy changes is largest for agencies with mis-

sions focused on “environmental” and distributive policy—the kinds of policymak-

ers we may expect to have institutional and cognitive processes primed to be most

responsive to EJ concerns.

4.2 Theory: Distributive Justice Claims as Policy-relevant

Information

4.2.1 Social Movements and Policy Change

Social movement pressure is a major driver of policy change (Dahl 1956; Piven

& Cloward 1977; Lipsky 1968; Tarrow 1994; Andrews 1997; McAdam 1982, 2001;

McAdam & Su 2002, McCammon et al. 2011; Cress & Snow 2000; Weldon 2002).

This is especially true for policies that redistribute wealth or other social privileges.

“From the very beginning, redistributive policies have been associated with social

classes and social movements” (Lowi and Nicholson, 2015, p. 88). The organiza-

tional forms that mobilize and channel movement pressure (often called social move-

ment organizations by those who study their organization and advocacy organiza-

tions or pressure groups by those who study their effects) are essential features of

modern politics and lawmaking (Baumgartner and Leech, 2001; Coglianese, 2001).

Conversely, the lack of broad-based support and movement pressure can be the fail-

ure of a policy effort (Skocpol, 2013).
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Scholars have also shown the effect of specific pressure tactics. For example,

protests affect policy (Gillion, 2013). Activists reshape political parties to enact

new policy agendas (Schattschneider, 1942; Cohen et al., 2008; Schlozman, 2015;

Skocpol and Williamson, 2016). Petition campaigns, in particular, can both build

the organizational capacity and political coalitions required to affect policy and

place issues on national agendas. As Carpenter (2021) finds, both Indigenous

governments and activists have long used opportunities to build coalitions and raise

concerns to the federal government:

Because they assisted in recruiting tribal communities and allies to In-
digenous causes, these petitioning moments enhanced organizational
democracy. They also advanced procedural democracy by effectively
placing Indigenous issues on local, ecclesiastical, tribal, state, and na-
tional agendas. (Carpenter, 2021, p. 119)

Protests can be an effective mechanism for minority interests to communicate

preferences to policymakers when electoral mechanisms fail to do so. Policymak-

ers learn and take informational cues from political behaviors like protests (Gillion

(2013)). Carpenter (2021) finds similar potential for petitions to serve as a channel

to raise “new claims” and influence policy beyond elections: “Petition democracy

offers another model of aggregation, where numerical minorities could still make a

case of quantitive relevance” (p. 479). Numbers matter for protests and petitions,

regardless of whether they represent a majority.

Still, most studies of social movements tend to explain social movement emer-

gence rather than specific impacts (see reviews by Meyer (2004) and Mcadam

(2017)). Reviews of the social movement literature find “limited research on [social

movement] influence” (Andrews and Edwards, 2004).
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Studies that do focus on the policy influence of social movements tend to focus

on landmark policies like the Civil Rights Act (Gillion, 2013) or case studies of lo-

cal policy issues (e.g., Bullard, 1993; Rochon and Mazmanian, 1993). Reviewing the

specificity of measures used to assess the impact of advocacy campaigns, Burstein

(2020) concludes that “[i]n contrast to those studying opinion and policy, however,

researchers studying advocacy and policy rarely discuss levels of specificity” (p. 5).

In addition to measures of advocacy and influence, there are issues with case selec-

tion. Leech (2010) argues that the influence of advocacy campaigns is overstated

because scholars focus on issues where impact is especially likely—issues character-

ized by a lot of advocacy and recent or impending policy change. Lowery (2013)

raises the opposite concern—that high-salience issues that scholars select are the

cases least likely to observe advocacy success. In short, studies often select cases

on the dependent variable. While large-scale and longitudinal studies have become

more common (Hojnacki et al., 2012), systematic impact across the thousands of

non-landmark policies that governments make every year is rarely the dependent

variable.

To address these gaps, I systematically assess the impact of the environmental

justice movement on specific policy documents across agencies and presidential ad-

ministrations. Specifically, I use public comments and changes in the text of draft

and final agency rules to assess the impact of the environmental justice movement

on bureaucratic policymaking.

4.2.2 Technical Information: The Currency of Lobbying

As discussed in the previous chapters, dominant theories of bureaucratic policymak-

ing have little room for social movements and political pressure. Instead, they focus
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on how agencies learn about policy problems and solutions (Kerwin and Furlong,

2011). Leading formal models are information-based models where sophisticated

lobbying groups affect policy by revealing information to the agency (Gailmard and

Patty, 2017; Libgober, 2018), and empirical studies support the conclusion that

information is the currency of lobbying in rulemaking (Yackee, 2012; Cook, 2017;

Gordon and Rashin, 2018; Walters, 2019a).

Agency rulemaking is an especially technocratic and legalistic form of policymak-

ing that explicitly privileges scientific and legal facts as the appropriate basis for

decisions. Procedural requirements to consider relevant information create incen-

tives for lobbying groups to overwhelm agencies with complex technical information,

making rulemaking obscure to all but the most well-informed insiders (Wagner,

2010). Influence in rulemaking generally requires resources and technical expertise

(Yackee, 2019).

The result is that rulemaking is dominated by sophisticated and well-resourced

interest groups capable of providing new technical or legal information. Empir-

ical scholarship finds that economic elites and business groups dominate Ameri-

can politics in general (Jacobs and Skocpol, 2005; Soss, Hacker and Mettler, 2007;

Hertel-Fernandez, 2019; Hacker, 2003; Gilens and Page, 2014) and rulemaking in

particular (Seifter, 2016; Crow, Albright and Koebele, 2015; Wagner, Barnes and

Peters, 2011; West, 2009; Yackee and Yackee, 2006; Yackee, 2006; Golden, 1998;

Haeder and Yackee, 2015; Cook, 2017; Libgober and Carpenter, 2018). To the ex-

tent that scholars address public pressure campaigns, both existing theory and em-

pirical scholarship suggest skepticism that public pressure campaigns matter. For

example, Balla et al. (2018) find that “legal imperatives trump political considera-

tions” (p. 1). (See Sections 2.2.2.1 and 3.2.1 for reviews of scholarship on mass com-
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ment campaigns and their impact on policy.) My analysis in Chapter 3 also shows

no clear relationship between public pressure and lobbying success. Causes that

directly confront elite and business interests, like the environmental justice move-

ment, may be especially unlikely to influence bureaucratic policymaking. Alterna-

tively, it is also possible that some social movements have normative and political

resources sufficient to overcome the technocratic biases of bureaucratic policymak-

ing.

4.2.3 Political Information

While social movement organizations do engage in fights over technical reports and

scientific studies, the information that activists provide is often more overtly polit-

ical. As discussed in Section 2.2, Nelson and Yackee (2012) identify political infor-

mation as a potentially influential result of groups expanding their lobbying coali-

tion. While they focus on mobilizing experts, they describe a dynamic that can be

extended to mobilizing public pressure:

coalition lobbying can generate new information and new actors—
beyond simply the ‘usual suspects’ —relevant to policy decisionmakers.
(p. 343)

Expanding on the arguments about the potential value of political information

advanced in the previous chapters, I argue that mobilizing new actors to partici-

pate in the policymaking process may yield information about a policy’s disparate

effects. Information about a policy’s disparate effects is an additional form of polit-

ical information. Like levels of public attention and pressure, the normative appeal

of distributive justice claims can be a political resource, potentially allowing groups
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to change policymakers’ perceptions of their political environment and the political

consequences of their decisions.

4.2.3.1 Information About a Policy’s Disparate Effects

The politics and outcomes of policymaking depend on how the relevant groups are

defined (Lowi, 1964). While specific data on disparate impacts of policy may re-

quire expertise (Ganz and Soule, 2019), anyone can highlight a community of con-

cern or potential distributive effects of a policy. Identifying communities of concern

is a political statement that does not require technical expertise. Just as Nelson

and Yackee (2012) found regarding mobilizing diverse experts, mobilizing diverse

communities affected by a policy may introduce new claims from new actors about

how the communities that a policy may benefit or harm should be constructed.

Informing policymakers about how a particular set of stakeholders will be af-

fected can be a lobbying tactic. Distributive justice claims simultaneously assert

that a particular group deserves specific attention and demand that the policy-

maker account for how that group may be impacted, both of which may require

revisions to the policy. Likewise, an organization may tell policymakers what a

key constituency or affected groups think about the proposed policy—for example,

whether they support or oppose the policy. Instead of bolstering scientific claims,

such comments that focus on a policy’s disparate impacts bolster political claims

about who counts and even who exists as a distinct, potentially affected group that

deserves policymakers’ attention.

The political construction of policy-relevant groups through the policy process

has long interested administrative law scholars. Gellhorn (1972) argues that “in-

dividuals and groups willing to assist administrative agencies in identifying inter-
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ests deserving protection” (p. 403) improve the policy process. Seifter (2016) argues

that policymaker’s beliefs about who is lobbying them and who those groups repre-

sent ought to be (and likely is) key to how they respond.

The power of groups to affect policy depends on their recognition by formal and

informal institutions. All organizations systematically privilege some policy prob-

lems, solutions, and types of information over others.

All forms of political organization have a bias in favor of the exploita-
tion of some kinds of conflict and the suppression of others because or-
ganization is the mobilization of bias. Some issues are organized into
politics, while others are organized out. (Schattschneider, 1975, p. 71)

Public comment periods in agency rulemaking are formally more “identity neu-

tral” than policy processes with procedural rights reserved for certain interests

(Feinstein, 2021). This means that the political construction of relevant groups

depends on who participates and the identities they mobilize or claim to repre-

sent. As Yackee (2019) and others note, the information costs mean that individ-

uals rarely participate. Instead, groups claim to represent various constituencies.

“Because the costs of individualized participation in policy decision making are of-

ten excessive, informal representatives are prevalent as a form of participation in

agency decisions” (Rossi, 1997, p. 194).

Bureaucratic policymaking in the United States is dominated by cost-benefit anal-

ysis, which requires defining groups that are benefited or harmed by a policy and

may even weigh or prioritize benefits or costs to certain groups. Agencies have

many reasons to consider the distributional effects of policy and often do. For ex-

ample, President Biden issued a memorandum instructing the Director of the Office

of Management and Budget to propose recommendations for “procedures that take
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into account the distributional consequences of regulations.” Thus, comments rais-

ing distributive concerns provide potentially influential political information.

This distributive information raises claims of distributive justice. Public comment

periods are celebrated as “a crucial way to ensure that agency decisions are legiti-

mate, accountable, and just” (Bierschbach and Bibas, 2012, p. 20). “Public partic-

ipation can force agencies to rethink initial inclinations” (Seifter, 2016, p. 1329)—

such as which social groups are relevant or deserve special attention. Courts pur-

portedly review policy decisions made through rulemaking with a particular eye to-

ward whether they foster “fairness and deliberation” (United States v. Mead Corp.,

2001) and occasionally note the volume or diversity of participants in the public

comment process (e.g., Vermont Yankee v. NRDC, 1978). While there is mixed em-

pirical evidence about the importance of policy processes for judicial review, the

number of public comments received on a draft policy is associated with courts let-

ting the final agency policy stand (Judge-Lord, 2016). Despite the dominance of

business groups and seeming lack of success for public pressure campaigns in gen-

eral, claims of distributive justice may have a unique role in bureaucratic policy-

making.

4.2.3.2 Public Pressure as a Political Resource

The chances that an agency will address distributive justice claims may be af-

fected by other political factors, including the overall levels of public attention

or public pressure. As theorized in Section 3.2, the number of supporters may

matter because it indicates support among relevant communities or the broader

public. Again, instead of bolstering scientific claims, perceived levels of public

support bolster political claims. An organization’s ability to expand the scope of
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conflict by mobilizing a large number of people can be a valuable political resource

(Schattschneider, 1975).

I argued in Chapter 2 that interest groups and their lobbying coalitions are the

proper units of analysis, and individual participants are best understood as mea-

suring an amplitude of support for their efforts. While scholars often compare the

participation of groups from individual citizens (see Yackee (2019) for a review),

“it can be difficult to distinguish an individual’s independent contribution from an

interest-group-generated form letter” (Seifter, 2016, pg. 1313). As (Rossi, 1997,

p. 194) argues, “individuals are most likely to participate in agency decisions by

virtue of their membership in interest groups.” Indeed, as I demonstrated in Section

2.4, nearly all individual comments on proposed policies are mobilized by interest

groups. Researchers should view the participation of individuals as a direct result

of interest group mobilization and can ignore the small number of unaffiliated indi-

viduals.

Because many politically active groups are “memberless” or run by professionals

who lobby with little input from their members (Baumgartner and Leech, 2001;

Skocpol, 2003; Schlozman, Verba and Brady, 2012), evidence of an actual con-

stituency is valuable political information. Petition signatures and form letters

are among the only ways a pressure group can demonstrate an engaged and

issue-specific constituency on whose behalf they claim to advocate. While lobbying

disclosure requirements could provide other information about how well groups

represent the constituencies they claim to represent (Seifter, 2016), letter-writing

campaigns are one of the only strategies currently available to demonstrate issue-

specific congruence between the positions of groups and the people they claim to

represent (see Chapter 2).
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Finally, building on the distinction between direct and indirect influence set out

in 2.2, expanding the scope of conflict by mobilizing public attention to rulemaking

may shift policymakers’ attention away from the technical information provided by

the “usual suspects” and toward the distributive effects of policy. The “fire alarm”

role that interest groups play in the policy process (McCubbins and Schwartz, 1984)

may have different effects when sounding the alarm also involves “going public.”

4.2.4 Hypotheses

The existing literature on bureaucratic policymaking in general—and EJ advo-

cacy in particular—presents competing intuitions about the effect of EJ activists

and the broader public in rulemaking. From the above discussion about the po-

tential impacts of political information in bureaucratic policymaking, I distill five

hypotheses—three about distributive information and two about public pressure. I

posit each hypothesis in the direction that advocacy groups do affect rulemaking

while also noting equally plausible intuitions for the opposite conclusions. Because

of the general skepticism and empirical work that has found that advocacy groups

and public pressure campaigns have little to no effect on rulemaking, I set the em-

pirical bar low: do EJ advocates and public pressure campaigns have any effect at

all on policy documents. Rather than focusing on substantive policy changes as I

did in Chapter 3, the dependent variable for my analyses in this chapter is more

discursive: I now include response to environmental justice claims in policy docu-

ments in my measures of lobbying success, not just substantive policy changes that

groups may demand.

4.2.4.1 Distributive Information Hypotheses

Distributive Claims Hypothesis:
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Hypothesis 4.1. Policymakers are more likely to change whether or how policies

address distributive justice when commenters raise distributive justice concerns.

As discussed above, agency policymakers have incentives to address distributive

concerns, especially environmental justice, due to E.O. 12898 and judicial review of

compliance with the Administrative Procedures Act. By raising EJ concerns, com-

menters draw attention to the distribution of policy impacts—who a policy may

affect. Asserting definitions and categories of stakeholders and affected groups is

one type of policy-relevant information.

Repeated Claims Hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4.2. Policymakers are more likely to change whether or how policies

address concerns when more commenters raise them.

Scholarship on lobbying in rulemaking emphasizes the value of repeated informa-

tion and coalition size (Mendelson, 2011; Nelson and Yackee, 2012). This implies

that the more unique comments that raise EJ concerns, the more likely it is that

their coalition will influence the policy process. As described below, I distinguish

unique comments from mass comments. The number of unique comments approxi-

mates a coalition’s size regarding the number of different groups, each submitting a

unique text. The total number of comments, including signatures on identical form

letters, indicates public attention and pressure.

Competing intuitions and other prior studies oppose both Hypotheses 4.1 and

4.2. First, formal models and empirical scholarship on lobbying in rulemaking em-

phasize the importance of novel science and technical information—things unknown

to agency experts (Wagner, 2010). Claims about distributive justice, especially the
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repetition of such claims, provides no new technical information. Second, business

commenters are influential, and public interest groups are not (Yackee and Yackee,

2006; Haeder and Yackee, 2015). Because environmental justice claims often con-

flict with business interests, such claims may be especially disadvantaged. Finally,

policymakers may be more likely to anticipate EJ concerns when they are more

salient to interest groups. This would mean that rules where commenters raise EJ

concerns may be the least likely to change whether or how EJ is addressed because

policymakers are more likely to have already considered these issues and stated

their final position in the draft rule.

Policy Receptivity Hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4.3. Policymakers who more frequently address concerns like environ-

mental justice will be more responsive to commenters raising those concerns.

Some agencies may be more receptive to certain kinds of lobbying—for example,

claims about distributive justice—than others. Bureaucracies are specialized institu-

tions built to make and implement certain kinds of policies based on certain goals

and types of facts. Each agency has distinct norms and epistemic communities.

Some may see the same issue as “environmental” where others do not. Likewise,

some may see disparate impacts that demand consideration of distributive “jus-

tice” where other officials with different norms and training see no such disparity.

In short, some policymakers may see their policy area as more related to environ-

mental justice than others and thus be more receptive to commenters’ concerns.

The competing intuition to Hypothesis 4.3 is that policymakers familiar with EJ

concerns are least likely to respond to EJ concerns because they anticipate these

concerns—they are not novel to them. If so, agencies that rarely consider EJ may
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be more easily influenced by commenters who present somewhat novel informa-

tion and concerns. These policymakers may be less likely to have preempted EJ

critiques in the draft policy.

4.2.4.2 Public Pressure Hypotheses

Public Attention Hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4.4. Proposed policies are more likely to change when they receive

more public attention (e.g., more public comments).

If policymakers respond to public pressure, policy should be more likely to change

when more people comment on a draft policy. This follows the intuition that policy

is most likely to move in high-salience policy processes (Leech, 2010).

The competing intuition against Hypothesis 4.4 is again that large numbers of

comments indicate policy processes that were already salient before the public pres-

sure campaign. Anticipating public scrutiny, policymakers would be more likely to

have stated their final position in the draft policy. If this is the case, policies with

more public comments should be less likely to change. Public attention could also

be unrelated to policy change, meaning that policymakers neither anticipate nor

respond to public attention in writing or revising policy documents.

Public Pressure Hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4.5. Policies are more likely to address an issue when they receive

more public attention (e.g., more public comments) and at least one comment

raises that issue.
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This hypothesis asserts that the overall level of public attention will condition

policy responses to specific claims–it is the interaction between the number of to-

tal public comments and at least one of those comments raising EJ concerns that

makes policy more likely to address EJ.

The competing intuition against Hypothesis 4.5 is again that large numbers of

comments indicate high-salience rulemakings where policymakers are more likely to

anticipate public scrutiny, including how they did or did not address specific issues

like environmental justice. If policymakers anticipate public scrutiny, they may be

more likely to preempt EJ concerns and state their final position in the draft policy.

4.3 Testing the Theory

4.3.1 Environmental Justice as a Boundary-drawing Tool

The politics of environmental justice has several convenient properties for studying

the policy impact of social movements. First, discourse around policies framed as

“environmental” issues are, unlike issues like civil rights and immigration, inconsis-

tently racialized and, unlike issues like taxes and spending, inconsistently focused

on distributions of costs and benefits. This means that policies may or may not be

framed in environmental justice terms. Despite policy almost always having dis-

parate impacts, an “environmental” frame often creates a human-environment dis-

tinction and shifts attention to non-human objects such as air, water, food, or land-

scapes and away from the distribution of access to them or protection from them

when they are contaminated. By focusing on distributions of costs and benefits,

fights over EJ analyses differ from more traditional utilitarian or preservationist

analyses.
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Second, compared to other ideas around which people mobilize, “environmental

justice” is a fairly distinctive phrase. Most people who use this phrase share a gen-

eral definitional foundation. Even attempts to reframe the term (e.g., to focus on

class rather than race or jobs rather than health) come about as dialectical moves

related to the term’s historical uses. Thus, when “environmental justice” appears

in a text, it is rarely a coincidence of words; its appearance is a result of the move-

ment or reactions to it.

Third, this phrase appears frequently when the idea is discussed. There are few

synonyms. Groups raising equity concerns on environmental issues commonly

use the phrase “environmental justice.” Those who use narrower, related terms—

including the older concept of “environmental racism” and the newer concept of

“climate justice”—almost always use “environmental justice” in their advocacy as

well.

Finally, the term is relevant to rulemaking records in particular because Ex-

ecutive Order 12898 was issued in 1994 by President Clinton—“Federal Actions

to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income

Populations”—directs all agencies to consider EJ implications of their actions and

policies. Executive Orders from Presidents Obama and Biden and statements from

agency heads in every administration have since interpreted and reinterpreted parts

of this Order, all with direct implications for rulemaking. This does not mean that

all draft or final rules address EJ, but they tend to cite Executive Order 12898

and explicitly discuss environmental justice when they do. For the same reason,

commenters who critique draft rules also cite this Executive Order and use this

language. Again, this is true both for movement activists and reactionary efforts

to redefine the term. While EO 12898 does not itself create a right to sue agencies,
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courts may strike down rules for failing to comply with procedural requirements

of the Administrative Procedures Act (APA) and National Environmental Policy

Act (NEPA) if the agency fails to “examine the relevant data” or “consider an

important aspect of the problem” (Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n v. State Farm Mut.

Auto. Ins. Co., 1983). This can include an agency’s 12898 EJ analysis: “environ-

mental justice analysis can be reviewed under NEPA and the APA” (Communities

Against Runway Expansion, Inc. v. FAA, 2004). The legal salience of the phrase

“environmental justice” means that advocates attempting to frame policies in

distributive terms tend to use the phrase, and agencies also tend to use it if they

respond to these concerns.

4.3.2 Data

To examine whether EJ activists and public pressure campaigns shape policy doc-

uments, I collect the text of all draft rules, public comments, and final rules from

regulations.gov. Then, I select rulemaking documents from agencies that published

at least one rule explicitly addressing EJ from 1993 to 2020. This yields over 25,000

rulemaking dockets from 40 agencies; 12,257 of these have both a proposed and fi-

nal rule.1

Despite E.O. 12898, most rules do not address EJ. Figure 4.1 shows that most

draft and final rules (about 90 percent) do not mention “environmental justice.”

The number of policies that take EJ into account (rather than just mentioning the

E.O. 12898) is likely even lower (Gauna et al., 2001; Revesz, 2018). Interestingly,

the total number of final rules and the percent of the total addressing EJ have re-

mained relatively stable for the period where regulations.gov data are complete (af-
1Some final rules are published without a draft, and some proposed rules are withdrawn or

never finalized. Additional descriptives on each type of rule are available in the online appendix.
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ter 2005). From 2006 to 2020, these agencies published between 2000 and 3000 final

rules per year, of which between 200 and 300 addressed EJ.

Figure 4.1: Proposed and Final Rules by Whether they Address Environmental
Justice.

Even at the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), where most policies are

clearly framed as “environmental” issues, a consistent minority of rules address EJ.

Many agencies that make policy with apparent EJ effects almost never address EJ.

These include the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), Department of Housing and

Urban Development (HUD), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA), Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), and the Office of Surface Min-

ing (OSM). A majority of rules addressed EJ only in a few years at a few agencies

that publish relatively few rules, including the Council on Environmental Quality
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(CEQ), Army Corps of Engineers (COE), Federal Emergency Management Agency

(FEMA), Forest Service (FS), and several Department of Transportation agencies

(the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Federal Motor Carrier Safety Ad-

ministration (FMCSA), Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), and Federal Tran-

sit Administration (FTA)). Figure 4.2 shows the number of rulemaking projects

over time by whether they ultimately addressed EJ at agencies that either pub-

lished more than ten rules addressing EJ or receiving over 100 comments raising

EJ concerns.

Figure 4.2: Number of Proposed and Final Rules Addressing Environmental Justice
at the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), Army Corps of Engineers (COE),
Department of Transportation (DOT), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), Federal Rail-
road Administration (FRA), Forest Service (FS), Federal Transit Administration
(FTA), Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment (HUD), National Highway Transportation Saftey Administration (NHTSA),
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), and Office of Surface Mining (OSM)
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4.3.2.1 Comments

Figure 4.3 shows the number of comments on each proposed rule published between

1993 and 2020. Light red circles indicate rules where no commenters raised EJ con-

cerns. Dark blue triangles indicate rules where they did. The bottom row shows the

subset of rules where “environmental justice” appeared in neither the draft nor the

final rule. The middle row shows rules in which “environmental justice” appeared

in the final but not the draft. My first analysis compares these two subsets. The

top row shows rules where “environmental justice” appeared in both the draft and

final rule. My second analysis assesses change in this subset of rules. Predictably,

commenters most often raised EJ concerns on rules in the first row, but many rules

that did not initially address EJ still received comments raising EJ concerns.

4.3.2.2 Interest Groups and Second-order Representation

When lobbying during rulemaking, groups often make dubious claims to represent

broad segments of the public (Seifter, 2016). Thus, to interpret substantive results

or the normative import of any findings in this analysis, it is insufficient to know

which groups participate. We also need to know who these groups claim to repre-

sent and whether those people are actually involved in the organization’s decisions.

As Seifter argues:

the expertise a group claims is often based on its ability to convey a
particular constituency’s perspective, experience, or concerns…A group
that does not have or engage with a membership cannot reliably con-
vey those sorts of constituency-based insights. Moreover, even when a
group’s assertions seem independent of a constituency—say, the results
of a scientific study—information about second-order participation mat-
ters. Understanding the group’s sources, funding, and potential biases is
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Figure 4.3: Number of Comments on Proposed and Final Rules and Whether Com-
ments Raised Environmental Justice Concerns

important to assessing the reliability of its information and its contribu-
tion to agency expertise (Seifter, 2016, p. 1306).

Examining second-order representation is thus required to assess “what contem-

porary participation does and does not achieve” (Seifter, 2016, pg. 1306)—for ex-

ample, the extent to which EJ concerns (and any potential policy response) indi-

cate genuine social movement advocacy and influence. Recall that EJ is a contested

concept used to evoke different distributive claims by different groups. The preva-

lence and impact of EJ concerns in the policy process are only meaningful against

the backdrop of who exactly is using EJ rhetoric.

I examine who is raising EJ concerns in two ways. First, I identify the top orga-
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nizational commenters such as tribes, businesses, and nonprofits using EJ language

and investigate whom these groups represent. Second, for comments where com-

menters signed their name, I compare surnames to their racial and ethnic identity

propensities in the U.S. Census. Together these two pieces of information allow

me to comment on “second-order” representation. This is a proxy for the extent

to which public comments are representative of the groups they claim to represent

(Seifter, 2016).

Which Organizations Most Often Raise EJ Concerns? To explore who

raises EJ concerns, I first identify the organization behind each comment through

a mix of hand-coding and text analysis. This includes organizational comments on

signed letterhead and individuals who use the text of a form letter provided by an

organization. I then investigated the top 20 organizations that mobilized the most

comments (form letters) mentioning “environmental justice” and all organizations

that raised EJ concerns on more than one policy.

The top mobilizer of comments mentioning “environmental justice” between

1993 and 2020 was the Sierra Club, with over 340,000 comments mentioning EJ

on dozens of rules. The Sierra Club is a membership organization whose members

pay dues, elect the leaders of local chapters and have some say in local advocacy

efforts. However, its policy work is directed by a more traditional national advocacy

organization funded by donations, including over $174 million from Bloomberg Phi-

lanthropies that funded several of the public pressure campaigns in these data. The

Sierra Club does have a major program arm dedicated to Environmental Justice

that works with local partners “to foster the growth of the environmental justice

movement so that oppressed communities will find justice and everyone can expe-

rience the benefits of a healthy and sustainable future”(Club, 2021). The extent to
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which those individuals have a formal say in the national organization’s lobbying

decisions varies across campaigns. The National Board of Directors adopted a

statement on social justice in 1993 and principles on environmental justice in 2001.

The national website does contain regular Spanish language content. As a federated

organization with many local efforts, it is difficult to generalize about second-order

representation.

The second most prolific organizer of EJ comments was Earthjustice, with over

175,000 comments on many of the same rules that the Sierra Club lobbied on.

Earthjustice is primarily engaged in litigation on behalf of environmental causes.

Their website boasts 2.2 million supporters, but it is not clear who they are or if

they play any role in the advocacy strategy. A search on the website returns 360

results for “Environmental Justice,” with the top results from staff biographies

who work on more local or targeted campaigns, such as environmental conditions

for the incarcerated. The EJ language used on the main page is relatively vague.

For example, “We are fighting for a future where children can breathe clean air,

no matter where they live.” (Earthjustice, 2017). The website does contain some

Spanish-language content.

The Natural Resources Defense Council is similar to Earthjustice—a national

nonprofit funded by donations and focused on litigation—but they also lobby and

organize public pressure campaigns, including over 160,000 comments mentioning

environmental justice.

CREDO Action and MoveOn are more generic progressive mobilizers who lack a

systematic focus on EJ issues, but occasionally leverage their vast membership and

contact lists to support EJ campaigns led by others.

The Alliance for Climate Protection is more of an elite political group founded by
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former Vice President Al Gore.

We Act and Communities for a Better Environment both have environmental

justice in their central mission statement. Community leaders founded We Act in

Harlem, New York, to advocate against environmental racism and poor air qual-

ity (WEACT, 2017). Communities for a Better Environment has projects through-

out California but is particularly active in Oakland (CBECAL, 2017). Much of the

content of their website is in both English and Spanish. Both organizations focus

primarily on “low-income communities of color” and frame their work primarily in

terms of race and class. While both organizations participated in national policy-

making, WeAct is more focused on communities in Harlem and New York, whereas

Communities for a Better Environment casts a broader frame: “CBE’s vision of

environmental justice is global—that’s why the organization continues to partici-

pate in such international efforts as the Indigenous Environmental Network and the

Global Week of Action for Climate Justice” (CBECAL, 2017).

While not a large portion of EJ comments, private companies repeatedly raise re-

search about the unequal impacts of policy to frame these issues as a legitimate but

unresolved scientific debate that is not yet conclusive enough to base regulations

on, mirroring the way tobacco and fossil fuel companies have emphasized scientific

uncertainty in their lobbying efforts. For example, in one comment, the Southern

Company wrote:

People with lower SES are exposed to almost an order of magnitude
more traffic near their homes (Reynolds et al., 2001), and live closer to
large industrial sites and are exposed to more industrial air pollution
(Jerrett et al., 2001). Legitimate health concerns must be addressed.
But adopting standards with a scientific basis so uncertain that health
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improvement cannot be assured is not sound public health policy. (EPA-
HQ-OAR-2004-0018-0211)

Other electric utility companies and the American Chemistry Council (the Chem-

ical Industry’s Trade Association) submitted nearly identical language on multiple

proposed rules. Like many companies, the Southern Company claimed to represent

its customers: “electric generating companies and their customers are expected to

bear much of the burden” of regulations (EPA-HQ-OAR-2004-0018-0211). Yet, cus-

tomers have little say in companies’ decisions.

Overall, regarding second-order representation, it appears that the groups most

often using the language of environmental justice may do so sincerely but generally

represent affected communities in a surrogate capacity (Mansbridge, 2003). Several

groups representing local communities and led by community leaders have partici-

pated, but not nearly as often or with the same intensity as the “big greens.” The

domination of large advocacy organizations highlights the importance of resources

as a condition for lobbying and mobilizing. Not all groups that may benefit from

generating political information can leverage it because they lack the resources to

fund a campaign or even comment on relevant policies. However, smaller, more

member-driven groups may partner with national groups that have more resources

to mobilize on their behalf. Finally, a third, much less common type of commenter

raises EJ issues to reframe them as ongoing debates and thus undermine their ur-

gency. I call this reason for engaging an attempt to “break a perceived consensus.”

In a way, the fact that energy companies felt compelled to acknowledge and ques-

tion EJ concerns suggests their importance for policy outcomes.

https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OAR-2004-0018-0211
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OAR-2004-0018-0211
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OAR-2004-0018-0211
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Commenter Race To estimate the racial distribution of commenters using EJ

language, I select commenters who signed with a surname appearing in Census

records. Figure 4.4 shows a probabilistic racial distribution of commenters who

raise EJ concerns in their comments based on the distribution of self-reported racial

identities associated with surnames as recorded in the 2010 census.2 I estimate this

distribution using the proportion of people with a given surname identified as be-

longing to each racial category (from this limited set of options). This approach

does not assign specific individuals to racial categories. Instead, it represents each

commenter as a set of probabilities adding up to 1. The estimated racial distribu-

tion of the sample is the sum of individual probabilities.

Figure 4.4: Estimated Racial Distribution from Census Surnames of Commenters
raising “Environmental Justice” Concerns in Rulemaking

Compared to the overall distribution in the 2010 census, this sample of

commenters appears to be slightly disproportionately Black and less than propor-

tionately Latinx or Asian, with just slightly fewer Whites relative to the national

population. This is unsurprising, given that Black Americans have led theorizing

and activism around environmental justice (Bullard, 1993).
2I recode “Hispanic” as “Latinx.”
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4.3.3 Tracing Ideas Through Rulemaking: Environmental Justice as a

Contested Concept

Using an environmental justice frame does not always imply the same communities

of concern. Environmental justice emerged from movements against environmental

racism, especially the disposal of toxic materials in predominantly Black neighbor-

hoods (Bullard, 1993). However, the term quickly took on other meanings, encom-

passing various marginalized groups. President Clinton’s 1994 Executive Order on

Environmental Justice required all parts of the federal government to make “ad-

dressing disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects

of programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income popu-

lations” a core aspect of their mission. This meant considering the disproportionate

effects of policies by race and income during rulemaking.

In 2005, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) political appointees reinter-

preted the Order, removing race as a factor in identifying and prioritizing popula-

tions. This move was criticized by activists and two reports by EPA’s own Office of

Inspector General (EPA-OIG-2004-P-00007 and EPA-OIG-2006-P-00034).

President Obama’s EPA Administrators reestablished race as a factor. They

named EJ as one of their top priorities, but they also faced criticism from activists

for paying lip service to environmental racism without adequate policy changes.

In an October 2017 proposed rule to repeal restrictions on power plant pollution,

the Trump EPA acknowledged that “low-income and minority communities located

in proximity to [power plants] may have experienced an improvement in air qual-

ity as a result of the emissions reductions.” Because the Obama EPA discussed EJ

when promulgating the Clean Power Plan rule (stating that “climate change is an

environmental justice issue”), the Trump EPA attempted to reframe rather than ig-

https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-12/documents/20040301-2004-p-00007.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2015-11/documents/20060918-2006-p-00034.pdf
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nore environmental justice. The Trump EPA contended that the Obama EPA “did

not address lower household energy bills for low-income households [and that] work-

ers losing jobs in regions or occupations with weak labor markets would have been

most vulnerable” (EPA 2017). Like regulated industry commenters, these state-

ments frame the distribution of jobs and electricity costs as EJ issues in order to

push back against policies that would equalize the distribution of health impacts

from pollution.

The central conflict over the role of race in policy analyses is just one of many

conflicts that the environmental justice movement has caused to be fought some-

what on its terms. The next section briefly reviews the decades-long policy fight

over regulating Mercury pollution to illustrate how these definitional conflicts shape

rules and rulemaking. This case and other examples in this article emerged from

reading hundreds of rulemaking documents where agencies did and did not respond

to comments raising EJ concerns. Their purpose is to assess whether the cases in

the quantitative analysis are plausibly what they appear to be: that changes in rule

text are, sometimes, causally related to public comments and that non-changes are

cases of agencies disregarding comments, not some accident of the data or measures.

The qualitative reading also confirmed other key assumptions, such as the fact that

advocates do, in fact, use “environmental justice” when they raise distributional

concerns, even on many rules that are not about issues traditionally considered “en-

vironmental.”

4.3.3.1 The Evolving Distributional Politics of Mercury Pollution

Definitions of the public good and minority rights are implicit in most policy doc-

uments, including agency rules. The public comment process offers an opportunity
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to protest these definitions. Protest is one way that marginalized groups can com-

municate opinions on issues to government officials (Gillion, 2013). In the EPA’s

Mercury Rules, two definitional issues were decisive. First, as with many forms of

pollution, mercury-emitting power plants are concentrated in low-income and non-

White communities. Second, some populations consume much more locally-caught

freshwater fish, a major vector of Mercury toxicity. Studies inspired by the political

controversy around the Mercury Rules found high risk among certain communities,

including “Hispanic, Vietnamese, and Laotian populations in California and Great

Lakes tribal populations (Chippewa and Ojibwe) active on ceded territories around

the Great Lakes” (EPA 2012). Thus the standards that EPA chooses depend on

whom the regulation aims to protect: the average citizen, local residents, or fishing

communities. This decision has disparate effects based on race and class because of

disparate effects based on geography and cultural practices.

In December 2000, when the EPA first announced its intention to regulate Mer-

cury from power plants, the notice published in the Federal Register did not address

EJ issues, such as the disparate effects of mercury on certain populations; it only

discussed anticipated impacts in reference to “the U.S. population” (EPA 2000).

When the first draft rule was published, it only discussed the effects of the rule on

regulated entities, noting that “Other types of entities not listed could also be af-

fected” (EPA 2002). Commenting on this draft, Heather McCausland of the Alaska

Community Action on Toxics (ACAT) wrote:

The amount of methyl-mercury and other bioaccumulative chemicals
consumed by Alaskans (especially Alaskan Natives) could potentially
be much higher than is assumed… [This could increase] the Alaskan
Native mortality rate for babies, which according to the CDC, is 70%
higher than the United States verage. Indigenous Arctic & Alaskan Na-
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tive populations are some of the most polluted populations in the world.
Global transport & old military sites contaminate us too.

By citing the CDC, McCausland’s comment provided both technical and distribu-

tive information. As allies mobilized, public pressure mounted to address the dis-

parate impacts of mercury levels. After receiving hundreds of thousands of com-

ments and pressure from tribal governments and organizations, a revised proposed

rule echoed McCausland’s comment noting that

Some subpopulations in the U.S., such as Native Americans, Southeast
Asian Americans, and lower-income subsistence fishers may rely on fish
as a primary source of nutrition and/or for cultural practices. Therefore,
they consume larger amounts of fish than the general population and
may be at a greater risk of the adverse health effects from Hg due to
increased exposure (04-1539/p-719).

After nearly a million additional public comments, a further revised proposed rule

ultimately included five pages of analysis of the disparate impacts on “vulnerable

populations” including “African Americans,” “Hispanic,” “Native American,” and

“Other and Multi-racial” groups (EPA 2011). In the final rule, “vulnerable popula-

tions” was replaced with “minority, low income, and indigenous populations” (EPA

2012). The EPA had also conducted an analysis of sub-populations with particu-

larly high potential risks of exposure due to high rates of fish consumption as well

as additional analysis of the distribution of mortality risk by race.

Of this second round of comments, over 200 unique comments explicitly raised EJ

issues. The Little River Band of Ottawa Indians expressed the Tribe’s

…frustration at trying to impress upon the EPA the multiple and pro-
found impacts of mercury contamination from a Tribal perspective. Not

https://www.federalregister.gov/d/04-1539/p-719
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to mention the obligations under treaties to participate with tribes on a
‘Government to Government’ basis. At present, no such meetings have
occurred in any meaningful manner with EPA Region V, the EPA Na-
tional American Indian Environmental Office, nor the State of Michi-
gan’s Department of Environmental Quality…Although EPA purported
to consider environmental justice as it developed its Clean Air Mercury
Rule, it failed utterly. In this rulemaking, the EPA perpetuated, rather
than ameliorated, a long history of cultural discrimination against tribes
and their members (https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-
OAR-2009-0234-12462, p. 67).

Did comments like these play a role in EPA’s changed analysis of whom Mercury

limits should aim to protect? Because of the many potential sources of influence, it

may be difficult to attribute causal effects of particular comments on a given pol-

icy. However, comments may serve as a good proxy for the general mobilization of

groups and individuals around an administrative process, and it is not clear why

the EPA would not address EJ in the first draft of a rule and then add it to subse-

quent drafts in the absence of activist pressure. Electoral politics does not offer an

easy explanation. The notice proposing the Mercury Rule was issued by the Clinton

administration, the same administration that issued the Executive Order on Envi-

ronmental Justice, and the subsequent drafts that did address EJ issues were pub-

lished by the Bush administration, which had a more contentious relationship with

EJ advocates, while Republicans controlled both houses of Congress. The expan-

sion of the analysis from one draft to the next seems to be in response to activist

pressure.

https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-12462
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-12462
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4.3.4 Measuring Policy Change

Having shown how public comments and pressure can influence policy texts, I as-

sess the general relationship between comments and policy texts across all rules. I

use two indicators of responsiveness to model the effect of public comments on pol-

icy documents: whether a rule addresses EJ and change in how it addresses EJ, i.e.,

change in portions of the text discussing EJ. Both measures represent a relatively

low bar, indicating whether the agency explicitly paid any attention to EJ. This

is similar to measures of “procedural responsiveness” used by Balla et al. (2020).

The low empirical bar is appropriate because prior research, including the results

reviewed in Section 3.4, shows little to no effect of public comments from advocacy

groups (Yackee and Yackee, 2006; Balla et al., 2020) and low levels of attention to

EJ concerns in particular (Figure 4.1).

Examples in the previous section illustrate how text mentioning “environmental

justice” might be added or changed. Carefully tracing a few rulemaking processes

also helped to avoid analytic pitfalls. For example, one case where an agency did

an EJ analysis and then appeared not to respond to a comment discussing EJ was,

in fact, due to the fact that the commenter included an annotated version of the

draft rule in their comment, adding only “no comment” next to the 12898 section.

To correct this, I removed text copied from the proposed rule from comments in

pre-processing.

4.3.4.1 Measure 1: Adding Text Addressing EJ to Final Rules

For the subset of draft rules that did not address EJ, I measure whether agencies

added any mention of “environmental justice” in the final rule. Such additions usu-

ally take the form of an “E.O. 12898” section where the agency justifies its policy
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changes with respect to some concept(s) of environmental justice. The next most

common addition occurs in the agency’s response to comments, explaining how the

rule did not have disparate effects or that they were insignificant.

Agencies may both respond to a comment and add a 12898 section. For exam-

ple, the EPA responded to several commenters, including Earthjustice, the Cen-

tral Valley Air Quality Coalition, the Coalition for Clean Air, Central California

Environmental Justice Network, and Central California Asthma Collaborative:

“EPA agrees it is important to consider environmental justice in our actions and

we briefly addressed environmental justice principles in our proposal.” As the com-

menters noted, the EPA had not, in fact, addressed environmental justice in the

proposed rule, which approved California rules regulating particulate matter emis-

sions from construction sites, unpaved roads, and disturbed soils in open and agri-

cultural areas. EPA did add a fairly generic 12898 section to the final rule but did

not substantively change the rest of the policy.

Less frequently, an agency may explicitly dismiss a comment and decline to add

a 12898 section. For example, EPA responded to a comment on another rule, “One

commenter stated that EPA failed to comply with Executive Order 12898 on Envi-

ronmental Justice…We do not believe that these amendments will have any adverse

effects on…minority and low-income populations…Owners or operators are still re-

quired to develop SSM plans to address emissions…The only difference from current

regulations is that the source is not required to follow the plan” (71 FR 20445). As

these examples illustrate, agencies may add text addressing environmental justice

that would not satisfy critics. This measure merely indicates whether the agency

engaged with the claims.

Most frequently, agencies neither responded to comments nor added a 12898 sec-
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tion.

4.3.4.2 Measure 2: Changing Text Addressing EJ in Final Rules

Where draft rules did address EJ, I assessed whether a rule changed how it dis-

cussed “environmental justice” between its draft and final publication.3 When an

agency addresses EJ in the draft rule, it is almost always in a section about how

it addressed E.O. 12898. In many cases, much of the text of final rules, including

12898 sections, remain exactly the same between draft and final versions. To mea-

sure change, I parse draft and final rules into sentences and identify sentences con-

taining the phrase “environmental justice.” If an agency leaves these sentences un-

changed between the draft and final rule and adds no new sentences mentioning EJ,

this suggests that the agency did not engage with comments raising EJ concerns.4

3Occasionally, there is more than one version of a proposed or final rule on a rulemaking
docket. Here I opt for an inclusive measure of change that counts change from any proposed to
any final rule. If the change occurred between the first and second draft of a proposed rule, I
count it as a change. This best captures the concept of rule change. However, estimates are simi-
lar if we only count cases where a change occurred between every version of the rule.

4An alternative approach would be to parse documents by section and assess whether
E.O.12898 sections are identical. Parsing by sentences has three advantages: it is computationally
faster, it avoids problems with section numbering and other frustrations with section matching,
and it captures attention to EJ outside of this section, especially in the section responding to
comments. If an agency is paying attention to EJ issues, sentence matching will likely detect it.
However, other measures, such as the percent of EJ sentences changed, the percent of words in a
12898 section that changed, or the change in topic proportions (Judge-Lord, 2017), could be useful
in future work.
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4.4 Results: Changes in How Policy Documents Address

Distributive Justice

4.4.1 Are final rules more likely to address environmental justice after

comments do so?

Where environmental justice is not addressed in the draft rule, a higher percent of

rules add EJ language when comments raise EJ concerns. Descriptively, there is a

large difference in the rate of addressing EJ between rules where commenters did

(33 percent) and did not raise EJ concerns (4 percent). However, in most cases (67

percent), agencies did not respond at all when commenters raised EJ concerns.

Rates of adding EJ in rules without EJ comments have decreased over time, lev-

eling out at 3 percent during the Obama and Trump presidencies. Rates of adding

EJ when commenters raised EJ concerns are consistently much higher but also de-

creased over time, from 57 percent under G.W. Bush to 26 percent under Trump.

EPA had a relatively high baseline rate of change (10 percent), which increased to

52 percent when comments raised EJ concerns. Most other agencies also added EJ

at a higher rate when comments raised EJ concerns; indeed, most agencies almost

never added mentions of environmental justice when comments did not raise EJ

concerns.

To account for differences across presidents, agencies, and the number of com-

ments, I estimate logit regressions. For models 1 and 2 in Table 4.1, the outcome

is whether the agency added environmental justice to the final rule. The predictors

are whether comments raised EJ concerns, the number of unique (non-form letter)

comments addressing EJ, the total number of comments (including form letters),

and the interaction between the total number of comments and whether any com-
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Table 4.1: Logit Regression Predicting Change in Rule Text

1 2 3 4

Dependent
Variable

EJ Added EJ Added EJ Changed EJ Changed

EJ Comment 3.336*** 2.296*** 0.513* 0.530*
(0.229) (0.237) (0.237) (0.241)

Log(Comments+1) 0.068* 0.234*** -0.147*** -0.156***
(0.028) (0.036) (0.032) (0.033)

Log(Unique EJ
Comments+1)

0.806*** 0.680** 0.374** 0.418**

(0.198) (0.241) (0.123) (0.127)
EJ Com-
ment*Log(Comments+1)

-0.350*** -0.204** 0.064 0.059

(0.065) (0.071) (0.051) (0.053)

President FE X X X X
Agency FE X X
Num.Obs. 11721 11721 1885 1885
AIC 3850.5 3132.8 2182.6 2168.1
BIC 3909.4 3471.8 2226.9 2328.8
Log.Lik. -1917.233 -1520.387 -1083.280 -1055.069

+ p < 0.1, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

ments raised EJ concerns. Models 3 and 4 are the same as models 1 and 2, except

that the outcome is whether the policy text changed how EJ is discussed (described

in the next section). All models include fixed effects for the presidential adminis-

tration. Models 2 and 4 also include fixed effects for each agency. Thus, estimates

in Models 1 and 3 include variation across agencies, whereas estimates in models 2

and 4 only rely on variation within agencies. All estimates rely on variation within

each presidential administration. All predicted probabilities shown below include

agency fixed effects, models 2 and 4.

4.4.1.1 The Predicted Probability of Added Text

As logit coefficients are not easily interpretable, Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 show the

predicted probability of a final rule addressing environmental justice when the draft

rule did not.
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Controlling for average rates of policy change per agency and the number of com-

ments, Figure 4.5 shows a large increase in the probability of policy change when

comments raise EJ concerns. This supports the Distributive Claims Hypothesis

(4.1). When comments raise distributive justice concerns, they are more likely to

be addressed in the final policy. Rates of adding EJ language decrease after the

G.W. Bush Administration, but differences between presidents are small compared

to the difference between rules that did and did not receive EJ comments. Other

variables are held at their modal values: the EPA, zero additional EJ comments,

and one comment total.5

Figure 4.5: Probability that ”Environmental Justice” is Added Between Draft and
Final Rules by President

Figure 4.6 shows the probability that an agency will add EJ language given dif-

ferent total numbers of comments. At low numbers of total comments (i.e., low lev-

els of public attention), a single comment raising environmental justice is a strong
5All predicted probability plots below also show probabilities at the modal values for other

variables: President Obama, the EPA, zero additional EJ comments, and the median number
of total comments (one comment for models 1 and 2; four comments for models 3 and 4) unless
otherwise specified.
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predictor that language mentioning environmental justice will be added to the fi-

nal rule. For rules with less than ten comments (most rules), one comment men-

tioning EJ is associated with a 30 percent increase in the probability that EJ will

be addressed in the final rule. This supports the Distributive Claims Hypothesis

(4.1). However, the probability that an agency will add EJ language is still below

50 percent—even when comments raise EJ concerns, agencies tend not to address

them.

As the number of comments increases, the probability that a rule will add text

addressing EJ increases. This supports the Public Attention Hypothesis (4.4)—

policy change is more likely when there is more public attention to a policy process.

Simultaneously, there is a negative interaction between the number of comments

and EJ comments—the more comments, the smaller the relationship between com-

ments raising EJ and agencies addressing EJ in the rule. In the small portion of

highly salient rules with 10,000 or more comments, the presence of comments rais-

ing EJ concerns no longer has a statistically significant relationship with agencies

adding EJ to the text. With or without EJ comments, these rules have about the

same probability of change as those with just one EJ comment, just under 50 per-

cent. This is evidence against the Public Pressure Hypothesis (4.5)—the number of

comments matters (i.e., the scale of public attention) matters regardless of whether

these comments explicitly raise EJ concerns. However, as shown in Figure 4.3, few

rules with 10,000 or more comments do not have at least one comment mentioning

EJ, so we are highly uncertain about estimates of the impact of EJ comments with

high levels of public attention. We can be much more confident about the relation-

ship between comments raising EJ concerns and rule change at lower, more typical

levels of public attention.
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The probability of “environmental justice” appearing in the final rule also in-

creases with the number of unique comments mentioning “environmental justice”

in models 2, 3, and 4. Overall this supports the Repeated Claims Hypothesis (4.2).

Figure 4.6: Probability Environmental Justice is Added Between Draft and Final
Rules by Number of Comments

Figure 4.7 shows estimated variation in rates of adding EJ to final rules across

agencies. Agencies with the largest average rates of adding EJ language are the

agencies we would expect to be more receptive to EJ claims. While many agencies

make policies that could be framed as “environmental,” and all policy decisions

have distributive consequences, institutions have norms and procedures that lead

policymakers to see problems in different ways. For example, some agencies have

dedicated staff and prominent internal guidance on EJ analysis in rulemaking, in-

cluding the Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of Transporta-

tion (which includes the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), Federal Motor

Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), and Federal Highway Administration

(FHWA)). These agencies are among the most responsive to commenters raising

EJ concerns. However, differences among agencies are fairly uncertain due to the

small number of rules where EJ was added at most agencies. Thus, there is more

support for the Policy Receptivity Hypothesis ((4.3)) than against it, but differences
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between agencies with different missions and institutional practices regarding EJ

are not clear cut.

Figure 4.7: Probability Environmental Justice is Added Between Draft and Final
Rules by Agency

4.4.2 Are rules more likely to change how they address environmental

justice when comments mention it?

Turning to rules that do address EJ in the draft, we also see responsiveness to com-

ments raising EJ concerns, now measured as whether any sentences containing “en-

vironmental justice” changed between draft and final rule. Models 3 and 4 in Ta-

ble 4.1 are the same as Models 1 and 2, except that the dependent variable is now

whether any sentences mentioning EJ changed between the draft and final rule.
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Most rules that addressed EJ in the draft were published by the EPA. The EPA

had a high rate of baseline change, which increased when comments raised EJ con-

cerns. Other agencies had too few draft rules mentioning EJ to make strong infer-

ences, but many changed how they discussed EJ 100 percent of the time when com-

ments raised EJ concerns, while inconsistently doing so when comments did not.

4.4.2.1 The Predicted Probability of Changed Text

Controlling for average rates of change per agency and the number of comments,

Figure 4.8 shows little difference in baseline rates of changing EJ language across

the Bush, Obama, and Trump presidencies. All are significantly lower than the

Clinton administration’s rate, which could be related to Clinton’s Executive Order

on environmental justice or simply an artifact of the limited sample of rules posted

to regulations.gov before the mid-2000s.

Figure 4.8: Predicted Change in How Environmental Justice is Addressed Between
Draft and Final Rules by President

For draft rules that already addressed EJ, the relationship between the total num-
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ber of comments and policy change is in the opposite direction posited by the Pub-

lic Attention Hypothesis (4.4). The logged total number of comments is inversely

related to change in the final rule text. The more comments on a proposed rule,

the less likely it is to change. Rules are more likely to change when they receive

fewer comments. Thus, the total number of comments has the opposite relationship

to how rules that already addressed EJ changed as it did to whether rules added

any EJ text. While the Public Attention Hypothesis (4.4) accurately explained the

adding of EJ text where none existed in the draft, the opposite is true for chang-

ing a text that already addressed EJ. Instead, this result supports the competing

intuition that more salient rules may be harder to change because the agency has

anticipated public scrutiny. Their position stated in the draft is more likely to be

the position of the final rule.

As shown in Figure 4.9, EJ comments have a small but discernable relationship

to the probability of rule change at typical (low) numbers of comments. As the to-

tal number of comments increases, the estimated difference between policies that

did and did not receive EJ comments increases. When no comments mention EJ, a

rule that receives 10,000 comments is much less likely to change than a rule that re-

ceived only 10. Again, this suggests that agencies have already stated their final

policy position in high-salience draft policies. When comments do raise EJ con-

cerns, more public attention has little impact on the probability of policy change.

Unlike the general level of public attention, specific attention to EJ issues is posi-

tively related to change in rule texts.
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Figure 4.9: Predicted Change in How Environmental Justice is Addressed Between
Draft and Final Rules by Number of Comments

4.5 Conclusion

This analysis presents a rare, systematic account of a social movement’s impact on

specific policy outcomes across institutions and over time. It illustrates the impor-

tance of ideas in policymaking and how social movements can affect the policy pro-

cess, even technocratic processes like agency rulemaking, where most U.S. law is

now made.

When activists raise issue frames like environmental justice, there is a higher

probability that policymakers engage in discourse that highlights the distributive

effects of policy. However, baseline rates of addressing environmental justice in rule-

making are so low that, even when activists raise EJ concerns, most policy docu-

ments pay no explicit attention to EJ. We see this general lack of attention across

agencies and across the G.W. Bush, Obama, and Trump administrations. Indeed,

I find surprisingly small differences across administrations in both baseline rates

of considering EJ and the relationship between public pressure and policy change.

There is a great deal of variation across agencies, suggesting that policy receptivity

and responsiveness to public input are conditional on institutional factors. Some
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agencies are more receptive to claims about distributive justice than others. Bu-

reaucracies are specialized institutions built to make and implement certain kinds

of policies based on certain goals and types of legitimate knowledge. Each agency

has distinct norms and biases. Some may see an issue as “environmental” where

others do not. Likewise, some may see disparate impacts that demand considera-

tion as issues of fairness and distributive “justice” where other officials, with differ-

ent norms and training, see no such disparity. In short, some policymakers appear

to see their policy area as more related to environmental justice than others and

thus be more receptive to commenters’ concerns.

The policy outcomes suggested by an environmental justice analysis depend on

how the populations of concern are defined. In some cases, those raising environ-

mental justice concerns present it as an economic inequality issue, leading policy

to account for disparate impacts on low-income populations. In other cases, groups

raise claims rooted in cultural practices, such as fish consumption among certain

tribes. As occurred in the Mercury Rule, the analysis in subsequent drafts of the

policy used evaluative criteria specific to these communities. Thus, policy outcomes

will depend on the specific environmental justice concerns raised. Future research

should assess the relationship between specific EJ claims and corresponding policy

changes.

Which communities and concerns are raised by activist campaigns depend on

second-order representation—who makes decisions in the organizations that mobi-

lize public pressure. Examining which groups raise environmental justice concerns

and second-order participation in these organizations’ advocacy decisions validates

some of the skepticism about who is able to participate and make their voice heard.

Elite groups dominate policy lobbying, even for an issue like environmental jus-
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tice. National advocacy organizations frequently request that regulators protect

“all people” or even “low-income communities of color.” However, this more generic

advocacy may not lead to the same outcomes as participation by groups that can

present more specific local environmental justice concerns unique to a community.

Several kinds of organizations raise environmental justice concerns. Some are

generic progressive advocacy organizations like CREDO. Others are community-

based organizations like WEACT. Linking these two are high-capacity national

organizations like the Sierra Club and Earthjustice that frequently partner with

local organizations for more place-based litigation and campaigns. These relation-

ships may lead these organizations to be more likely to raise these local concerns in

national policymaking than groups like CREDO that focus almost exclusively on

national campaigns. Given the importance of federal policy for local environmental

outcomes, and advocacy organizations’ potential to draw policymakers’ attention to

environmental justice issues, future research should examine the quality of partner-

ships between frontline communities and national advocacy organizations.

In the end, the above analysis offers some clarity on two poorly understood and

rarely linked features of American politics: the policy impact of social movements

and the role of public pressure in bureaucratic policymaking. It offers some hope

that policymakers may at least acknowledge concerns raised through direct democ-

racy mechanisms like public comment periods. At the same time, it highlights how

policymakers rarely explicitly address the disparate impacts of policy, even when di-

rectly confronted with distributive justice concerns. Social movements do affect the

policy process, but there are steep odds to overcome.
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5

Conclusion

The legitimacy of bureaucratic policymaking is said to depend on the premise that

rulemaking provides for public voice (Croley, 2003, Rosenbloom (2003)). Yet, to

date, normative debates about the value of public comment processes have had lit-

tle systematic empirical knowledge to draw upon. If input solicited from ordinary

people has little effect on policy outcomes, directly or indirectly, it may be best

understood as providing a veneer of democratic legitimacy on an essentially tech-

nocratic or elite-driven process. Worse, if public pressure campaigns are largely

astroturf—misleading impressions of public support sponsored by narrow private

interests—it could further tilt the scales of the policy process toward concentrated

economic power.

In this chapter, I first discuss the implications of my theory and findings for

the study of bureaucratic policymaking. Section 5.2 then suggests some avenues

for future research. Section 5.3.3 concludes with implications for current de-

bates over how to think about the value of public participation and what those

values—combined with the findings of this dissertation—imply for policy reforms.
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5.1 Findings

This dissertation has made several steps toward better understanding public en-

gagement in bureaucratic policymaking.

Chapter 2 set out a theory of why groups participate and offer the most com-

prehensive assessment to date of participation in bureaucratic policymaking. In

contrast to much of the debate over the value that the lay public may or may not

provide as individuals, I argue that engaging in federal policymaking is almost ex-

clusively a collective affair. Supporting this argument, I find that most civic partici-

pation in bureaucratic policymaking results from pressure campaigns from advocacy

groups. Given the barriers to even knowing about, much less engaging in bureau-

cratic policymaking (Kerwin and Furlong, 2011), it is unsurprising that people who

participate are almost rarely alone.

My theory and evidence for mobilized public engagement have implications for

scholarship. First, we learn little by comparing form letters to comments written by

lawyers (Seifter, 2016, pg. 1313); instead, we must study these as two tactics used

by the same organizations and lobbying coalitions. Second, public participation is

mediated through organizations; studying civic participation means studying the

organizations that mobilize people. While I focus on public pressure campaigns tar-

geting bureaucratic policymaking, many of the theories and methods that I advance

should be well-suited to study other situations in which organizations mobilize pub-

lic pressure.

Public pressure campaigns targeting agency rulemaking in the U.S. are over-

whelmingly sponsored by public interest groups. Compared to business groups, I

theorize that public interest groups more often have incentives to expand the scope
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of the conflict, and I show that they more often do. However, mobilizing is also

a tactic that requires resources, leading the vast majority of mobilizing to be led

by a few national advocacy organizations. The resources required to lobbying in

national policy means that a small set of large organizations often mobilize other

organizations with less capacity for policy advocacy (as documented by Nelson and

Yackee (2012), English (2019b), and Dwidar (2021)). I show that these same large

advocacy organizations mobilize almost all public participation. The implication is

that lobbying coalitions are the proper unit of analysis for most studies of public

participation or interest group influence in bureaucratic policymaking—not indi-

viduals or even organizations. While studying lobbying coalitions is more difficult

than studying individual organizations, this dissertation has developed theories

and methods to systematically study the composition and influence of lobbying

coalitions across institutions and over time.

Chapter 3 builds on my theory of why groups opt to mobilize public pressure to

include both direct and indirect pathways of policy influence. Both pathways are

contingent on a number of institutional features related to how bureaucratic institu-

tions process incoming information (more on this below). It is difficult to assess the

direct relationship between public pressure and lobbying success because the poli-

cies that groups target are correlated with their likelihood of success. My theory

of why groups mobilize, set out in Chapter 2, predicts that private interest groups

are more likely to mobilize public pressure only when it is likely to help their cause.

And indeed, the results presented in 3.4 show that pressure campaigns sponsored by

private interest groups have a higher correlation with lobbying success. This could

be evidence that public pressure campaigns sponsored by narrow private interests

are more influential—perhaps because they are more surprising, causing agency of-
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ficials to update their beliefs about public opinion. However, the confounded and

endogenous relationship between who chooses to launch a pressure campaign and

who wins makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions about the direct effects of pub-

lic pressure campaigns from these data.

My analysis in Chapter 3 suggests that public pressure campaigns are most likely

to influence bureaucratic policymaking indirectly by attracting the attention of

members of Congress. The scale of public attention and pressure campaigns, in

particular, are highly correlated with involvement from members of Congress, and

coalitions with more members of Congress are more likely to win. While both pres-

sure campaigns and legislator engagement may be driven by the salience of the

policy process, increasing the salience of the policy process is often the main goal

and a plausible effect of pressure campaigns. (more on this in Appendix C)). Thus,

while members of Congress may also be driven to engage in rulemaking by related

factors like media coverage, public pressure campaigns are almost certainly very

intentionally pushing those other levers of power while simultaneously mobilizing

public participation in the policy process. If we view mass comment campaigns as

a proxy for a coalition’s broader lobbying efforts to raise awareness and expand the

scope of the conflict, we can more confidently say that pressure campaigns likely

affect the behavior of members of Congress.

Chapter 4 investigates another potential mechanism of direct influence: claims

about distributive justice. My analysis suggests that both pressure campaigns and

minority activism can affect the discourse of policymaking, including the preambles

to policy documents where agencies justify their proposed and final policies. When

commenters raise distributive justice concerns, agencies are much more likely to

address these concerns. The more people who raise such concerns, the more likely
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it is that agencies address them. Raising the overall level of public attention can

have a similar effect as raising specific concerns. Agencies are more likely to add a

discussion of how policies address environmental justice when comments raise jus-

tice concerns or they receive large numbers of comments. This may be related to

the fact that courts are more likely to uphold policies with high levels of participa-

tion (Judge-Lord, 2016). In contrast, when an agency already addressed environ-

mental justice in their proposed rule, rules with more comments were less likely to

change, supporting the hypotheses that more salient rules may be harder to change

because the agency has anticipated public scrutiny. Their position stated in the

draft is more likely to be the position of the final rule.

If I had found that most public comments were the result of astroturf campaigns,

the implications would be clear: public comment periods would be merely a veneer

for economic power. Conversely, if I had found that public comments were mobi-

lized by a nationally representative set of organizations and that they were highly

effective in reducing the bias toward businesses in rulemaking, the implications

would also be clear: public comment periods would democratize policy outcomes

and should be expanded.

Instead, my findings are mixed. Public pressure campaigns do systematically

counter the narrow private interests that usually dominate bureaucratic policymak-

ing, but it is not clear how effective they are. Specifically, it is not clear that they

are more effective than pursuing representation more indirectly through the legisla-

tive branch. The number of allies in Congress that a coalition mobilizes is the only

clear predictor of lobbying success that lobbying coalitions have any control over.

The few organizations that dominate public pressure mobilizing are—for the most

part—not the “usual suspects” (few of them lobby as frequently as the Chamber of
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Commerce or the American Petroleum Institute). However, the breadth of the con-

stituency represented by those organizations is unclear. On the one hand, they reg-

ularly mobilize millions of genuine supporters. On the other hand, the interests are

concentrated on certain policy issues (especially environmental issues) and not oth-

ers (for example, transportation safety). Even within the policy areas they operate,

it is not clear how well they represent the people for whom they claim to speak.

These findings raise as many questions as they answer. The next section briefly

discusses a few of the many opportunities for future research to build on my analy-

sis.

5.2 Future research

5.2.1 Interest Group Representation

To the extent that public pressure campaigns shape agency decisions, a broader

research program is needed to investigate who exactly these campaigns mobilize

and represent. My analysis of second-order representation in comments raising en-

vironmental justice concerns shows that the large national advocacy groups that

dominate public pressure organizing often claim to represent groups that tend to

be excluded from policymaking. Sometimes this is done in collaboration with disen-

franchised groups, and sometimes it is not. Much more research is needed to assess

the quality of second-order representation in coalition lobbying.

Unlike classic pluralist assumptions about how interest group representation

operates—where an organization represents a defined class or membership—

pressure campaigns mobilize an open-ended list of potential supporters that

theoretically includes most of the public. Indeed, a key piece of political informa-
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tion that campaigns generate is signals about the potential for a movement to

grow and further expand the scope of conflict. For example, a large public pressure

campaign may signal impending letter-writing campaigns targeting members of

Congress. Pressure campaigns are also associated with protests and increased

media attention. Expanding the scope of conflict often comes with a threat to

further expand the scope of conflict. Policymakers know that their policy decisions

shape the political conflicts in which they are embedded.

5.2.2 Networks and Lobbying Coalitions

In Chapter 2, I show that most public pressure campaigns are coordinated by a rel-

atively small number of organizations that repeatedly lobby both with and without

pressure campaigns. Lobbying coalitions range from two organizations to hundreds.

These data are flush with opportunities for network analysis using organizations

as nodes and coalitions as edges. Simple measures like node centrality may tell

us a great deal about the structure of advocacy coalitions and how they change

over time and across policy areas. Because every comment is linked to a specific

policy and has a timestamp, there may be opportunities to study the evolution of

networks over time. For example, do small, local, or specialized groups comment

first and then recruit more general national advocacy group allies to amplify their

message? Or do large national advocacy organizations more often recruit smaller

groups to grow their coalition’s size and diversity? One could observe trends over

time both within a given comment period on one proposed rule and over decades

across rules.

Anecdotes from my data pose questions for network research. For example, large

environmental organizations increasingly use environmental justice rhetoric; is this
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related to the number of ties they have to frontline activist groups? If so, did the

ties or the rhetoric come first? By observing the same organizations lobbying in dif-

ferent coalitions over time, these data allow time-variant network analysis. Another

example: environmental groups often supported the Obama administration’s poli-

cies but occasionally opposed them. When they did, one of their key progressive

allies in mobilizing efforts, Organizing For America (formerly President Obama’s

campaign organization, Obama For America), was conspicuously absent from the

coalition. These data allow network analysis with lobbying coalition and policy-

level covariates (e.g., supporting or opposing a given president’s agenda).

Organizations’ use of different social aggregation technologies offers one specific

opportunity for studying issue networks and lobbying networks. Public comments

are often generated through third-party nonprofit advocacy platforms that usually

serve either the political left (e.g., Care2, MandateMedia, DemandProgress, and

Daily Kos) or political right (Americans for Prosperity). Additionally, there are

for-profit petition platforms like change.org and companies that serve a variety of

political and corporate causes (e.g., SalesForce and VoterVoice). VoterVoice, for ex-

ample, is a product of the government relations firm FiscalNote. FiscalNote special-

izes in lobbying on legislation, while VoterVoice specializes in “grassroots” advocacy

services. VoterVoice states on their webpage:

Founded in 2000, VoterVoice, our flagship advocacy solution, was de-
signed to fill a gap in the market for a robust tool that would provide
high value to users and keep innovating to meet the needs of modern
digital communication. As the market leader, we continue to set the
trends and prioritize the features that drive results for you. Our vi-
sion remains simple: Deliver a seamless, powerful platform that lets
you inspire advocates to action, so you can impact policy through ac-
tionable insights. We strive every day to honor our commitment to
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the 2,400 associations, nonprofits, and corporations who rely on us.”
(https://info.votervoice.net/our-story, 2021).

Finally, there are a large number of front groups for corporate lobbying cam-

paigns, many of which are run by government relations firms under multi-year con-

tracts from industry associations. For example, I discuss Energy Citizens in 2.3.1.

The constellation of nonprofit and for-profit advocacy tools that different organi-

zations use provides a distinct layer of nodes and edges (in addition to the policies

on which they are lobbying and the coalitions they lobby with). For example, many

of the national progressive advocacy organizations seemed to pay less attention to

some issues (e.g., immigration) than others (e.g., climate change). The result was

that immigrant advocates more often generated comments through change.org pe-

titions rather than the nonprofit social aggregators that other progressive causes

tended to use. These patterns of lobbying, mobilizing, and organizing behavior offer

rich information about evolving issue structures and political alliances.

5.2.3 Public Pressure and Congressional Oversight

Members of Congress engage in agency policymaking in a variety of ways, only

some of which are systematically captured in the data used to estimate the rela-

tionship between public pressure and legislator behavior in Section 3.4. Comparing

the dataset on congressional behavior that I have assembled through this disserta-

tion to other data on congressional engagement in bureaucratic policymaking could

yield insights about both legislative behavior and bureaucratic policymaking. For

example, when members of Congress submit official “comments” on an agency rule

or forward their constituent comments (often, legislators do both), they are almost

certainly logged in the public record on regulations.gov. However, if legislators do
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not want their communications to appear in the public record, they may contact a

different office (for example, the secretary’s office rather than the program office is-

suing the rule). Judge-Lord, Grimmer and Powell (2018) find systematic variation

in how members contact agencies and sub-bureaus, and Powell, Judge-Lord and

Grimmer (2020) show that legislators often advocate on behalf of campaign donors.

5.2.4 Endogeneity

Assessing the impact of pressure campaigns is difficult because an organization’s

decision is endogenous to the organization’s perceived probability of success and

correlated with other factors we care about (for example, whether the organization

is a business or nonprofit). Future research might disentangle different motivations

for launching campaigns by measuring the amount of effort that organizations put

into sophisticated lobbying. While different types of organizations have different ca-

pacities for sophisticated lobbying (e.g., the ability to hire lawyers and scientists),

organizations also vary in the amount of effort they put into such lobbying. Small

investments in sophisticated lobbying relative to the scale of public organizing may

indicate that the organization was mobilizing supporters for reasons other than

affecting policy. (It could also indicate that the organization perceives the policy

fight to be more political than technical). This approach does not fully address the

problem that lobbying behavior depends on the expected probability of success, but

it may at least capture the extreme cases where organizations mobilize primarily for

reasons other than influencing the policy at hand.

5.2.5 Mechanisms of Influence

As theorized in 2.2 and 3.2, the causal process potentially linking public pressure

and policy decisions depends on how institutions filter and process the information
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they receive. When agencies receive large amounts of public comments, they often

hire private-sector consultants to process and summarize public input. The instruc-

tions that agencies give to their consultants and the summaries that consultants

produce offer a rich and systematic way to study the processing of political informa-

tion. Researchers should be able to obtain these through Freedom of Information

Act (FOIA) requests.

Another way to study how agencies process comments and the political informa-

tion they contain would be to study the information that agencies (or their con-

sultants) do and do not record about comments. For example, when a commenter

fails to identify their name or organization when submitting comments, agencies

occasionally fill this information in with “Unknown.” Agencies do this for mass

comments as well, tagging a comment “Mass comment - organization unknown.”

Comments that my methods identified as nearly identical were sometimes tagged as

mass comments and sometimes not. This variation may offer a way to observe the

extent to which an agency is processing—and thus capable of reacting to—political

information. For example, recall the astroturf campaigns sponsored by the Ameri-

can Petroleum Institute (API) in 2.3.1.1. While all of these form letters resembled

API press releases, some were identified as being associated with API-sponsored

campaigns while others were not, suggesting that the agency may have been aware

that API was mobilizing in some cases and not in others. This variation may pro-

vide leverage to assess whether public pressure campaigns are more likely to in-

crease lobbying success (e.g., of API) if the agency explicitly associates them with

an organization or coalition.
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5.2.6 Methods of Measuring Policy Influence

Chapters 3 and 4 offer three methods to assess the impact of public pressure on

bureaucratic policymaking: large-scale hand-coded lobbying success, detailed case

studies, and computational methods that measure change between draft and final

policy documents. Each of these methods could be improved upon.

The measures of lobbying success, position, and opposition used in Chapter 3 do

not distinguish different dimensions of conflict within each policy. For example,

tribal governments and advocacy organizations often lobby in coalitions with en-

vironmental groups against extractive industries on public lands but raise distinct

objections related to tribal sovereignty. While I distinguish tribal sovereignty inter-

ests as a distinct and overlapping lobbying coalition, I do not distinguish which of

their multiple interests are opposed. My data currently reduce support and opposi-

tion to a single spatial dimension, meaning that all reasons for supporting a policy

are considered to be “opposed” if another coalition opposes the rule (even if for a

different reason). This coding could be refined by disaggregating policies into mul-

tiple issues (dimensions of conflict) and assessing coalition lobbying dynamics on

each dimension of conflict.

While I do not explicitly engage the vast literature on “process tracing” methods

in the qualitative parts of Chapter 4, these methods informed my approach. Be-

cause notice-and-comment rulemaking under the Administrative Procedure Act is

an unusually structured policy process, it is an excellent candidate for these meth-

ods. Compared to almost any other political phenomenon, rulemaking has clear in-

puts, outputs, and critical junctures that can be aligned and compared across multi-

ple observations. Cases where rules span multiple administrations (like the Mercury

rule discussed in 4) and rules that reverse rules published under previous admin-
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istrations may be especially good candidates for process tracing. While atypical

and inconvenient for the present research, the fact that the Trump administration

published new rules on many of the same rulemaking dockets on which the Obama

administration published rules presents clear criteria for selecting rules that are ob-

viously related to previous rules.

There are opportunities to improve computational measures of policy change and

lobbying success (Carpenter et al., 2020). Using the same methods that I use to

group comments into coalitions (outlined in 2.3.2) and assess change in how policy

documents discussed environmental justice (4.3.3), we can systematically capture

which words (and thus the percent of words) changed between draft and final pol-

icy text. The challenge is linking these changes to commenter demands, which may

also be done through my text reuse methods or a combination of other text similar-

ity measures (Rashin, 2017).

We may also combine hand-coding and computational text analysis tools. I will

focus on two of the many opportunities on this front: using hand-coded data as

training data for machine learning tools and using computational methods to ana-

lyze hand-selected parts of the text. First, hand-coded lobbying coalitions provide a

corpus of related texts that may be used to train classifiers to automatically detect

lobbying coalitions. Trained classifiers may perform much better than unsupervised

clustering methods (models not trained on coded data).

Second, human coders are particularly adept at identifying and classifying im-

portant parts of texts. For example, humans can easily identify sentences where

commenters suggest policy changes. Once identified, computational tools that rely

on similar words and phrases to link comments with changes in policy text may

provide much better measures of lobbying success than they would if using the en-
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tire text of a comment. Additionally, hand-coded metadata, such as the pro/con

position of a comment, may help avoid challenges that natural language process-

ing tools have with sematic features like negation. For example, we will be much

more confident in whether an organization is asking an agency to make a change or

not to make a change. Finally, hand-coded lobbying coalitions can allow inferences

about lobbying success to leverage larger pools of texts that we know are asking for

similar policy changes.

5.3 Re-thinking Public Participation in Bureaucratic

Policymaking

One of the main contributions of this dissertation has been to clarify a way of

thinking about and studying public comments. In light of the empirical evidence in

the previous chapters, I now revisit some of the dominant ways of thinking about

public comments among scholars and practitioners who are currently debating

reforms to participatory processes. I start with a sketch of the various positions

staked out by administrative law scholars (who have done nearly all of the work on

this topic), each rooted in different theories of democracy. I then discuss several

specific challenges and proposed reforms to the policy process.

I conclude that reforms underway in U.S. federal institutions that solicit, collect,

and process comments are already heading toward enhancing participation and

the quality of political information that it generates. However, certain additional

reforms, particularly those that call for more transparency of mobilizing groups,

would further improve the political information available to agencies and outside ob-

servers. I have argued that we should see civic participation in bureaucratic policy-

making as a collective activity mediated by mobilizing organizations. This perspec-
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tive focuses our attention on advocacy organizations: who they are, who they rep-

resent, who they are mobilizing, and how they are mobilizing—all potential targets

for research and policy reform. Specifically, this perspective emphasizes reforms

that require transparency from lobbying organizations.

5.3.1 Public Pressure Campaigns as Petitions

Understanding mass commenting as a form of petitioning, as I have argued, runs

against how scholars often discuss it. With a few notable exceptions (e.g., Cuél-

lar, 2005; Mendelson, 2011; Rauch, 2016), legal scholars often imply that mass com-

menting is misguided and potentially harmful spam of the technocratic process. In

a report submitted as a comment on “Public Forum on the eRulemaking Initiative’s

www.Regulations.gov Web site and the Development of the Federal Docket Man-

agement System” about reforming the public comment process, Stewart Shulman

summarizes the concern:

Many fear a surging wave of electronic mass submissions will overwhelm
and thus delay agencies with limited resources. Furthermore, some warn
us that electronic rulemaking may already have instantiated a sense
that rulemaking decisions are akin to a plebiscite. (EPA-HQ-OEI-2004-
0002-0015)

In response to public pressure campaigns, agency officials and observers often as-

sert that comments are not votes and rulemaking is not a plebiscite (Mendelson,

2011). At the same time, agencies frequently do tally up comments on each side. In

a 2008 rule regulating border crossing by private aircraft, The U.S. Customs and

Border Patrol (CBP) cited the scale of public engagement as providing information

on “public sentiment.”
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based on the ample number of comments received by the end of the
original comment period, CBP believed that public sentiment was ac-
curately captured. (CBP-E8-26621/p-61)

In the preamble to the 2015 Waters of the United States Rule, EPA evoked both

majoritarian and pluralist justifications:

This final rule reflects the over 1 million public comments on the pro-
posal, the substantial majority of which supported the proposed rule, as
well as input provided through the agencies’ extensive public outreach
effort, which included over 400 meetings nationwide with states, small
businesses, farmers, academics, miners, energy companies, counties, mu-
nicipalities, environmental organizations, other federal agencies, and
many others. (2015-13435/p-67)

EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy testified that EPA “received over one mil-

lion comments, and 87.1 percent of those comments…are supportive of this rule”

(Lipton and Davenport, 2015). When the EPA issued a new rule rolling back the

definition of Waters of the United States under the Trump administration, the

preamble noted that there were “a number of comments” in favor of the new defi-

nition but “a significant number of comments” in favor of the 2015 definition (2020-

02500/p-231. While not going so far as to explicitly state that a supermajority of

commenters opposed the new policy, it is still remarkable that the agency would

choose to note quantitative opposition to the policy. For some reason, this political

information merited attention.

Agencies also regularly refer to form comments as petitions. When the Bureau of

Land Management (BLM) received 6,948 identical emails that did not cite an orga-

nization, BLM officials (or consultants) labeled these comments a “Pro Fracking Pe-

tition” (LM-2013-0002-5720). A nearly identical comment was signed by “Oil and

https://www.federalregister.gov/d/E8-26621/p-61
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2015-13435/p-67
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2020-02500/p-231
https://www.federalregister.gov/d/2020-02500/p-231
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/BLM-2013-0002-5720
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Gas industry individuals” (BLM-2013-0002-5688). Another batch of 1,289 nearly

identical emails submitted through the social networking website Care2.org was la-

beled “Anti Fracking Petition” (BLM-2013-0002-5721)

The organizations running public pressure campaigns are even more explicit that

they consider mass comments to be petition signatures, frequently citing mass com-

ments as “Letters in support of [our organization’s] Comments” (NOAA-NMFS-

2012-0059-0023) or a “petition from World Wildlife Fund-US (WWF-US), signed by

271,893 WWF-US supporters” (BOEM-2016-0003-2556). The files containing com-

ments collected by organizations are often named “signatures.pdf.” Clearly, agen-

cies and organizations already consider mass comment campaigns to be a form of

petitioning.

How does this understanding of public pressure campaigns as petitions affect the

debate over their value? Does a focus on political information affect the debate over

the value of public participation in bureaucratic policymaking? In the next subsec-

tion, I sketch out some of the normative positions in debates over how to reform

the rulemaking process. I then comment on several proposed reforms in light of the

theory and findings presented in this dissertation.

5.3.2 The Roots of the Debate

Normative scholars vary significantly in both the value they place on political in-

formation and the extent to which they believe that meaningfully engaging large

numbers of people is possible. I group those concerned with reforming the public

comment process into five camps: (1) Participatory democracy optimists, (2) Regu-

latory democracy reformers, (3) Pluralist reformers, (4) Rational pluralists, and (5)

Skeptics.

https://www.regulations.gov/comment/BLM-2013-0002-5688
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/BLM-2013-0002-5721
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/NOAA-NMFS-2012-0059-0023
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/NOAA-NMFS-2012-0059-0023
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/BOEM-2016-0003-2556
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Participatory democracy optimists

Optimists see notice and comment as the “purest example of participatory democ-

racy in actual American governance” (Herz, 2016, p. 1). The process is technically

open to anyone with an opinion to offer, and agencies are, to an extent, required

to respond to substantive ideas. This optimism is rooted in a volunteerist idea of

democracy and a value for inclusive and substantive discourse. In its optimism,

these observers often assume that those who “ought” to be included do not have

large barriers beyond the formal rules of the institution. It also assumes that mean-

ingful discourse among those who participate is possible and likely to occur.

Regulatory democracy reformers

A related camp is slightly less rosy about the current institutions and practices but

is nevertheless optimistic that reforms can at least improve the quality of discourse,

and thus policy. For these scholars, democracy is more a function of procedure than

inclusion. Cuéllar (2014) argues that rulemaking could be more discursive. Mendel-

son (2011) found that agencies often discard non-technical comments but argues

that they should not because mass comments contain valuable information. For

this camp, the quality of the public debate is more important than the total num-

ber of people, their affiliations, or their biases. They emphasize the transformative

power of discourse.

Pluralist reformers

A different brand of reformer focuses less on discourse and more on interest group

representation. Reform-oriented scholars building on pluralist ideas of representa-

tion argue that lobbying organizations should be required to disclose their member-
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ship, funding, and decision-making processes (Seifter, 2016). In this view, organized

groups—not individuals—are the central actors in public comment processes. How-

ever, because agencies often lack information about groups, it is difficult to know

how well they represent the people they claim to. Interest groups’ faithful represen-

tation of their members is crucial to pluralist ideas of democracy.

Rational pluralists

Another group of scholars focuses on the benefits of organized interest groups and

experts that can provide credible technical information. In this view, random or

self-selecting members of the general public are not helpful or appropriate partici-

pants in the policy process. “The goal of e-rulemaking is to more fully capture such

credible, specific, and relevant information, not to solicit the views of random, self-

nominating members of the public” (Herz, 2016). Speaking on the topic of mass

comment campaigns, Oliver Sherouse, a regulatory economist at the Small Business

Administration, expressed the same sentiment:

It’s worth remembering why we have a public comment process in the
first place, which is that the public has knowledge that regulators do
not have and that they need to do their jobs well…how do the poor qual-
ity mass comments affect small businesses in the comment process? The
most obvious problem would be if legitimate small business concerns are
just lost in the flood” (GSA, 2019, pp. 31-32).

Sharehouse raised an additional concern that mass-comment campaigns might dis-

tract people from writing their own, more informative comments. While recognizing

that “not everyone who does not sign onto that kind of [mass] comment would be

willing to write a high-quality one,” the tradeoff of a few “quality” comments for

many “poor quality” comments is worthwhile. (GSA, 2019, p. 32) This perspective
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is open to limited public participation, but only certain concerns are legitimate, for

example, the opinions of client industries and new technical information on which

to base rational analyses.

Skeptics

The most skeptical camp goes even further, arguing that open solicitations to the

general public should be abolished. From the observation that the lay public usu-

ally has little to offer a technocratic process, they conclude that it is a waste of

resources to solicit opinions that won’t be counted. More importantly, this camp

holds civic republican ideas about the proper relationship between citizens and the

state. It defines a democratic process as one that follows as straightly as possible

from the elected branches. The goal is to de-politicize bureaucratic policymaking.

5.3.3 Reforming the Policy Process

The theory and findings in this dissertation are most compatible with what I have

called the “pluralist reformer” project. While the discursive ideals of “regulatory

democracy” optimists and reformers may be possible (at least at a small scale),

their goal of including the lay public in a more discursive policy process is very far

from how I have shown that civic participation in bureaucratic policymaking cur-

rently occurs. The rational pluralist camp either ignores the value of what I call

political information or dismisses it as a normative ill.

The “pluralist reformer” perspective aligns with the theory and results presented

in Chapter 2. Interest group organizations are key intermediaries between the

public and policymakers. Some make dubious claims about whom they represent.

Other organizations organize mass comment campaigns, providing more concrete
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evidence of a supportive constituency.

Transparency More challenging is the concern that narrow, concentrated in-

terests that typically dominate rulemaking will sponsor astroturf campaigns, thus

creating a false impression of public support. This is a real concern. If dark money

can secretly create impressions of support for a policy, the case for expanding par-

ticipation is weaker. My analysis suggests that this is less common than genuine

participation, but I did uncover examples of astroturf and fraud.

As with any form of public participation, fraud merits attention. Organizations

submitting comments on behalf of people who do not exist or did not consent is

akin to fraudulent petition signatures or fake constituent letters being sent to mem-

bers of Congress.

Reforms requiring more transparency in the process by which organizations rep-

resent segments of society, like those proposed by Seifter (2016), would help guard

against astroturf and fraud. Transparency also clarifies political information, mak-

ing it more useful both to agencies and outside observers. To the extent that par-

ticipation is mobilized by organizations, agencies can ask these organizations to be

transparent about their sources of funding.

However, reforms requiring groups to disclose information about their funding

and membership only go partway to address groups’ representational claims, which

often extend far beyond their membership. Such claims are more difficult to assess.

However, similar reforms could require disclosure of the funding and methods by

which organizations gather petition signatures. Organizations or individuals act-

ing in their professional capacity as organizations (not as individuals) could be

required to disclose the source of the money that paid them to produce their com-

ments. Likewise, organizations running campaigns could be required to disclose the
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sources of funding for the campaigns and how much they spent mobilizing public

support. These numbers will provide a helpful denominator for agencies to gauge

public enthusiasm and other kinds of political information that public pressure cam-

paigns provide. More information about petition signers could help clarify which

segments of the public are participating. As discussed in Chapter 4, the people that

organizations claim to represent are not always the people who sign their petitions.

Authentication. If comments are allowed to be collected by third parties like

the Sierra Club (recall Figure 2.4), the government can encourage but may not be

able to enforce authentication tools like CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public

Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart). Organizations that upload large

batches of comments already go through a verification process, but this does not

address the veracity of their petition signatures. Requiring confirmation or authen-

tication by email or phone alone would be a barrier to participation.

The most secure approach that allows third parties to gather comments may

be to authenticate a sample of comments by asking each commenter to provide

an email address or phone number at which to receive a message asking them to

confirm the text of their comment. Asking for a second interaction with the agency

raises the cost of participation but may also make participation a slightly richer ex-

perience. People may be more likely to feel that their voices were heard. Of course,

many people will fail to authenticate their comments, but like mass comments

themselves, the number of people willing to take the time to authenticate offers

information on the intensity of genuine support. Unauthenticated comments need

not be discounted, but authenticated comments may indicate stronger preferences.

More importantly, authentication guards against identity theft—fake political

information. It is difficult to provide a large number of fake phone numbers, and
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real phone numbers used fraudulently may generate complaints, alerting the agency

that the campaign may be engaging in fraud. Again, fraud complaints need not dis-

count an entire campaign. Opponents of a campaign by the Sierra Club, for exam-

ple, could submit fraudulent comments through their system in order to complain

when asked to authenticate and thus cast doubt over the campaign. However, a le-

gitimate campaign will also have a portion that will authenticate, allowing rough

estimates of the scale of true support versus fraud.

Some means of authentication, such as email, may be slightly more open to fraud

than others, like texts, but the benefits of lower barriers to participation may out-

weigh the greater risk of fraud. Because mass comment campaigns include a fairly

large number of individuals, especially if the barriers to participation are lower,

there are many opportunities to identify fraud of any significant scale, and the

stakes of a few fraudulent comments slipping through the cracks are low.

Lower Barriers to Participation A second facet of reform may center around

increasing access, both for organizations and the people they mobilize to partici-

pate.

Is it possible to broaden civic participation in bureaucratic policymaking? Is it

worthwhile? Many assume not, but my analysis offers some hope. As I show in

Chapter 2, more participation generally means more diverse and public-spirited

voices at the table. As I show in Chapter 3, more public participation is related

to more oversight from members of Congress (in part because they receive copies

of public comments from their constituents). As I show in Chapter 4, agencies re-

spond when people raise new concerns, especially when a large number of people

raise them. At the same time, there is little evidence that mobilizing more people

has an impact on the outcomes of particular policy fights. The coalition with the
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most comments is not necessarily more likely to win. It is possible that narrow pri-

vate interests are able to strengthen their cases by showing evidence of broader pub-

lic support. However, the correlation between pressure campaigns backing business

interests and lobbying success could also simply be the result of selection effects:

public interest groups have incentives to mobilize on policy fights even when they

are likely to lose, whereas private interest groups do not.

Critics may argue that opening the door wider to petition campaigns lets in bi-

ases. Will this information be biased? Yes, but all information provided by lobby-

ing organizations has a bias. Indeed we know that people who opt to participate

are disproportionately privileged. An unequal society leads to unequal participation,

but higher barriers to entry only make this worse.

Several recent reform proposals align with viewing mass comments as a form of

petitioning. Rauch (2016) suggests making comment periods more like polls. Na-

tionally representative polling may be a good investment in political information

for some rules, but we know from polling research that individuals do not always

have clearly formed opinions, and much depends on question-wording. The reality

is that American politics is animated through groups—people rely on organizations

they trust to keep them informed and engaged. Raso and Kraus (2020) suggest a

similar reform whereby people could “upvote” comments with which they agree.

Raso and Kraus (2020) lament the “mail from the public dumped on the agency’s

doorstep” and claim that “upvoting” would “make rulemaking more interactive.

The happy result would bring us closer to the deliberative national town meeting.”

In contrast, I argue that, empirically, mass comment campaigns already act as a

poll or upvote. An upvoting feature would thus codify the existing dynamic, not

fundamentally depart from it. Either way, the possibilities for “deliberation” with
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the mass public likely exist in the historical push and pull of pressure groups and

government institutions over time, not among millions of people upvoting their pol-

icy position in a single rulemaking process.

Reducing the Cost of Providing and Processing Information Reformers of-

ten highlight the value of linking comments to particular questions or sections of a

draft rule. Technology can certainly improve sophisticated debates about a rule’s

technical provisions. Indeed, sophisticated commenters have adopted track-changes

technology to provide marked-up versions of draft rules. New technologies may pro-

vide an even more important role in gleaning political information from the “tor-

rents of email” generated by mass comment campaigns.

Parsing the questions Agencies often specifically ask questions and solicit com-

ments on specific topics in a proposed rule. These topics offer an initial structure to

allow commenters to self-identify the topics of their comments. The American Bar

Association’s Section of Administrative Law and Regulatory Practice recommends

“technology that would allow agencies to identify categories that commenters could

select when submitting comments.” To stay open to new ideas, lobbying organiza-

tions should be allowed to petition the agency to add topics to the menu or ask ad-

ditional questions.

For example, agencies may encourage groups to mobilize in support of the groups’

answers to the questions that agencies ask. Given past trends, this will likely take

the form of petition campaigns, and agencies should have mechanisms to receive

those comments as such.

Offering Answers Agencies could also lower the bar to participation by posting

answers to their questions from different organizations and allowing people to co-

sign or disagree with them. This is both easier for participants and requires less
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work for agencies to interpret where the commenter stands.

5.4 Final Remarks

Can the masses provide useful information to policymakers? If the theory set out

in this dissertation is correct, they can, but the extent to which U.S. federal agen-

cies currently have the capacity to process and use this information is unclear. Re-

forms could make biases more transparent and broaden the number and diversity of

groups that are able to participate.
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A

Codebook

This codebook describes the coding of (1) public comments on proposed agency

rules, (2) the response to comments, and (3) rule changes from draft to final.

A.1 Coding Comments

A position will eventually be identified for all comments, but the first step is to

identify the positions of comments by organizations and elected officials (other com-

ments are generally identified automatically from textual similarity). This scheme

(especially the org_type, ask, and success variables) builds on work by Susan

Webb Yackee (e.g., Yackee, 2006; Yackee and Yackee, 2006).

Initially, we code position on the main dimension of conflict (it may be a chal-

lenging interpretive task to identify the main dimension of conflict raised by a com-

ment).

position =

• “1” Opposed to the rule change for moving in the wrong direction (e.g., “We

need stronger, not weaker regulations” or “These regulations are already bad
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for our business, we should not make them even more strict”)

• “2” Opposed to the change, prefers no change, though they might be ok with

some change

• “3” Supports the rule change, but asking for less (e.g., “we applaud EPA’s

efforts to regulate …, but would prefer less severe limits” or “The Guild recog-

nizes the need to have uniform regulations which the proposed rules address.

Still, the Guild takes issue with some of the proposed changes”)

• “4” Supports the rule change as is

• “5” Supports the rule change but asking for more

• “6” Opposed to the rule change for not going far enough (e.g. ” While the

proposed rule may improve current protections to some degree, it is utterly

inadequate…If the agency fails to revise the rule to incorporate such mea-

sures, then they should withdraw the proposed rule completely” https://www.

regulations.gov/comment/NOAA-NMFS-2020-0031-0668)

• “0”. Only if there is really no position of any kind on the policy

Note that a commenter can support a rule that is moving in a deregulatory di-

rection. This means that they oppose regulation and thus support the rule (be-

cause the rule is rolling back regulation). What matters here is their position on

the change from the status quo (current policy) to the proposed rule, not on regu-

lation in general. These positions correspond to a commenter’s ideal policy (their

“ideal point” in the policy space). If a commenter’s ideal policy is at position 1 in

the figure below, the proposed rule change is moving policy in the opposite direc-

tion they want it to move, hence their position is “opposed to the rule change for

moving in the wrong direction.” Similarly, if the current policy (the status quo) is

a commenter’s ideal policy, their ideal point is at or near the current policy (x1),

https://www.regulations.gov/comment/NOAA-NMFS-2020-0031-0668
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/NOAA-NMFS-2020-0031-0668
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position 2, and they are opposed to the proposed rule change.

Figure A.1: Instructions for Coding the Position of a Comment Given Current Pol-
icy, X1, and proposed policy, X2

If the commenter’s ideal policy is at positions 3, 4, or 5, these ideal policies are

closer to the new policy, X2 than the current policy X1, and thus they are likely to

support the rule change. If the commenter’s ideal policy is at position 6, the change

from X1 to X2 is insufficient for them to support it (even though it is technically

moving in the direction they would like). This is rare, but commenters do occa-

sionally reject proposed rules for doing too little. Their hope is that by rejecting

this proposed policy (even though it moves policy in their preferred direction), they

might get a better policy later.
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position_certainty =

“1” = fairly certain (may also be left blank), “2” = unsure, “3” = totally unclear

coalition_comment = Is this commentator lobbying alongside other commenters

in a fashion that suggests they are a coordinated coalition? If so, put the name of

one of the other main organizations in the coalition here and use this for all com-

ments with compatible asks. Coalitions may be implicit (compatible asks, even if

they don’t mention the other orgs) or explicit (e.g. “In terms of specific reservations

about the proposed changes, we associate ourselves with the letter from ACLU”).

There may often be only one coalition commenting on a rule (especially for rules

with few comments). It is harder to identify the sides of a debate where only one

side shows up, but we must be careful not to artificially break up essentially aligned

interests just to have a conflict between commenters. The conflict that matters is

generally on the main dimension(s) of conflict at issue in the policy. If everyone is

3s and 4s (or 1s and 2s) they will more often all be one big coalition pushing gener-

ally in the same direction with compatible asks than several smaller ones pushing

in different incompatible directions. Position and coalition are not synonymous, but

they are highly correlated.

coalition _type =

The key distinction here is typically whether the lead organizations will profit

from the coalition’s advocacy (even if some of the orgs in the coalition are nonprof-

its)
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• “public” if this coalition is primarily lobbying on behalf of some idea of the

public interest (two organizations lobbying on the same rule may have oppos-

ing ideas of the public interest, but oftentimes public interests conflict with

private interests)

• “private” if this coalition is mainly on behalf of private interests (even if not

their own or if using language evoking the public interest, as most lobbying

does)

comment_type =

• “org” any kind of organization making substantive suggestions

• “elected” Is this comment from an individual elected official (e.g., U.S. House

or Senate). Add a specific type of elected official after a semicolon ”elected;

house, elected; senate, elected; governor, elected; state senate, county commis-

sioner, etc.

• “individual” an individual who is writing in their personal capacity, not on

behalf of an organization or office (even if they use an organization’s letter-

head), and is not part of an organized petition-like campaign

• “corp campaign” a form letter used by many (often small) businesses

(org_name and org_type will still be the org (e.g. the name of the small

business and “corp;small business”)

• “mass” a petition-like campaign

– “mass;grassroots” - individuals who genuinely care

– “mass;astroturf” campaigns are intended to create a deceptive appear-

ance of public support. The group organizing the campaign is only do-

ing so because they are being paid. The individuals mobilized are often
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either deceived (e.g., intentionally misled about the policy or its likely

effects) or financially incentivized to participate. In the extreme, astro-

turf campaigns may use the names of fake or non-consenting individ-

uals. In contrast, a more grassroots campaign may also require fund-

ing, but groups would choose to use resources for such a campaign even

without the quid pro quo, and individuals are mobilized based on some

pre-existing interest or belief. While grassroots campaigns may involve

simplification, spin, and even mild deception, it is not decisive to the

campaign. If you find yourself thinking “why are these people supporting

this company/industry?” it might be astroturf.

– “mass;corp campaign” - genuine support/opposition from a large number

of businesses, often small businesses.

A.1.1 If comment_type = “org”:

org_name = the name of the organization. This column will often be filled in auto-

matically with an algorithm’s best guess. Please revise these names to be the clear-

est, standardized, and unique version of the organization’s name.

If more than one org signed the comment, try to pick the main organizer (e.g.,

the one whose letterhead is used). If unclear, go with an org we have seen before

(this will increase the chances it is linked to the right set of lobbying coalitions). If

still unclear, go with the first signatory. When more than one org signed the com-

ment, add “; coalition” to the end of whatever org_type codes you give it.

org_type = the type of organization, “corp”/“corp group”/“gov”/“ngo” etc. (cre-

ate additional codes as needed). Definitions:
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• “corp” = individual business (add subtypes as applicable, corp;small business,

corp;coop, corp;law firm;bank;financial firm)

• “corp group” = “business interests” (members or representatives of a trade

association);

• “gov” = government interests (“gov;state” “gov;local” “gov;federal”

“gov;tribal” ’gov;regional” or “gov;foreign”) within the United States. If states

(e.g. Governors or Attorneys Governor), list out all states in org_name.

• “ngo” = non-business and non-government interests.

Use a semicolon to indicate subtypes, such as:

“Ngo;advocacy”

“Ngo;legal”

ngo;professional (e.g. an association of doctors or other professionals)

“Ngo;philanthropy”

“Ngo;union”

“ngo;credit union”

ngo;pressure group (a group mobilizes pressure campaigns)

“ngo;membership organization” (org that has members)

“ngo;university”

“Ngo;thinktank” (an organization that does policy-oriented research)

“Ngo;church”

– “ngo;ej” Does this org represent an Environmental Justice/frontline

community? I.e. are they based in an affected community (see descrip-

tion of “second-order representation” here: https://judgelord.github.io/

dissertation/ej.html#interest-groups-and-second-order-representation)

There are many additional sub-types of ngo, including advocacy groups,

https://judgelord.github.io/dissertation/ej.html#interest-groups-and-second-order-representation
https://judgelord.github.io/dissertation/ej.html#interest-groups-and-second-order-representation
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membership groups, professional associations, foundations, charities.

These are not mutually exclusive. Use a semicolon to separate multiple

tags. Some 501c3s are industry associations; they should be coded as a

“corp group.” However many ngos that are not clearly a corp group still

advocated for private interests. For example, the Chamber of Commerce

represents business interests generally and thus ends up being a member

of many private-interest coalitions, even though they may not explicitly

be commenting on behalf of a regulated industry as an industry associa-

tion would.

• “other” = If the org is really in no way in any of the above (e.g. a foreign gov-

ernment)

ask =

The text of the comment (e.g., a sentence) that best captures the overall ask.

ask1, ask2, ask3 =

The text of the comment’s top three (if there are three) specific asks or objec-

tions (e.g., the proposed rule text they object to or would like to be changed.) If a

comment responds to several issues within a rule, try to select the main ask from

each of the top 3 issues, not just the first 3 issues they address. For example, if the

organization “opposes” or “supports” several proposed changes, but “strongly op-

poses” or “strongly supports” other proposed changes, that may indicate which is-

sues they care most about. Ultimately, you must put yourself in the organization’s

shoes, think about their mission and their members, and decide which of the issues

they raise are most important to them. Identify the clearest statements of their top

3 aims and include all surrounding text that is on topic for that ask.
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If there is only a general sentiment, ask1 can be the same ask (with ask2 and

ask3 left blank, as they are any time there is not more than one detailed request).

success, success1, success2, success3 (corresponding to ask, ask1, ask2,

ask3)

• “2” if, overall, the final rule ended up mostly where requested

• “1” if, overall, the rule ended somewhat close to that requested

• “0” if no adverse changes, but also no requests met, or if the request is moot.

A request may become moot if superseded by another request. For exam-

ple, if a group requests that the rule is withdrawn, but if not, changed, then

withdrawal makes the requested changes moot. Note: If no changes were re-

quested (they requested the rule be published as is), then no adverse changes

is actually a 2)

• “-1” if the rule ended up somewhat different/opposite than requested

• “-2” if the rule ended up significantly different/opposite than requested

Note that “-1” and “-2” can include rules being published without requested

changes or withdrawn when the group would prefer the rule not to be withdrawn.

success_certainty =

“1” = fairly certain (may also be left blank), “2” = unsure, “3” = totally unclear

IMPORTANT NOTE: Asks and success should focus on the change from the pro-

posed to the final rule. For example, if an org likes a rule, but asks that it goes fur-

ther, and then the rule is rolled back somewhat, this would be an adverse change

and thus a -1. If a rule that an org liked was withdrawn, it would be a -2. If they

ask for it to be published as is and it is published as is, success is a 2. If they ask

for it to be strengthened and it is published as is that is a 0. If their asks are a
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mix of “stay the course” and “strengthen” and the rule is published without change,

we might code that a 0 or a 1 depending on how important the changes demanded

were. If their main emphasis was on keeping policy provisions in the proposed rule,

no change is a moderate success.

response =

Paste the text of the agency’s response to the comment. The final_url column

contains the link to the final rule (where agencies often respond to some comments)

in the federal register.

A.1.2 If comment_type = “elected”:

Note: this is only for individual elected officials. If a governor or attorney general

writes on behalf of the state government that is a “gov” type organization.

org_name (or elected_name, if your sheet has it) is the official’s full name. If

there is more than one official, record the first one, unless they are from the US

House or Senate, in which case, record all names separated by “;”

org_type (or elected_type, if your sheet has it) is the official’s position. For

U.S. Senators and Representatives, this should be “Chamber-[STATE ABBREV]”

(e.g. “Senate-WI” or “House-NY”). For state representatives, please start with the

state to avoid confusion (“Wisconsin Assembly District 4”).

Make sure to code coalition and coalition_type!

The ask and success variables are coded as described for comment_type = “org”
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A.1.3 If comment_type = “mass”:

Code org_name and org_type as the organization mobilizing the comment cam-

paign, if known.

Make sure to code coalition_comment and coalition_type! Every mass com-

ment must be assigned a coalition!

Keep your eye out for “astroturf” campaigns that appear to advocate for public

interest but are really mobilized by private interests. Recall the types of mass com-

ment campaigns from the above description of comment_type:

• “mass;grassroots” = individuals who genuinely care

• “mass;astroturf” = individuals who were mobilized by a well-resourced group

to create an impression of public support/opposition

And the related comment_type if the form letter is signed by businesses

rather than individuals:

• “mass;corp campaign” = genuine support/opposition from a large number of

businesses, often small businesses.

Leave ask, success, and response columns blank.

Check that the number_of_comments_received column matches the number of

comments/signatures submitted. If it does not, correct it.

If your sheet has a transparency column, code whether the campaign was trans-

parent about its

“sponsor”, “signers”, “both”, or “neither”. If your sheet does not have this col-

umn, record transparency comments in the notes.
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Generally, it is obvious from the letter who they are and how we might verify

that. A bunch of names with no contact information is not very transparent, but

if they say “these are members of our organization,” that should be enough if we

needed to verify. Agencies occasionally post one representative comment for a cam-

paign; this should not be held against an organiation if they also provided the oth-

ers, we could get them if needed. If a sponsor gives their phone number but not

their organization, that is not enough. If you have to research to find the org name,

that is not transparent. If they submit under a misleading org name, that is also

not transparent. I have mostly seen this in corp campaigns, where they try to dis-

guise who paid for the campaign.

If your sheet has a platform column, record the tech platform(s) used to gener-

ate comments: “VoterVoice” “Care2” “SalesForce” If your sheet does not have this

column, record any platform used to generate comments in the notes.

If your sheet has a fraud column, record any indication of fraud, for example,

“DMARC validation failed.” Otherwise, leave this column blank. If your sheet does

not have this column, record evidence of fraud in the notes.

A.1.4 If comment_type = “individual”:

Only code position, coalition, coalition_type, if it is immediately obvious,

otherwise, record comment_type as “individual” and move on. If an individual

comment is very technical–perhaps from a professor–do your best to code the coali-

tion and read carefully to see if the person is writing on behalf of a group. “individ-

ual” is only for people writing in their personal capacity.
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Leave org_name, org_type, ask, and success variables blank, unless the individ-

ual’s org also submitted comments on behalf of the org, in which case org_name

can be helpful for identifying the individual’s coalition, but it is not necessary.

A.2 Coding Responses to Comments

The final_url column contains the link to the final rule (where agencies often re-

spond to some comments) in the federal register.

accept_phrases: Any text that the agency uses in the response to comments to

note they are granting a request made by this commenter.

compromise_phrases: Any text that the agency uses in the response to com-

ments to indicate compromise/partial agreement with this commenter.. A compro-

mise is on the main dimension of conflict.

concession_phrases: Any text the agency uses in the response to comments

to indicate a concession that is neither agreement nor disagreement with this com-

menter.. A concession is off the main dimension of conflict (includes delays).

reject_phrases: Any text the agency uses to indicate the rejection of a sugges-

tion made by this commenter.

NOTE: accept, compromise, concession, and reject are mutually exclusive.

commenter_agreement, commenter_conflict, and pressure are not. Where more

than one type applies to a phrase, separate them with a semicolon.

commenter_agreement_phrases: Any text discussing agreement among com-

menters (to identify dimensions of conflict) involving this commenter.
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commenter_conflict_phrases: Any text discussing disagreement among com-

menters (to identify dimensions of conflict) involving this commenter.

pressure_phrases: Any text that the agency uses that references the scale or

intensity of public engagement, such as the number of comments, on the side of this

commenter.

A.3 Coding Rules

At the rule level (see the proposed_url and final_url columns for the links to

proposed and final rules in the federal register), code the proposed policy change

and the final result in terms of whether they make regulation more or less strin-

gent. For more on defining regulatory stringency see Judge-Lord, McDermott and

Cashore (2020).

Figure A.2: Concepts of Regulatory Stringency from Judge-Lord et al. 2020

proposed_direction =

The change from the status quo

1. Proposed rule change rolls back regulation
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2. Small overall deregulatory changes

3. No clear change in the overall regulatory scope of stringency (e.g., a qualita-

tive change in funding criteria)

4. Small overall increases in regulatory scope or stringency

5. Proposed rule change increases overall regulatory scope or stringency

final_direction =

The change from the status quo

1. Rule rolls back regulation

2. Small overall deregulatory changes

3. No clear change in the overall regulatory scope of stringency (e.g., a qualita-

tive change in funding criteria)

4. Small overall increases in regulatory scope or stringency

5. Proposed rule change increases overall regulatory scope or stringency

final_relative_direction =

The relative to the proposed rule (as if it is the new status quo)

1. Change rolled back regulation relative to the proposed rule

2. Small deregulatory changes from the proposed rule

3. No change

4. Small overall increases in regulatory scope or stringency from the proposed

rule

5. Rule change increased regulatory scope or stringency relative to the proposed

rule
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coalitions =

A list of all coalitions identified in the rule, separated by semicolons, with an

estimated percent of all comments belonging to each coalition (including for com-

ments that are not in the org_comments sheet). For each rule, include the per-

cent for each coalition after a dash, with each coalition separated with a semicolon,

e.g. “ACLU - 70%; AFP - 25%; AMA - 5%” (it will almost always be more lopsided

than this).

issues =

The top three topics of debate in the rulemaking (this may include commenter

asks that did not make it into the rule)
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B

An Expanded Model of Bureaucratic Policymaking

Assembling the models presented in Chapters 2 and 3, B.1 presents a full picture of

the role of public pressure campaigns in bureaucratic policymaking.

Figure B.1: Incorporating Political Information into Models of Bureaucratic Policy-
making
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C

Formalizing the Theory

In Section 3.2.4, I briefly addressed the relationship between my argument and one

leading formal model of commenter influence in agency rulemaking. Here, I offer an

expanded version of that discussion.

My argument that lobbying strategies like pressure campaigns aim to create po-

litical information requires several crucial amendments to existing information-

based models of rulemaking. Specifically, I argue that information about the po-

litical context in which policymakers operate can persuade them to make policy

changes. Allowing policymakers to be persuaded in such a way allows public pres-

sure campaigns to be incorporated into these models. Doing so also resolves some

puzzling results of models that assume “fixed” political preferences. Allowing poli-

cymakers’ political priorities to be affected by political pressure from commenters

(either directly indirectly through, for example, changing the behavior of members

of Congress) creates uncertainties about policymakers’ political positions and in-

centives for lobbying organizations to attempt to affect them by providing political

information.

It was not the aim of this dissertation to develop or test the implications of for-
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mal models. Rather I briefly review the necessary modifications to one leading for-

mal model in order to illustrate the importance of political information to theories

of policymaking. My aim is to illustrate a few of the implications of my argument

for formal theory.

In the most sophisticated model of notice-and-comment rulemaking to date, Lib-

gober (2018) posits a utility function for policymaker 𝐺 as shown in Equation 3.1.

𝑢𝐺(𝑥𝑓) = 𝛼0𝑥2
𝑓 +

𝑁
∑
𝑖=1

𝛼𝑖𝑢𝑖(𝑥𝑓)

where 𝑥𝑓 is the spatial location of the final policy, 𝑢𝑖 is the preference of “po-

tential commenter” 𝑖, and 𝛼 is a vector of “allocational bias”—i.e., how much the

agency decisionmakers care about their preferences 𝛼0 relative to accommodating

the preferences of others 𝛼𝑖=1∶𝑁 . Bureaucrats balance their own understanding of

their mission against their desire to be responsive. In Libgober’s model, 𝛼1∶𝑁 is a

fixed “taste” for responsiveness to each member of society (i.e., each potential com-

menter), so policy decisions simply depend on their answer to the question “what

do people want?”

Incorporating insight about the power of technical information, we might inter-

pret 𝛼0 (the policymakers’ understanding of their own preferences) to be affected

by technical information. Including political information in this model requires

two additional parameters related to a second question “why would agency officials

care?”

First, like other lobbying strategies, public attention and pressure may shift the

strategic environment, leading policymakers to strategically shift their allocation

in favor of some groups and away from others. Let this strategic shift in allocation
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be a vector 𝛼𝑠. For example, interest groups may mobilize elected officials to sup-

port their lobbying efforts. If these elected officials can sanction or reward agency

officials or veto the agency’s policy, their involvement may reshape agency officials’

strategic calculations. Agency officials may then strategically adjust their policy.

Second, campaigns may directly persuade agency officials to adjust their alloca-

tional bias, for example, by supporting claims about the number of people an or-

ganization represents or the intensity or legitimacy of their policy demands. Let

this direct shift in allocations by 𝛼𝑑. This parameter captures persuasion on nor-

mative grounds and beliefs about which segments of society (i.e., which potential

commenters) deserve the benefits or government policy or should be responsible for

bearing the costs. Policies allocate costs and benefits across groups. If an organi-

zation makes a persuasive argument for distributional justice or shows that it rep-

resents a large segment of the public, officials may update their beliefs and biases

about how to allocate costs and benefits.

Let policymakers’ original, immutable taste now be 𝛼𝑡. Having decomposed the

policymaker’s allocative bias into three parts (their fixed tastes 𝛼𝑡, shifting strate-

gic environment 𝛼𝑠, and potential to be convinced 𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑑), the policymaker’s util-

ity function is now Equation 3.2.

𝑢𝐺(𝑥𝑓) = (𝛼𝑡0 + 𝛼𝑠0 + 𝛼𝑑0)𝑥2
𝑓 +

𝑁
∑
𝑖=1

(𝛼𝑡𝑖 + 𝛼𝑠𝑖 + 𝛼𝑑𝑖)𝑢𝑖(𝑥𝑓)

If, after the comment period, the strategic environment is unchanged and officials

remain unpersuaded to change their beliefs about which segments of society deserve

favor, 𝛼𝑠 and 𝛼𝑑 are 0, and the model collapses to the original information game

based on fixed tastes. This outcome is less plausible when groups go public and

expand the scope of conflict.
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Adding these parameters resolves a puzzling result of Libgober’s model. Empir-

ically, rules that receive comments do not always change. This result is impossi-

ble in a model where bureaucrats only have known fixed tastes and potential com-

menters only seek policy changes. For policy-seeking organizations to lobby but

fail to influence policy requires that they are either uncertain or wrong about an

agency’s allocative bias or their ability to shift it. Incorporating political informa-

tion allows change and thus uncertainty in an agency’s biases.

Even if we assume that policymakers’ allocative preferences are known, allowing

them to be influenced by commenters means that one commenter’s incentives to

comment now depend on other commenters’ lobbying strategies. This character-

ization of rulemaking aligns much more closely with empirical studies that show

organizations providing technical information as a means of persuading policymak-

ers. Likewise, this characterization of rulemaking aligns with my theory that groups

mobilize public pressure campaigns to generate political information that could per-

suade agency officials to change their position for political reasons.

Incorporating political information allows us to begin formalizing intuitions about

mechanisms of influence and thus the motivations for commenting. For example,

Libgober (2018) asks, “What proportion of commenting activity can be character-

ized as informing regulators about public preferences versus attempting to attract

the attention of other political principals?” (p. 29). Adding political information to

the model allows us to formalize this question: Under what conditions do the deci-

sion to comment depend on an organization’s beliefs about 𝛼𝑡 versus beliefs about

𝛼𝑠? Empirically, we may often be able to infer that the difference in commenting

can be attributed to group 𝑖’s beliefs about 𝛼𝑠𝑖 if the behavior of political princi-

pals varies but other observed parameter values are similar across rules at a given
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agency.

Rational-choice explanations of why organizations comment on proposed rules

build on an intuition that potential commenters will comment only when the ben-

efits exceed the costs of doing so. This intuition ought to apply to other lobby-

ing strategies such as public pressure campaigns as well. Adding public pressure

campaigns as a lobbying strategy to Libgoeber’s model is straightforward. In this

model, a potential commenter has negative quadratic preferences centered on their

ideal policy 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑢𝑖 = −(𝑥𝑓 − 𝑝𝑖)2 where 𝑥𝑓 is the final policy chosen by the

agency decisionmakers. An organization will comment if the cost of doing so is less

than the difference between their utility when agency decisionmakers select a pol-

icy having been informed about the organization’s ideal point 𝑝𝑖 versus when they

select a policy after having made a guess about the organization’s ideal point, 𝑧𝑖.

If 𝑐𝑖 is organization 𝑖’s cost of commenting, then 𝑖 will comment if it expects to be

better off providing information than abstaining:

𝐸[𝑢𝑖|𝑝𝑖] > 𝐸[𝑢𝑖|𝑧𝑖] + 𝑐𝑖 (C.1)

Similarly, an organization will go public when it expects that the cost of spon-

soring a pressure campaign to be less than the difference in utility when agency

officials select a policy having been informed about the intensity of broader pub-

lic preferences 𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 versus when agency officials select a policy having made a

guess about the intensity of the attentive public’s preferences, 𝑧𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐. While orga-

nizations often make dubious claims to represent broad segments of the public, a

petition or mass comment campaign may provide information about 𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 that

agency officials see as more credible. If 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑔𝑛,𝑖 is organization 𝑖’s cost of run-

ning a mass mobilization campaign, then 𝑖 will launch a campaign if
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𝐸[𝑢𝑖|𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐] > 𝐸[𝑢𝑖|𝑧𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐] + 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑔𝑛,𝑖 (C.2)

This suggests that public pressure tactics should be more common when agency

officials are either poorly informed or distant from public opinion and potentially

influenced by the types of political information created by public pressure cam-

paigns.

In addition to informing agencies about public preferences, pressure campaigns

may alter the strategic decision environment for agencies. The extent to which

changes to the decision environment help or harm an organization’s cause may

affect their decision to sponsor a public pressure campaign. Public pressure cam-

paigns may shift the strategic environment in at least two ways. First, the general

level of public attention may “politicize” a rulemaking. That is, it may make polit-

ical factors more salient and technocratic factors less salient, perhaps by attracting

the attention of political appointees, the White House, or members of Congress.

Some organizations will do better and others worse in a more political decision envi-

ronment. Second, the specific level of public support for an organization’s lobbying

coalition may affect bureaucrats’ decisions to different degrees, depending on how

politicized the rulemaking is.

To formalize these two intuitions, let 𝛽𝑖 be the effect of the level politicization 𝛾
of rule 𝑗 on organization 𝑖’s utility, 𝐸[𝑢𝑖𝑗|𝛾𝑗]. Second, let 𝛿 represent a general in-

crease in utility for any organization 𝑖 for an additional unit of public support on

rule 𝑗 given the rule’s level of politicization. Let 𝜔𝑖𝑗 represent a one-unit increase in

support (e.g. an additional petition signature or form letter) for organization 𝑖 on

rule 𝑗. More public support may only matter in more politicized decision environ-
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ments. In more technocratic environments, support may be disregarded. This has

several implications:

• Organizations that gain from politicization 𝛽𝑖 > 0 may be double-rewarded

for mobilizing pressure because they benefit both from how their campaign

increases general politicization 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖 and the specific support 𝛿 for their posi-

tion.

• Organizations that receive negative utility from politicization 𝛽𝑖 will not spon-

sor campaigns at low levels of overall politicization.

At some level of politicization, 𝛾, organizations facing an opposing public pres-

sure campaign may have more to gain by counter-mobilizing than they stand to

lose by further politicizing the policy process.

Additionally, an organization may comment or run a mass mobilization campaign

if it benefits in ways that are independent of policy outcomes. Strategies such as

“going down fighting” can be incorporated by adding exogenous benefit parameters

to the utility function of the potential commenter/mobilizer. Let 𝑣𝑖 be the benefit

of commenting, independent of its effect on the policy outcome, such as pleasing

members or reserving the right to sue. Let 𝑤𝑖 be the benefit of running a mass mo-

bilization campaign independent of its effect on the outcome of the policy at hand,

such as fulfilling expectations of existing members or recruiting new members. An

organizations utility function would then be

𝑢𝑖 = −(𝑥 − 𝑝𝑖)2 + 𝑣𝑖 + 𝑤𝑖 (C.3)
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Again, the observed behavior of commenting without policy change becomes a

possible result if commenters are allowed a the strategy of “credit claiming” or “go-

ing down fighting” and incentives to do so.
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D

Supplementary Figures

D.1 The Number of Comments Per Rule Over Time

As discussed in Chapter 2, the number of agency rules receiving a large number

of public comments has increased over time. Figure D.1 breaks out the data pre-

sented in Figure 2.7 by year. Red numbers show the number of comments received

on the proposed rule with the most comments (the one furthest to the right) for

each year. For reference, a rule with ten comments is also marked, showing that in

every year from 2005 to 2020, the majority of proposed rules open for comment on

regulations.gov received less than ten comments.

D.2 Mentions of Support and Opposition

In line with findings from the hand-coded data presented Figure 2.15 in 2.4, a

search for “Support” and “Oppose” in comment text (FigureD.2) shows a dramatic

reversal in support and opposition with the change from the Obama administration

to the Trump administration. Mentions of “support” or “oppose” may be a noisy
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Figure D.1: Number of Comments (log scale) per Proposed Rule 2005-2020

signal—these words are not used in all comments and do not always indicate

support for or opposition to a rule. Still, given the partisan asymmetry in the

mobilizing groups, it is plausible that this pattern is a result of the changing

regulatory agenda due to the change in the presidential administration.
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Figure D.2: Comments Containing “Support” or “Oppose” on Draft Rules Posted
to Regulations.gov, 2006-2018
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